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1.
A Document is Discovered
For many years no trace existed of the “Public Record,” the
diocesan study of the martyrs about whom the present article
deals: the Christians who were put to death by the Boxers in
the year 1900. In the course of his research in the Vatican
Archives, Father Giuseppe Guerra, Postulator General of the
Vincentians, came upon a document called the “Transumptum.” The document is a complete copy of the Proceedings
of the Beijing Diocesan Tribunal. The Proceedings were sent
to the Congregation of Rites which, in the 1930s, dealt with
the Causes of those proposed for canonization.
The Transumptum is identical with the Public Record. The
former was sent to the Vatican, the latter to the religious congregation charged with a given Cause, in the present instance,
the Vincentians.
The officials at the Vatican Archives made photographs of
the Transumptum comprising 1500 pages that were sent to
Father Guerra. He was kind enough to make a DVD of the
photos for the Marist Brothers. As a result we have in our
possession the Proceedings of the Beijing Diocesan Tribunal.
In l905 the bishop of Beijing requested Vatican permission to
open the process which was officially inaugurated in Beijing
on January 1, l914. Only on May 28, l936, however, were
the Transumptum and the Public Record completed and sent
to Rome. One observes that the Tribunal was active over a
period of twenty-three years.
The Transumptum, a document of 1500 pages handwritten
in Latin, is essentially the transcript of statements made by
the witnesses called to testify at the
Tribunal.
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2.

The Witnesses
The vast majority of the witnesses had lived through the events
they recounted.
1- Some were the martyrs’ close relatives who themselves had
escaped death: fathers, mothers, husbands, wives, sons,
daughters, cousins, neighbors. In the Beijing parish of Tongt’ang, Thomas Yen-Soung, a sixty-year old merchant, gave a
deposition concerning thirty-five individuals who had been
his customers. Before he gave his testimony, however, Mr.
Yen-Soung spoke about the members of his family: his wife,
his sons, his sister and her children, his brother-in-law, his
sister-in-law. He was himself targeted to perish when his
home was set on fire, but he escaped covered with a blanket.
2- Some witnesses had unique stories to tell, such as those who
were spared because they were of a traditional religion. After
the persecution they remained the sole surviving members
of families whose other members had been killed. The survivors had tried to persuade their relatives to offer incense to
idols, but the efforts were in vain. Once the persecution came
to an end, the surviving family members became important
witnesses to the martyrdom of their relatives.
3- Some Christians denied their faith when confronted with the
threat that their families would be put to death. Such is the
case with Yu Thérèse. She admitted that she had denied the
faith, but then accepted the penance imposed by the Church
as a condition for re-admission to the faith. Thérèse witnessed
the death of her grandfather, father, mother and sister; the last
of her brothers disappeared. Once the violent persecution
had passed, the Christians who denied the faith returned to
the Church and became the best eye-witnesses of the persecution.
4- Other witnesses were those of a traditional religion who had
sometimes concealed in their homes Christians who were
neighbors. Other witnesses were non-believers who later converted to the faith. One finds as well Muslims, Buddhists and
those who declared that they had no religion. Last of all, there
were the witnesses whom the Boxers employed as domestics.
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5- The four groups mentioned above are referred to as witnesses
« de visu » (i.e. “who have seen”). A smaller number is made
up of those who heard the facts told in their families or
amongst their friends, even sometimes told by former Boxers.
Such witnesses are called witnesses “ob audito,” that is, “who
have heard.”
Generally speaking, those referred to in the present text are
witnesses not of a single person, but of a group of martyrs. The
group is sometimes so numerous that the testimony supplied
for an individual martyr is rather brief. For example, when
Nicholas Tchou testified on February 25, l914, he was able to
name fifty-one martyrs of various towns in the Beijing suburbs.
Maurice Tchou, the witness who preceded him, was able to
name almost forty.
Another element comes to the fore consistently: even if they
often belonged to a family that was killed, the witnesses are
never overcome by emotion. No romantic burst of enthusiasm;
the witnesses generally prove to be highly self-controlled; never
does a desire for revenge come to the surface. All the witnesses
stated how greatly they desired to see the martyrs beatified,
something hoped for, in fact, by all the Christians of Beijing.
One hundred and thirty individuals gave their testimony in regard to a group of 896 martyrs, victims of the persecution
which broke out in China between June and August l900, a
period known as the Boxer Persecution.
From the historical point of view, the importance of the
“Transumptum” is undeniable.
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3.

The Martyrs
The Transumptum contains a list of 896 martyrs. Although the
number is significant, it remains limited in scope when one considers that thirty thousand Christians were killed by the Boxers
between June and August 1900.
By far the greater number of martyrs was comprised of simple
Christian believers: farmers and manual laborers. Their lives
were unremarkable, but their Christian faith was of the most
intense sort. The testimony given before the Diocesan Tribunal
allows us to enter into their everyday Christian lives. We are
taken aback in reading how intensely they lived out their
devotion to Christ. Often, entire families were put to death: not
only the parents, but their children and even their infants. In fact,
the relatives who miraculously escaped death are the ones who
provide first-hand testimony about those who were martyred.
The sketches painted by these simple believers present a singular
freshness. Expressed with much emotional restraint, the portraits
reveal a fullness of faith that is truly edifying. The ages of those
who were martyred cover a huge span: from eighty years of age
to those who were but a few days old. The group comprises as
many men as women and a large number of children.
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One must be attentive not to look upon the martyrs as stoic
types who were oblivious to danger. On the contrary, they were
badly shaken in face of the violence that was arising around
them. As far as possible, they tried to escape death. They
weighed out the horrors which were confronting them: their
goods pillaged their homes and churches put to the torch, their
families threatened with extermination. In face of death, however,
fear gave way to courage and fidelity. At times, truly heroic
actions shine out. For example, Wang Yong Shing Gervais, a
farmer, was able to provide time for his family to flee. He did so
by appearing before the Boxers who were demanding money
and weapons prior to killing him. Yong Shing dragged out the
proceedings with the excuse that he did not have any weapons,
but, yes, he could lead them to a place where he kept a bit of
money. It was his wife who later appears before the Diocesan
Tribunal to relate the story.
In the document under consideration, the martyrs are organized
by parish into sixteen groups. One parish has 145 martyrs, the
largest number. The other parishes have 115, 103, 100, 78. 67,
etc. The parishes with smaller numbers present lists of twelve,
eleven, eight. Rather than naming individual martyrs, the lists
often indicate groups (sometimes entire families) which were
executed.
Of the four Marist Brother martyrs, two were Chinese: Brother
Adon and the postulant Paul Jen. Their names appear on the list
of those who were martyred in Chala, a place near Beijing. The
official list of the Chala martyrs comprises about one hundred
names. In fact, 350 bodies were removed from the common
grave, corpses having been randomly thrown into ditches.
The other two Marist Brothers, Jules André and Joseph Félicité,
were European. Their names appear on the list of martyrs from
Jen Ts’e-T’ang and Pe-t’ang.
For each martyr, the Tribunal list provides the following: baptismal
name, Chinese name, birthplace, age, civil status, family, place
of martyrdom. Sometimes too, details are added. The following
is an example. The Shun family counted eighty Christians
among its members. They came from various parts of the town
and sought refuge in one large house where they were put to
death. Many came from what might be called lower-middle
class status: farmers, manual laborers, a few physicians, pharmacists, an occasional teacher, merchants.
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Another feature of the list is that, far and away, the greater
number of martyrs is made up of ordinary believers, while
priests and female and male religious number about twenty:
four Vincentian priests, four Marist Brothers, a dozen Chinese,
female religious.
The target of the Boxers’ persecution was the Chinese Christians.
The Boxers were hoping to eliminate them either by a violent
death or by forcing them to give up their faith, the first element
of which was to deny Christ.
The martyrs being discussed here present a picture of an
exceptional part of God’s people. In addition, the members of
religious congregations ought to be both proud and humble.
They may be proud, on the one hand, because the religious
congregations gave birth to a Chinese Church so deeply attached
to Christ, with a generosity faithful unto death. The religious
congregations may be humble, on the other hand, because their
own martyrs (Vincentians, Marist Brothers, female religious) are
only a handful. The People of God were the ones who suffered
the brunt of the persecution and remained loyal to the faith.
Were there some who denied the faith? In some parishes, yes;
in other parishes, no. For mothers or fathers, the thought of
seeing their entire family threatened with extermination was intolerable. Almost all the Christians who did apostatize later
returned to the Church, accepting the penances imposed upon
them. Later, they would bear testimony on behalf of the martyrs.
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All Boxers were not cut from the same cloth. Some did not execute Christians who offered incense to idols. Other Boxers
put Christians to death piteously after humiliating them by extracting a forced denial of faith. Such Boxers felt certain that
only the killing of Christians would preclude the possibility of
a return to the Church when the period of persecution would
come to an end. The testimonies received at the Tribunal
allow us to see that no uniform behavior prevailed amongst
the persecuting parties. Some groups of Boxers would not put
infants to death. One group of non-believers favored the elimination of Christians, if only so that the Christian homes might
be ransacked. Another group helped save Christians by offering
a hiding place, and yet a third group made certain that the executed Christians received a proper burial.
Differing judgments also appear in the testimony of witnesses.
A fair number state that, before the persecution broke out, relations between Christians and non believers were satisfactory. Others speak of a certain, interior animosity; the good
relations were but superficial. Among themselves too, Christians
did not manifest a uniform behavior. The great majority did
not offer resistance. As farmers or manual laborers, they
possessed no arms; their only defense was flight. In the foreign
Legations and at Pe-t’ang where many Christians sought refuge,
this type of resistance went on for months, a passive resistance
rather than one of aggression, a resistance of the besieged
rather than of the besieger.
Once the persecution came to an end, the Church in Beijing
was caught up in providing a Christian burial for the bodies
which could be recovered. Of course, not all were recoverable because many had been burned. The token of respect
shown by providing a
proper burial was the first
indication of how important the act of martyrdom
is, demonstrating clearly
that the Church considered those killed in the
persecution as true martyrs, dying in fidelity to
the Lord.
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4.

Historical and Social Setting
Let us attempt to grasp the historical and social setting in
which the persecution broke out and in which Christians
were unexpectedly immersed and eventually caught up in
martyrdom.

4.1 - China
As the nineteenth century unfolded, Imperial China began to
lose its cohesiveness. Impor- tant colonial powers penetrated
coastal areas establishing their “Concessions” and their Legations upon Chinese soil.
The Quin-Manchu dynasty entered into a kind of decline,
while two contesting forces confronted each other within the
imperial realm. One was the Counter Reformists who wished

L’Impero della Cina
durante la dinastia Qing (1644-1911)
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to keep China and its ancient traditions free of external influences and protected from the presence of foreign armies and
foreign religions. The leading Counter Reformists were called
the Boxers. They desired to preserve China from becoming the
prey of nations which had dreams of dismembering the Chinese
Empire. The nations in question were: Great Britain, Germany,
France, Russia, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Italy, the United
States, Japan. The Counter Reformists were deeply nationalistic,
even (not without reason) xenophobic, ultra-traditional.
On the other hand, a group of intellectuals wanted to modernize China, to give the country a constitution, to reform the
economy, the educational system, the military. They were
deeply aware of how their country was behind the times, for
China had been defeated first in a war with Russia and later in
a war with Japan (1894-1895).
The Boxers and the intellectuals lived with real tensions. Having
to choose, the dowager queen, Cixi, selected the Counter Reformists, for she herself had lived through the humilia-tions to
which her country had been subjected. Such was the reason
why she tacitly sup-ported the Boxer movement. All the same,
those who were seeking to modernize China eventually took
power in 1911. They put an end
to the empire and transformed
China into a republic.

4.2 - The Boxers
Over its millennial history, the
Chinese Empire has always experienced the presence of secret
societies. One such society was
the Boxers who came into existence around the year 1800
when they formed an opposition
group to the Empress Thu Hi. The Boxers were made up of
rather diverse groups, and at the start they counted among
their members farmers who had lost their lands. Because
they emphasized martial arts such as Kung Fu they eventually
came to be called “Boxers.”
The movement quickly took on a nationalist spirit, opposed
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to all forms of Western presence. The Boxers wanted a China
that would be strong and independent. Their struggle, at times
disorganized, became a truly national struggle which reached
its apogee from June to August 1900. At the beginning of the
uprising, however, the Boxers were not to be found everywhere and so few people were put to death. Thus, when the
Tong-t’ang church was burned down, the Sisters called
Daughters of Saint Joseph had to leave their convent. They
did have to wander in the streets of the city for three or four
days, but at least they were not executed.
With the same, often brutal violence, the Boxers opposed both
foreigners and the Chinese who converted to Christianity, whom
they called, «half Europeans,» in Chinese pro-nounced “EulMao-Tze,” a pejorative name. From the Boxers’ perception,
Christian Chinese had surrendered the integrity of the Chinese
soul. The Boxers were prepared to torch Christian churches and
Christian homes; to kill men, women, children; to disembowel
pregnant females; to throw the bodies into pits. When set on
fire, the houses were sometimes filled with occupants, and the
perpetrators would hear them praying in the midst of the flames.
Through the months of June, July and August 1900, about
30,000 Chinese Christians were killed, though only rarely
were Christians subjected to torture. Most often they were
simply seized and executed.
One might read the story of the Boxers in a way that presents
them as heroes of the nation. It is possible that they were unknowingly manipulated by the Empress and had little sense
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of liberty of conscience. At the same time, they were not free
of a fanatical and sadistic spirit.
Another fact to be borne in mind is that the Boxer persecution
was not an isolated occurrence. Rather it was but one instance
of a series of persecutions that began in the eighteenth century
and recurred over the intervening period. The Boxer Persecution, therefore, was not the first or only persecution, nor
should it be seen as an isolated phenomenon.
The reaction of Western nations began in August 1900 and
was extremely violent, causing the death of many common
people. In addition, the city of Beijing itself was sacked. The
victors imposed upon China the rule of “Might makes right”
and a truly humiliating peace treaty. The repression of the
Boxers was out of all due proportion. A desire existed to degrade China so severely that it would never rise again. Surely
the Great Powers are not without blame.

4.3 - The Chinese Christians
Before the Boxer persecution, relations were generally peaceful
between Christians and non-believers. The fact is emphasized
by many of the witnesses who appeared before the Diocesan
Tribunal. Other witnesses point out that tension did exist, but it
was a latent tension.
It is a fact that Christians were accused of abhorrent activities :
plucking out the eyes and hearts of those who were dying;
frying babies on the stove and eating them; preparing medicines
that were, in fact, harmful; poisoning wells. The gravest accusation, however, was that Christians were on the way to becoming “Eul-mao-tze,” that is,
half-Europeans. At the same
time, however, Christians were
the object of admiration because many non-Christians
had converted to the Christian
faith. In fact such conversions
continued even after the Boxer
persecution broke out.
For their part, Chinese Christians repeatedly refused to beThe Boxer Persecution • 15

come «half-Europeans». They
loved their country as did other
Chinese people and lived a simple life in the authentic Chinese
manner. They did not, for example, join the armies of the Western Powers as a means of getting
back at their persecutors. The
number of Christians who died
in the persecution is usually estimated at thirty thousand. Rather
than speaking of individual martyrs, the Tribunal witnesses more
often tell of whole families’ being
annihilated, of Christians burned to death in their homes. A
catechist from Si-t’ang relates that 200 or 250 Christians were
executed in one parish. In the course of the Boxer persecution
the Chinese Christians never countered violence with violence.
With their bare hands, farmers met Boxers armed with rifles,
swords, spears. Christians tried to flee, going underground in
Beijing City. Once captured by the Boxers, the overwhelming
majority preferred death to denying the faith. They chose to be
victims rather than murderous aggressors. Indeed, many signs
had appeared foretelling the likely persecution; the Christians
were not martyrs caught off guard.
Some of the Christians belonged to families that had been believers over several generations. Confronting their persecutors,
they forthrightly declared, “We have been Christians for a very
long time, and do you expect us to deny Christ?”
There’s the key word. Faith was what the Christians were being
repeatedly invited to renounce, not a European way of living
which, in fact, they had not adopted. Living the normal Chinese
life and far from being politically
connected, such Chinese had attained to a love of Christ, a commitment to the Lord that may surprise us. They had encountered
the One who gives meaning to
life; and for his sake they accepted death. Sometimes we are
taken aback by the fidelity that
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marks the moment of martyrdom of certain believers who have
not been fervent, who rarely go to church, who drink to excess.
In the face of making a once-for-all choice, they chose Christ.
Those who died in the persecution wished to remain faithful to
Jesus. Here we discover the raison d’etre of their martyrdom.
Their lives are given over exclusively to the Lord. To the nonbelievers who urge them to offer incense to idols so as to
escape death, the Christians say, “Impossible! We are willing
to die, but not to renounce our faith!” Political reasoning pales
before fidelity to the Lord. Certainly they were victims of political
circumstances, yet more so were they martyrs because they
would not deny Christ.

4.4 - The Beijing Church
It was above all the Church in Beijing
and its outskirts that will bear the brunt
of the persecution. During the three terrible months (June, July, August 1900)
when the Boxer Rebellion breaks out,
the farming villages around Beijing, occupied by defenseless farmers, will pay
Monsignor Favier
the highest price.
Four large parishes were to be found in Beijing, named according to the points of the compass: Si-t’ang to the west; Nant’ang to the south; Tong-t’ang the eastern parish; Pe-t’ang the
northern one.
The church in Pe-t’ang was the cathedral church. There too
was the residence of Bishop Favier and his coadjutor, Bishop
Jarlin. The Vicentians had their main mission in the same place.
The parish contained several religious communities who administered schools. The major and minor seminaries were educating 111 young Chinese men for the priesthood.
Adjoining Pe-t’ang was Jen-Ts’e-t’ang, a neighborhood that
counted 1,800 Christian women and young children, 450 young
girls in schools or orphanages, thirty infants. The total number
of Chinese Christians in the two places was about 3,420.
The two neighborhoods were to hold up against a two-month
siege conducted by the Boxers. Many Christians came to find
refuge at the same locality. There too were Brothers Jules André
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and Joseph Félicité along
with others Brothers. Six
Brothers had sought refuge
in the Legations: the residences of those who diplomatically represented various nations present in China.
During the siege of Pe-t’ang
and Jen-ts’e-t’ang the Marist
Brothers on site are to offer
their wholehearted commitment to defend the two
places. The Brothers took
turns at being soldiers,
builders of barricades, night
watchmen, nurses. On all
sides, amidst bullets and
cannonballs, they offered every type of service imaginable.
Day and night, nothing but a barrage of cannons, gunfire, battles, fires, explosions, the dead, the wounded, the sick, the
dying: all the horrors of war; only to be followed in the end by
the horror of famine. Over a period of sixty-four days, the
Brothers witnessed the interment of the bodies of more than
four hundred poor refugees. The same locale witnessed the
death of Brother Joseph-Félicité on July 18, l900 and that of
Brother Jules-André, Visitor, on August 12, 1900.
Cha-la-Eul or Cha-la was located in a Beijing suburb where,
since May l893, the Brothers had been running an orphanage
for 125 children. The Boxers burned down the church, the Sisters’ school and the orphanage. Some orphans were scattered
or were sent back to their own families or the families of other
Christians; and of the roughly one hundred who remained on
the site, only twenty-five will survive. On June 17, 1900, two
Chinese Marists will also die there: Brother Joseph Marie Adon
and the postulant Paul Jen.
The Marist Brothers arrived in China on April 26, 1891. At the
time of the Boxer Rebellion, there were forty-eight Brothers
who conducted several apostolates: directing a school in Nant’ang, an orphanage in Cha-la, a school in Tien-Tsin and another
school in Shanghai. Another fifteen Brothers were to be found
in the Beijing neighborhoods of Nan-t’ang and Cha-la.
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5.

The Martyrs of
the Beijing’s Parishes
5.1 - The Parish of Si-t’ang
In a single family
«...My mother was baptized a few days before she died. Having
gone to see Father Maurice Doré to ask for baptism, she told him,
– If the Boxers kill me before I am baptized, I will not be
able to enter heaven.
– I will baptize you when you finish the four parts of the catechism. Even if the Boxers were to kill you before your
baptism, you will be dying because of your belief in God,
and therefore you will go to heaven.
Yet she was so insistent that Father Maurice Doré ended up
giving her baptism, and to my sister as well, who was to be
married in just a few days.
My father, however, and my paternal grandmother kept insisting that my mother deny her faith. My mother accepted
the reprimand because she was much frightened of my father.
On the other hand, my sister refused to offer incense.

On June 28 the Boxers arrived and set fire to the home of our
neighbors who were Christians. The house was filled with people
and those outside heard them praying in the midst of the flames.
Afterwards the Boxers broke into our home. One of my younger
brothers and one of my younger sisters were able to get out. My
mother, sister, sister-in-law and her daughter, Maria, along with
one of my younger brothers were tied up and lead outside. As
they made their way along, my mother and the other family
members prayed, saying repeatedly the Our Father and Hail
Mary. The people remarked with admiration,
– Even when they are walking along, they are at their
prayers!
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The Boxers took my little brother, threw him in the air and waited
for him with their bayonets in the air. Seeing such a thing, my
mother broke into tears. But the Boxers killed them all.
A less than devout Christian
Tchao Yung Joseph was a sinner. He was not so fervent. The
Boxers seized him and led him to the place where trials were
held. On the way, the captors said,
– At the trial you have only to say that you are not a Christian!
But he replied:
– That, never. My family has been Christian for several generations.
At the trial, the Boxers offered him the incense for idols. He
spoke in terms of contempt, saying,
– My family has been Christian for several generations. Take
all the time you need to put me to death!
Led away to the entrance of his native city, he told the Boxers,
– Here is my homeland; this is paradise.
He then called upon the Mother of God to come to help
him. He was executed on the spot.
A catechist
Pau Chan Augustin? I knew him as a
catechist. Before he was baptized, he
used to be a member of the Imperial
Guard. He gave up this work because it prevented him from observing God’s laws. He was a very fervent
Christian who encouraged others to
lead virtuous lives. He drew to the
Church many non-believers.
After the church fire in Beijing, he
sought refuge in Pe-T’ang where there
was a European Legation with military guards. Reflecting upon the situation, he said to himself,
– Here is a unique opportunity to give up my life for God. I
am going to return to the place I have come from. I am old;
what can happen to me?
To those who became fearful as they contemplated the possibility of martyrdom, he used to say,
– Where can you find a better chance?
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He was arrested with his family of whom six members were to
be killed. He said to the Boxers,
– Where are you leading me?
– It’s none of your business. Just follow us.
– As they passed along in front of the Si-t’ang church, he asked
them to stop for a moment. Then he fell upon his knees, made
a profound bow before the burnt down church, made a grand
sign of the Cross and said,
– This is my homeland.
And he continued his prayers. The Boxers were surprised that he
continued to pray, but they had decided to kill him in front of the
church which he kept referring to as his homeland. As they were
putting him to death, he continued to pray. The events occurred
from June 15 to 18, 1900. He body has never been found.

5.2 - The Nan-t’ang Parish
The following section presents the complete testimony given
by twenty-four year old, Ly Anna. It offers the chance to immerse ourselves in the days when terror stalked Christian
families. The testimony is rounded out by that given by her
brother, Tchoo Joseph, who was seven years old at the time
the events occurred, twenty-one years of age when he gave
his testimony. When he appeared before the Tribunal, he was
in the major seminary doing his philosophy. The testimony
focuses upon his mother, Agnes Wang, forty-one years of age
and his father, Tcheou Martin, aged thirty-eight.
The Boxers entered our home. Thereupon the sister-in-law a traditional religionist - of the Catechist Wang (a neighbor,
but their mother Agnes was one of the Wang family) arrived
at our home with incense so that we might burn some in
front of the Boxers as a sign of idol veneration. She told us,
– The Boxers are coming to your home!
– My father and mothers hid themselves in their bedroom.
Then about thirty Boxers came into the main room and
took places all around.
– My father encouraged us saying,
– Do not be concerned about anything! (Then my parents
realized that they would not be able to stay hidden much
longer and began to think about fleeing.)
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My father and brother who took my sister by the hand, escaped
by the north side of the house. Some Boxers chased after
them trying to strike them on the head. The blows, however,
made no contact and my relatives escaped. My father was
quite heavy; he stumbled over a rock in the street and fell
down. He was killed by two Boxers who had been in pursuit.
My sister was at my father’s side and said to the Boxers:
– I am also a Catholic; you can kill me too.
They glared at her and then went off.
My mother and I remained alone in the room and she kept
on saying to me, “Let’s get out of here, let’s get out of here!”
She did get away, and I followed holding on to her dress. But
as we reached the doorstep, the Boxers stopped us. Seeing
that there was no way to get away, my mother said,
– Let’s kneel down and let them kill us!”
Then she fell to her knees with me right behind her. We extended our heads forward and closed our eyes expecting to
be killed!
The Boxers struck us with their swords and spears, and we
collapsed on the ground half dead. Thinking us dead, the
Boxers departed.
Shortly after my mother asked me:
– Did they kill you?
– No!
– If they did not kill you, recite a Hail Mary, but softly! Invoke Mary. And let’s get back to the house.
– The house? But haven’t they burned it down?
Then, supporting my mother (I had been only lightly injured),
I helped her enter, and there we knelt down. Then as she sat
down, she told me,
– Remove the gold jewelry you’re wearing. If you die with
that on, you will go to purgatory.
My mother did the same and placed the items on the table.
Then I said to my mother:
– Let’s go back to the bedroom. If the Boxers pass by and
spot us, they will complete their plans and put us to death.
– Yes, let’s go, my mother said.
The two of us went in and lay down on the bed.
My mother asked me to get some water and I gave it to her.
But the water ran down the left side of her mouth because of
a large wound she had received. My mother asked me:
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Presso le tombe di coloro che caddero a Pechino, il plotone spara cariche a salve per
l’estremo saluto ai martiri

– Do you know what has happened to your father?
– I don’t.
She added:
– My head wounds have left blood stains all over the bed.
What should I do?
– Take a handkerchief and press on the wound.
– A man of about thirty years of age came into the house.
He was a kindly disposed follower of the traditional religion. Staying outside the room, he asked us:
– Are you Catholics?
Supposing him to be a Boxer, my mother replied:
– We are Catholics!
– If you are Catholics get outside at once because European
soldiers are on their way to save you!
My mother said:
– I thought he was a Boxer. Maybe he’s not.
And she added:
– If European soldiers are coming to save us, take advantage
of the occasion.
I told her that I did not have the shoes needed to get away.
She told me to take my sister’s.
Just then, however, an old woman who was not a Christian,
came into the house brandishing a large knife. She said:
– Where are the valuables? If you do not hand them over, I
am going to kill you!
My mother answered:
– Take what you want, everything you find here. It means
nothing to us. Make off with what you like.
The old woman rummaged through everything and made off
with the things she wanted.
My mother had such a severe wound on her neck that her head
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was bent down over her breast. At that point I departed.
Someone later told me that my mother hung on for three more
days. The Boxers who afterwards returned to the house found
her there. They then brought her to the home of the Christian
Ly Ts’inn Tach’ang (the ambassador of China to France). The
Boxers then proceeded to burn down the house; my mother
perished in the fire.
As for myself, I saw many Christians gathered when I came onto
the street and along with them some European soldiers. At that
point, I came upon my brother, Joseph, and shortly afterwards
my sister, Maria. She told me that the Boxers had killed our
father by striking him on the head with a heavy sword. Afterwards,
they stripped off his clothes and kept the clothes for themselves.
My mother died for two reasons. The first is that she was pregnant
and was unable to walk easily. The second was that the wound
she received on her neck was so deep that she had no chance to
reach one of the Legations.
A few days before she died, the same time when the church at
Nan-t’ang was burned down, she had told us:
– If the Boxers come and say: If you deny your faith, you will
be safe; if you do not deny the faith, we will kill you, tell them:
We are Christians. You can certainly kill us, but whatever may
happen, do not say that we were not Christians!
Then, lifting up her son
Joseph, she gave him a picture
of the Virgin Mary and said:
– Look at how beautiful the
holy Mother of God is. She
will come to your aid.
At the Diocesan Tribunal,
Joseph testified that his
mother went often to confession, that on Saturdays
and Sundays she attended
Mass, very early so as not to
awaken him. Every day she
said morning and the
evening prayers and recited
the rosary. She was a very
pious woman. She taught us
Profughi cinesi cristiani
how to pray.
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5.3 The Tong-t’ang Parish
The following testimony was given by Joseph Ning Cheoutch’en, a sixty-seven year old farmer, who spoke of the martyrs
within his immediate family and among his relatives.
I knew the Tchang family: François Xavier Tyii, his son Jean
Baptiste, Thérèse Tchang, my sister, wife of Jean Baptiste,
Joseph, Jean, Pierre, Rose, Marie and Ann, children of Thérèse
and Jean Baptiste, the widow Marie Tchang, Thérèse Ouang,
née Tchang, Joséphine Tchang, Gabrièle Tchang, Marie Tchang,
Pauline and Lucie, Paul’s wife, Pierre, his elder son and his sisters, Philomène and Agnes. Along with this numerous group,
the following people also died: Madeleine Ning, née Liou, my
mother; and Lucie Jen, Pierre Jen, Paul Jen, Philippe Jen, Marie
Jen, Marie Liou, Melchior, my grandfather.
The entire Tchang family were very honorable people, especially Francis Xavier: he attended Mass every day. In my opinion, he deserves to be canonized.
The Tchangs did nothing to defend themselves. They were
far from appreciating the Boxers’ intentions, unable to imagine being put to death. Had the Tchangs, in fact, understood
better the situation, they would have gotten away. When
the Boxers surrounded the house, the Christians inside could
do nothing except pray and then escape through a hidden
door.
Francis Saverio Tchang
Francis Xavier Tchang, a venerable old man aged seventythree, a real patriarch from the old days, was very honest in
business, charitable towards the poor and towards children,
self demeaning, thinking himself the least of all. His faith
and piety could be perceived from the respectful manner in
which he comported himself in church, something that everyone admired. Despite his advanced age, he used to go to
Mass every day, while in the evening he made an hour of
adoration whatever the weather, whatever the season.
The same Tchang was greatly attracted to the service of God.
In his free time he would read to his assembled family from
religious texts, and then he would tell us of honorable things,
exhorting us to behave virtuously, not to set ourselves above
others, never to harm anyone. “The heavenly Father will bless
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us,” he would always remark. As head of the family, he used
to give to the poor a bowl of rice and the leftovers from the
restaurant. At New Year he would add a “sapech,” - that is,
some coins - and a sweet.
He would often rummage around the house in order to find
clothing to give to them. He sent blankets and money to families he knew were in need and to the hospital as well. Going
to church one day, he came upon a woman very poorly
clothed. At once he sent his daughter-in-law to bring something
for the woman to wear. On another occasion he found a
woman who was on the verge of giving birth without any shelter for her or her newborn. He went to look for a shelter, found
her a small room and had his two daughters-in-law look after
the woman. Then, when a month has passed, he saw her off,
making sure that she had clothes for herself and her baby and
sufficient money to look after her initial needs.
I could never recount all the charitable actions he performed;
only God can do that. Mr. Tchang’s happiness consisted in
looking after the needs of the parish of Tong-t’ang which he
loved so well. The respected and saintly Father Garrigues has
carried the secret with him to heaven.
Maria Tchang
Mr. Tchang’s daughter-in-law, widow Maria Tchang, was the
daughter of a Tartar by the name of Yang, a former Christian.
Maria’s father had died at a very young age. Since her mother
was poor, Maria Tchang was confided to the Daughters of
Charity in Beijing. She stayed with the Sisters for three years,
ever after holding them in the highest regard. Truly Maria
was a widow who might be held out to Christians as a worthy
model of an exceptionally edifying life.
While still quite a young widow, she gave herself wholeheartedly over to God. Divine Providence provided her with
the possibility of responding to the desires of her soul which
was eager for justice. In the saintly Father Kho, Maria found
a wise and prudent guide who directed, supported and consoled her. He offered her advice, suggesting to her a program
for living out her day to day life. Thus she became an exemplary woman: strong in virtue, courageous in trial, patient in
difficulties, generous in making sacrifices, above all and at
the core, a woman of prayer.
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Maria Tchang awakened
very early every morning
around 4:00. She began her
day with prayer and meditation while she thought we
were sleeping. I used to spy
on her, looking out from under the covers, and I would
often see her weeping copiously, so intensely did she
taste the sweetness of her encounter with God.
When she concluded her
morning prayers, she would
immediately start to do her
housework, in order to leave everything in proper order
before heading off to Mass. On Sundays and feast days, she
would attend the first Mass, leaving to others the time and
consolation of attending the more solemn services. To that
end, she assisted and replaced the domestic help. She was in
charge of providing for all the needs of this house which was
very large and very busy. She did so with great simplicity
and scrupulous attention. To put it briefly, the saintly widow
ate her bread by the sweat of her brow, never lazy, always
seeking the best for others, the least for herself.
Maria Tchang dressed plainly and modestly, practiced mortification in what she ate, was friendly to all, and in her exterior
behavior showed both a modesty and dignity which caused
everyone to respect her.
During a troubled time in Beijing when rumors were circulating, she was arrested at a meeting in which people were
expressing the old falsehoods against Christians and the Sisters, who – so they would claim – tore out the eyes and
hearts of the children. With no appearance of being troubled,
Maria Tchang calmly remarked:
– Look at me carefully: I have my eyes and my heart, and,
yes, I was brought up by the Sisters.
The hostile crowd was stunned by such a courageous action.
By such a holy life and by her daily sacrifices Maria Tchang
prepared herself for the supreme sacrifice.
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The Martyrdom of Maria Tchang
While the Boxers were ransacking and burning down the
restaurant and home, widow Maria Tchang managed to get
away through the door on the north side. She led away too
her daughter-in-law, Petronilla, married two months earlier,
for whom Maria wanted to find a secure place. The two
women came to a very modest home where several Tchang
family members lived.
There the two women spent four days in great anxiety and
fear, an agony worse than death, because they did not know
what had become of their family. One of the servants named
Tou Chan, found their hiding place. (Since he was a still nonbeliever he could move about freely.) Maria asked him where
were her grandfather, her father and his relatives; where was
her brother Joseph for whom she had most tender concern.
(He was the only one who was able to escape and survive.)
Tou Chan told her that it was all over, nothing was left, no
one remained. Who could possibly understand the sentiments
that then came upon Maria’s soul? She kept a somber silence
before breaking out in a stream of tears.
During the days of anxiety and fear which preceded her
death, the devoted widow Maria got ready to confront the
loss of her entire family, encouraging them to remain solid in
their faith. She said repeatedly:
– Soon we shall be in heaven!
After four days of indescribable suffering, the hiding place of
the pious widow Maria and the Tchang family members was
discovered by the Boxers. The Boxers of Mandarin class
wanted to make off with Petronilla, a very beautiful, winsome
young lady. But she was tenacious, wishing to die rather than
give in to their proposals. While such events were transpiring,
the courageous mother-in-law embraced her, saying to the
Boxers harshly , “Kill her before my eyes. I will die also, but
you will never take her away.” The young woman was killed
in the very arms of Maria. Right before the eyes of the same
heroic Christian woman, all the members of the Tchang family
were put to death. At the last moment she said:
– Heaven! Soon we will all be there!
Maria received the final blow which opened up the heavenly
kingdom to her.
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6.

The Martyrs of some villages
around Beijing
6.1 - The villages of Koan-t’eu,
Ts’ai-Hu-Yng and Wa-Ts’iuen-Sze
From the three villages in question, the Diocesan Tribunal
brought to light a group of sixty-seven farmers who were all
killed because of their faith in Christ.
First the non-believers used to invite Christians to renounce the
faith. Sometimes the non-believers would announce to people
that the believers were only supposed to be Christians, whereas
they were really non-believers. But many Christians did not
accept such an indirect manner of renouncing the faith:
– What are you talking about? We have been Christians over
several generations. Never will we renounce our faith.
At times, someone who was giving testimony at the Diocesan
Tribunal would pause for a rather long time in describing a
particular martyr. Such was the case with Marc Ly who testified
to the death of his father, Paul, and his mother, Anne Ly. The
lengthy testimony given on behalf of his father and mother prevented Marc Ly from speaking of other relatives who had been
killed: his brother, several nephews and other relatives too.
When the Boxers seized Marc Ly’s village, his parents attempted
to flee, each taking a different direction. First the Boxers seized
the mother, wounding her with three blows of a spear. She fell
to the ground. Seeing that she was still breathing, the Boxers
killed her with a fourth blow. The father was also seized, led
back and killed inside his home. Then the house was ransacked
and burned. The events occurred on June 8, 1900.
Marc Ly’s testimony continues, as he tells the story of his sister
Philomène. In order to escape the persecution, she rented a muledrawn wagon for herself and her two infants. Making her escape,
she met up with Boxers who asked whether she were a Christian.
– Yes I am, she said boldly. And I ask you to put my two infant children to death first, and them myself, right here
where we are. The wagon driver, however, is a non-believer;
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and I was the one who asked him to conduct us away. So then, let him go free!
The Boxers then killed the two infants
and afterwards their mother, sparing
the wagon driver because they
wanted to take the wagon and mule
for themselves.
Joseph Su-Koang-Joei reported a family
experience he had had. Confronting
the risk that his brother’s entire family
might be wiped out, his father, a non-believer, said:
– You are to leave your youngest child with us so that the
family name will continue.
But my brother said in reply:
– If we die and if our son goes to live with you, he will become
like you a non-believer. Better he die with us than live with you.
And that is what happened: the whole family was killed.
In the face of such behavior, the non-believers were surprised.
They claimed that the Christians were hard headed and that
they were taking drugs in order to bear up.
In the course of the same testimony, Mark Ly sketched out portraits
of those involved, rapidly done but interesting nonetheless.
Maria Tchang was only a new Christian, but her rosary beads
were already worn to a brilliance, so often did she use them for
prayer. Her home was six leagues from the village, but she
walked the great distance in order to attend Mass every Sunday.
Liou Tchang-An was not so fervent. When the persecution
first broke out, a non-believer told him:
– Go to where the Boxers have their meetings. Offer incense
and, as a penance, leave some money.
– Such actions mean that I have to deny the faith? I am not
a very devoted believer, but I prefer to die rather than to
make such a denial.

6.2 - The Village of Yen-Tze-K’eou
From this village the Diocesan Tribunal preserves the record of
one hundred and fifteen Christians who were put to death for
the faith. In almost every instance, one finds that entire families
were executed, often enough patriarchal-type families with
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many members. The first witness called was François WangKoei-Chouen. He gave the names of ninety Christians who had
been killed. The total number was made up of just four or five
families: the Wangs, Tchoungs, Pengs, Yungs, Tchaos.
It is difficult to know whether one should be shocked by the
cruelty of the slaughter or filled with admiration at the readiness
of the Christians to march forward to their martyrdom. What
comes across constantly, however, is the way in which one witness after another speaks of the intensity of the martyrs’ prayers,
the seriousness with which they lived their Christian lives, their
respect for the Sunday, for the Church’s days of fast and abstinence. At times, they were at the door of the church even before
the church bells were rung. Though almost all illiterate, the
Christian farmers knew a great many prayers by heart, and
hymns as well. Daily they were faithful to their morning prayers,
evening prayers, the rosary
Not that all were perfect. Some of them liked their wine, and
when indulging did not know how to control their tongue.
Others liked to play cards, always seen by the Christians as a
moral failing. Some of them were in irregular marriages. On the
female side, skies were not always sunny between mothers-inlaw and daughters-in-law. Some had fiery tempers, men and
women alike. Notwithstanding such facts, however, all of them
preferred to die rather than to deny their faith.
Here are some touching snapshots of the martyrs.
André P’eng
Was arrested by the Boxers in the village of Tchao-Lyng. They
led him away to the palace of Prince Tuan in Beijing. On his
way there he met a friend of his who said:
– Why don’t you run away and hide? We’ll talk about your
escape in the next world.
When he got to the palace, Prince Tuan asked:
– How old are you?
– Thirty-five.
– How long have you been a Christian?
– Thirty-six years.
– What! You’re only thirty-five years old and you’ve been a
Christian for thirty-six?
– That’s absolutely correct. I’ve been a Christian since I was
in my mother’s womb.
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– Angered by such an answer, the judge ordered André put
to death.
François Tchou
François Tchou and his brother were executed in front of the
western town gate called Th’ang-p’ing-tcheou. François was carrying his younger brother Jean Gabriel on his shoulders. Seeing
the handsome child and wishing to take him into his entourage,
the Boxer leader said, «He is a mere child, let us not kill him!»
The surrounding Boxers then tried to tear the child from
François, but he resisted with all his might.
– I am bearing my brother on my shoulders right up to the
time he is killed. He and I have arrived here together; together we will die.
In fact, with no way to separate the two brothers, they were
put to death together.
Mr. François Wang-Koei-Chouen
At the conclusion of his testimony, Mr. François Wang-KoeiChouen, added the following account.
– I’ve forgotten something. While Antoine and Catherine Yung
were led to the place of torture, Antoine, still a new believer,
spotted some of his non-believer friends. He begged them to
do something to help. Catherine, his wife, whose family had
been Christians for many years, reprimanded her husband.
– What sort of help can you expect from human beings? In
a little while, we shall be in heaven, and you are now
looking for assistance from them?
Her words gave fresh impetus to the husband, Antoine, who
then continued going forward, remarking,
– Heaven is the place to which I am going.
Husband and wife were executed together, apropos of which
another witness at the Diocesan Tribunal said: Catherine
asked the Boxers that her husband be put to death first so
that she could be certain that he had persevered; afterwards
she herself was executed.
A small canon
When the events started, we wanted to defend ourselves by
setting up a small canon. But the elders among us said:
– May the will of God be done. Let happen to us solely what
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God desires. If God’s will is that we perish, our fight will
be in vain. The non-believers have never hated us, but if
we kill anyone, surely then they will hate us. When the
Boxers reach our area, we will escape.
Such was the strategy adapted in previous periods of persecution: to get away to the moun-tains and leave the homes
to be pillaged.
Paul Tchao-An
Paul Tchao-An was a farmer, sixty years of age. His parents
were non-believers, and during the persecution he had denied
the faith. He was then taken back again into the community,
having made the public penance imposed by the Church. As a
consequence he was in a position to offer testimony regarding
all the Christians of his village who were killed by the Boxers.
In accounting for forty-nine of them, he often emphasized the
excellent way in which they had lived their Christian lives.
Pierre Tchou
Pierre Tchou, seventy-years of age, a farmer. The testimony
he gave at the Diocesan Tribunal began as follows:
– I knew all the Christians on the census roles of Yen-Tze-K’eou,
because they were either my brothers-in-law, or my relatives,
or my neighbors, etc. When he began naming the martyrs, he
spoke of his wife, their
four sons, his brother, his
nephews, etc. All together
he provided a list of thirtyone Christians who had
been killed. He himself escaped into the mountains
with his family so as to get
away from the Boxers.
Once the Boxers had encircled a village and pillaged the
homes, they would set everything on fire. Then, they
would head up into the
mountains to hunt out and
kill the Christians, many of
whom in fact, died on the Foto di un boxer ribelle
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mountains or in the valleys. Jean Baptiste Lou Tien-Houi estimates that around ten thousand Boxers went in search of
Christians. When the Christians realized that they were surrounded, they prayed and recited the rosary. The Boxers
would make fun of them, saying,
– Stop your disgraceful prayers; you are dead!
Petrus T’ang Chouen,
Petrus T’ang Chouen, a fifty-four year old farmer, leaves the
following portrait of his wife Anne:
– Anne Tchou, my wife, was a good Christian, much better
than I. She belonged to the Mount Carmel Confraternity,
as well as those of the Holy Rosary and the Scapular of
the Passion. Every day she prayed the rosary. She made
sure that her children were brought up well. Every day, she
went to Vespers with the Christian community. Never did
she speak an ill word about anyone.
Anne Tchou is an example of the type of Christians found in
this village. They were not only prayerful, but in their social relations they were honest, simple, responsible, compassionate,
worthy of trust, altogether given over to their farming tasks.
Grandmother, mother and wife
When he was asked to be a witness before the Diocesan Tribunal, André Tchang said that he knew all the Christians of
the village with the exception of the youngest children.
Among the martyrs, he lists his mother, wife and grandmother.
Thérèse Tchang, my mother, was inclined to anger. But she
made the spiritual exercises in Beijing and returned totally
changed. She drew into the practice of prayer the entire
family who would say each day in common their morning
prayers, night prayers and the rosary. In the months of May,
June and November, she would lead us in prayer for the souls
of the faithful departed. She belonged to the Mount Carmel
Confraternity and practiced their Wednesday abstinence.
Marie Tchang, my wife, was an outstanding Christian of very
good character. When grave problems arose in the home, I
never heard her utter a word of complaint. She observed all
the Church laws. She was a member of the Mount Carmel
Confraternity. Like my mother she practiced the Confraternity’s
Wednesday abstinence.
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Anne Lou was my maternal grandmother. She was a new Christian who did not know Catholic teaching well. All the same,
she observed all the Church laws very strictly. She used to pray
not only in the morning and evening, but even during the night
she would rise and kneel by her bed to pray the rosary.
Jean Baptiste Tien-Houi
Jean Baptiste Tien-Houi was twenty-seven years of age when
he was invited to the Diocesan Tribunal, January 1915. At the
time of the persecution, therefore, he was twelve years old.
After he saying that he knew almost all the Christians who had
been killed, he recalled the days during which the escape occurred. He and Jean Baptiste Tchao and Jean Baptiste Wang
made several errors as they made their way up the mountain.
Then they realized that they were surrounded by the Boxers.
As he was being led away he began to beg the non-believers
to spare him. His companion in flight turned and said:
– You do not have the right to beg the non-believers!
The forceful manner in which his friend spoke was a comfort
to the boy. First the Boxers put Jean Baptiste Tchao to death.
Then they bound Jean Baptiste Wang and suggested that he
offer incense in order to save his life. He said in reply:
– I cannot renounce my faith.
Thereupon the Boxers told me to go away while they put
him to death. They then took away and burned the corpses
of the two boys.
Jean Tchao
They say that Jean Tchao, while still an infant was taken to a
pagoda. There they tried to teach him a Buddhist prayer and
have him repeat it. For his part, the boy would simply repeat the
Hail Mary. The Buddhists judged that he was rather useless and
they killed him.
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6.2 - The Villages of Heou-t’ouen,
Si-Siao-K’eo and Eul-pouo-Tze
The martyrs in question are presented in snapshot fashion.
One hopes that the portrayals are touching despite the brevity.
Vetula Sun
Vetula Sun was taken as a prisoner to Che Fouo Tze village.
Later she was lead away to the town of Tcheng-Fou-Sze.
When she got to the first gate of the village, the Boxers
wanted to put her to death. She resisted, saying:
– No, I ought not to be killed here. Let’s go on further.
They went on their way and reached a second city gate.
Once again, the Boxers wished to put her to death. She told
them once again:
– This also is not the place where I should be killed. Let us
go on ahead.
They did so and came upon a kind of garden. In fact, the
spot was the priests’ cemetery where a large stone cross
stood. Betula knelt down at the foot of the cross, saying,
– Here, yes. This is the place where you may put me to death.
There it was, in fact, that she was executed.
Madeleine Wang
Madeleine Wang, forty-nine years of age, appears at the Diocesan Tribunal on May 4, 1914. She is to testify regarding a group
of about thirty martyrs from the villages referred to above.
Among the martyrs are two of her sons, her sister, two brothers-in-law, a group of nephews, etc. One senses that the Tribunal
witnesses themselves have lived through a martyrdom in their
own flesh, in their families. Madeleine Wang said:
– I noted that the village non-believers said that they would
often hear Christians stating, “I am a Christian unto death.”
The non-believers used to express their admiration, saying,
“The Christians are truly courageous; nothing can shake
them!”
Pierre Souen-Ta-Chou-Eul
He was already an old man when arrested by the Boxers. He
was brought to the west city gate. His captors suggested that he
deny the faith, assuring him safety if he would do so. He coura36 • The China Martyrs of 1900

geously refused, however. A few days earlier, I myself had exhorted him not to deny the faith. He had said in reply, “Old
man that I am, am I going to deny my faith? Never!” Then I said
in turn, “At the moment when you pass away, do not forget to
call upon the Blessed Virgin Mary!” “I would never forget to do
so!” With such dispositions of spirit, he was put to death.
François Meng
He was forty-six years old when he offered his deposition at
the Diocesan Tribunal. He too was a farmer. Among the martyrs was his grandfather, one of his sisters and the sister’s five
children. Helping his listeners to understand his grandfather,
Pierre Souen, the witness said, “He was the head of the
family. When we fled, he stayed behind to protect the house.
When he was taken prisoner, he was invited to offer incense.
He said, “We are long-time Christians. Offer incense? You
might saw me in two, but never will I offer incense! I am
sixty-nine years of age. Do you think I can live another sixtynine years? If you wish, go ahead and kill me!” And that is
what the Boxers did.
Philippe Tchang
He focused his testimony on the case of Tchai-K’oan and his
son. Tchai-K’oan was arrested by the Boxers who already
knew him. They placed him with the other prisoners. They
invited him to burn incense as
a means of escaping death.
He, however, was a convinced
Christian who boldly responded to the offer in the following way:
– The quicker you kill me,
the quicker I go to heaven.
If you kill me later, I go to
heaven later. But as far as
that incense is concerned,
nothing doing! I’ll never
offer any such thing.
After hearing such words, the
Boxers tied him up, lead him
away to the common cemeThe Boxer Persecution • 37

tery and executed him there.
Along the way, he repeatedly
called upon Jesus and Mary.
His son, Tchai-Che-T’eou, was
in hiding. One day he went to
the town of Eul-Poue-Tze. A
non-believer named Sii invited
Tchai-Che-T’eou to his home,
offering him a meal and hospitality. The visitor was pleased
with his good fortune. The Boxers, however, had been put on
the alert by the host. They came
to seize the guest whom they then bound. With a spear, one
of the captors wounded Tchai-Che-T’eou in the stomach so
violently that his intestines spilled out. The captive was then
led to a pagoda to offer incense to the idols. He refused to
do so. Thereupon the Boxers took him to the cemetery where
his father had been killed. There it was - almost in the exact
spot - that the son was killed. As he had been led away to execution, he was saying repeatedly, “Jesus, have mercy on
me! Holy Mary, save me!” As if to make the event more
solemn, the non-believers had even asked that music accompany the execution.
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7.

Sister Philomène Tchang
The following account comes from the deposition of Louis Che,
forty-eight years of age, a professional tinsmith. His account
offers us a close-up view of a martyrdom that is filled with
strange twists. The report weaves together: mercy, love, faithfulness and martyrdom. Examining closely a single case permits
one to grasp aspects of the persecution that might normally be
missed.
In so far as my memory is reliable I may report information respecting the virgin Philomène Tchang, a Sister of Saint Joseph. I
remember that she was seized by the Boxers before daybreak.
She was struck on the head and neck by spear thrusts and blows
of the sword. The Boxers left her for dead in front of the burntout church of Tong-t’ang.
When the sun rose, the local people dragged the Sister’s body
inside the remains of the church. They removed her religious
habit and piled wood upon the body as preparation for burning.
Before setting the fire, however, they went away. Then the Sister
arose from the pile of wood and very painfully set herself on her
feet, concealing herself against the church wall for modesty’s
sake. When she was spotted, the people gathered around and
some of the bystanders began to make fun of her.
An elderly non-believer who lived near the church saw her in
her distress and said to all,
– If any of you had a sister or young daughter like this Sister,
would you allow people to behave towards them as you are
now behaving?
Thereupon they found things for her to wear. The elder found a
staff for her so that she could walk. Doing so was difficult
because of the wounds on her legs and feet.
That evening she was thirsty and went to the well for a drink.
The local non-believers, however, blocked her way. So only at
midnight, when no one was around, was the Sister able to get a
drink of water. Someone had given her prepared pickles to eat.
On the third day the people tied her feet and dragged her
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through the town, leaving her half dead on the main street of
Tong-t’ang.
The same day, as I was walking by the church, I heard some
people speaking of a woman who was lying in the street. Quickly
realizing that the woman was either Catholic or Protestant, I
went to see. Discreetly I asked her name, but no response came.
I asked whether she was Catholic or Protestant. No response.
Sizing up the situation, I tried to encourage her. I told her that
no Boxers were around and then I added, “I am a trustworthy
person; if you wish, I am willing to rescue you.”
She then told me that she was a Catholic and that her name was
Philomène Tchang. I found out that one of my neighbors was a
relative of hers. I waited with her until nightfall. I thought about
renting a wagon, but a that time of the night no wagons were to
be found. What else could we do but walk? She got up supported
by her walking stick and holding on to my arm we set out. We
ran into the night watchmen who asked me where I was going
at such an hour with the woman.
– I met this woman only today; I never knew before. I had pity
on her plight, not knowing even whether she is single of married. I wanted to rescue her. But if you judge that what I am
doing is not for the good, I will leave her here. If she dies, it
will not be my fault. I am in the military and I have urgent
matters to attend to.
The watchmen saw my military attire and believed that I was
acting honorably.
Thereupon I told her my real name. She had asked my name
earlier when we were with the other people on the street, but I
had not given my real name.
– My name is King, a Tartar name. Full name, King Che. Reverend Father Che, curate of the Nang-t’ang parish, is a member of my family. If you do not believe me, take a look at this
medal which I keep hidden in my tobacco pouch. Philomène
Tchang looked at the medal, one of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
She broke into tears.
Only then did Philomène give me her full trust. Previously, she
was treating me with a certain hesitation. At the start, in fact,
she would have preferred to die rather than walk in my company.
She then said,
– While I was lying in the street today, I entrusted myself to the
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one to save me. And save me she did.
– You are truly right in saying that the Virgin Mary was the one
who sent me. In fact, I had nothing to do with this matter,
and I do not know why I took the route I took nor why I decided to help you.
After a while we came to a main street. She asked for something
to drink. Nearby was a well with a wooden bucket and I gave
her water to drink. Then we went on, taking a narrow lane, but
after a few steps she stopped:
– I cannot go on any further.
-I will take you on my back. I know that you are young and I
too, but think of me as your brother, and I will think of you as
my sister.
She agreed, and I carried her to the entrance to my home. The
house was empty because everyone had gotten away. I placed
Sister in front of the door and jumped over the wall. Then from
inside I opened the door. Once she was inside, I gave her some
water and prepared something to eat. Since no women were at
home, I myself washed her face. Her ears were covered with
blood and mud. Her hair was rather caked because of the blood
that had congealed there. I found some suitable clothing for her.
Early the next morning, I went to my grandfather’s where my
mother was hiding out. I asked her to return home with me to
look after Philomène. Mother said she could not do it because
in two or three days time everyone around our house would be
executed. She had
heard that all Christian
Chinese who were
taking shelter in the
Legations were being
accepted. Then she inquired:
– Do you want to
come with us?
– Neither dead or
alive will I go to
any Legation!
Then my mother said:
“Take some money,
fruit, food. Go by the
pharmacy and buy
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some medicine. At all costs try to convince the Sister to seek
safety with us in the Legations.
When I was back with Philomène, I brought her up to date on
the news. But she refused to go to the Legations:
– Here we are left along. There with all the other people, there
will be a lot of commotion. How would I be able to recover?
And if the Boxers come, you get away, and don’t worry any
longer about me. I am ready to be martyred if it is God’s will.
If not, I will survive.
Then we prayed evening devotions together.
When I got back to my grandfather’s home, I found it empty.
Everyone had left for the Legations. That very night the war
started. You could hear very clearly the rifle shots and the firing
of canons.
On the second day that I was in the house with Philomène,
three men entered to demand money. I did not wish to give
them any.
Philomène, however, said to me:
–It’s better to give them what they are
asking for rather than they make a big
disturbance in the house and the Boxers
come to check up on what is going on.
So I gave them some money and they
departed by way of the garden wall.
The men to whom I’d given the money
came back with six or seven others of
the same type. They entered through the
garden. They asked me:
– What to you intend to do with the sick woman you have
here?
– Where do you think I could possibly take her?
– That’s not our business, but you should clear out of here as
soon as you can.
– Let me wait till nightfall, and then I’ll take her elsewhere.
– Out of the question.
-All right. Let me go and hire a wagon in the town square.
-No! We prefer that you get out of this house right away.
Since I could not get them to cooperate, I went into the room
where Philomène was staying.
– You heard everything. We cannot stay here, and I do not have
any other place to take you. Outside the gate, however, is a
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spot where the Europeans go in their free moments. For now,
I will accompany you there, and then I’ll look for another
place.
– Yes, do as you say.
I got a place ready under a tree and then I went back to collect
Philomène. When I got there, I found the house locked. The
men whom I had sent away now considered themselves in
charge of the house.
At that point, a Tartar wagon driver named Fong Tchang-Eul
who had helped me before to move Philomène, came into the
garden and said :
– Who is this woman?
– She is one of my distant relatives.
– Is that not the woman who was lying in the street for a couple
of days ?
– That’s right.
– All right then, listen. We’ve been friends a long time. Let me
give you a piece of advice that may save your life. If this individual were a man, you could easily find a home for him.
But a woman, covered with wounds, where can you conceal
her? Since you have no injuries yourself, you may become
suspicious to the Boxers. Get out of here!
I replied:
– I took this woman off the street and brought her here. I have
now been looking after her for eight days. Now you expect
me to abandon her? I could not possibly do so.
– I understand, but remember that you have no other way out.
Just because one person must die, does another have to die
as well? You – get away! This evening you can come back to
see her, bring her something to eat, and wait upon God’s will.
Since Philomène was very close by, she heard the conversation
and said :
– Now I understand that for me nothing remains but the martyr’s path. You need not worry any more about me. What
you’ve already done for me is more than you should have
done, and I am deeply grateful to you. Now, get away! Leave
me! We will meet once again in heaven! Leave now, and do
not deny your faith.
I left and wandered around the streets for hours. That night,
taking another direction, I went back to see Philomène. In the
moonlight I could make out a shadow, and thought, Philomène
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is still there.” Slowly and soundlessly, I drew closer and said to
here:
– It’s me. I’m back.
– With her head resting upon a cushion, she asked:
– Who are you?
– What? I have hardly left you and already you do not recognize my voice? I am your relative.
– After you left this morning, many men came by. They wanted
to throw me down the well. They threw stones at me and
now I have a serious wound on my head. I’ve lost much
blood. I am barely conscious, and can’t understand what is
going on.
– Do you need anything? Do you want
something to eat?
– I don’t want anything. I am not hungry,
but I am thirsty. But look at the kettle in
which you prepared my tea. It’s full of dirt.
I went to examine the kettle, and, yes, it
was filled with dirt. I went out to the night
watchman of the public thoroughfare and
asked him for some water. I went back and bathed Philomène’s
head. I spoke some words of consolation and promised to return
to accompany her somewhere else if possible.
I went to my brother’s home and asked if he would take
Philomène in. He refused, saying that the owner of the house, a
non-believer, would never receive a wounded woman in his
house. The next morning, I went to see the gentleman. He was
categoric :
– You? Yes, you I could take, but a woman with wounds, never!
I headed off once again to the place where Philomène was staying. Along the way, a neighbor, a non-believer too, stopped me:
– Where are you going? Your sister is dead. Don’t go back there,
because they are waiting for you. During the night, the Boxers came. They took your sister away and threw her into a
gutted European house. There they killed her. They threw her
clothes and mattress over her and set them on fire. Over her
remains they put stones and bricks.
The same version of what transpired was related in identical
terms by the night watchman who had given me the water. He
told me that her body was covered with earth and bricks so that
it would not be profaned.
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8.

The Yun Family
Matthias Yun, age forty-nine, was a pharmacist who was called
to the Diocesan Tribunal on February 5, l914. At the time of
the Boxer Rebellion he was thirty-five years old. His deposition includes what follows here.
«I should also relate what happened to my wife and two
daughters. On June 14, l900 my wife went to Father Garrigues
for the sacrament of Reconciliation. On the 15th, she attended
morning Mass and received Communion.
On the 16th, we left home to seek refuge in Beijing. The
Boxers, however, were keeping guard at the city gates. A
crowd of non-believers began to follow us, shouting:
– We are going to inform the Boxers!
But they did nothing. We came to a lake which was dried
out on account of a prolonged drought that year. On the
bank a woman was seated holding a small child in her arms.
I realized that she was Christian. We hid in the reeds. I said
to the woman:
– This spot is too small to conceal all of us effectively. Please
go to another place or, if you wish, we will do so.
She got up and without saying a word hid herself about
twenty paces further on.
We could see that the number of non-believers was increasing, and so we left our shelter and tried once again to go to
Beijing. We wandered about the entire day only to find the
city gates closed, guarded by Boxers. We had traveled without
ever stopping for rest so as not to raise suspicions. Finally we
went back to our hiding place in the reeds where we spent
the night. Our two daughters never shed a tear.
At about six in the morning of June 17, the Boxers arrived.
With them, they were leading along some Christians tied together two by two. The Boxers put some to death from time
to time, and eighteen were killed in all. All the Christians
who were interrogated were also executed. The Christians?
They said not a word. I saw a child of seven or eight who
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was weeping at the sight of those
who had been killed.
The Boxers made themselves out
to be sacred warriors. The nonbelievers who came to see the
executions were forced by the
Boxers to kneel down and to applaud the actions with cries of,
“Wonderful! Well done!”
After the Christians - almost all
women and children - had been
put to death, five Boxers set about checking in the reeds.
There they found other Christians. One of the Boxers shouted,
– Chief, there are Christians here!
From the accent, I knew that the speaker was from Ting-sinhsien. The Boxers also came to where we were staying. Fist
they went to the place where my wife was hiding with my
elder daughter in her arms. One of the Boxers struck my wife
on the head and cut off one of her hands. When they found
me, I was holding my younger daughter in my arms. I shouted
out to the elder daughter:
– Call upon Mary.
She, however, not hearing my words clearly, said:
– Mou (“Mother of God”).
Thereupon the Boxer struck both my daughter and me, and
we fell to the ground. I had been struck on the neck, but the
sword was not very sharp. Leaving us for dead, the Boxers
departed.
Then came a large crowd of non-believers who, thinking us
dead, jostled us with their feet, saying:
– Look at the children. They are dead, but they keep on smiling. See how they resemble Europeans.
Then they began to curse us:
– Truly you all deserved to die. If you had not been cut
down, you would have been ready for the uprising and revolt planned for the eighth moon. Truly, you should have
been put to death long ago. If you were upright people,
someone would have looked after you, but you are evil
and no one is interested in what becomes of you. You used
to say, “Jesus, save us!” Well, has he saved you? You are
Chinese, but you have fallen into evil European ways, and
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your children even look European (meaning to suggest that
they had, in fact, been fathered by Europeans).
That evening, when all had withdrawn, I asked my wife :
– How are you?
– Very bad.
– If you are suffering a lot, call upon the Blessed Virgin Mary.
– She began to pray, but her voice was very frail.
– I am going to go to the Teng-cheng-men gate to get a cart.
I cannot guarantee that I will return.
Finding nothing at the gate, in fact, I went back.
– I’m back. I found nothing. I am going to go on further, because it is not wise for us to stay here together.
Once again, I encouraged her to pray to the Virgin Mary. She
did so. She was a devout woman. I never heard her speak ill
of anyone.
Then I advanced a few meters further in the reeds. I fell to the
ground and slept the entire night right up to six in the morning.
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Around six, the Boxers came back. When they saw only three
corpses, they remarked,
– Look, one is missing. Either he has gotten away or Jesus
has saved him.
An immense crowd was also present and some soldiers with
them. One of the soldiers unsheathed his sword and began
to strike my wife upon the face. However, she did not die.
Another person said:
– Crush her with a large stone!
Several people then went to a small bridge, pulled out a
stone and dropped it on my wife’s legs.
– She’s dead,
they said and went away. In fact, she was not dead.
The men who stayed behind - the worst of them - remarked :
– One is still missing.
They then began to look in the reeds, but, not finding me,
they went off.
That night for the last time, I went over close to where my
wife lay. She was still alive, but her wounds were covered
with vermin. I asked her:
– How are you? Are you still alive ? Pray to the Blessed Virgin
Mary.
She nodded her head to show her agreement. Then I left her,
never to see my wife again. »
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9.

Slaughter of
the Defenseless
The martyrs treated below were from villages in the Beijing area:
Tsiao-Kia-P’ouo, Wang-Ts’ouen, T’ang-Ko-p’ouo, Ts’ao-KoTchouang, Pai-Ts’ao-Wa and Toung-Liou-Choei. Farmers with
no weapons, the martyrs encountered the Boxers’ violent outbreak unarmed.
When our neighbors who were non-believers saw us flee into
the mountains, they said :
– Come back. Why flee? You have caused harm to no one.
We replied by saying that living in the region was no longer
possible for us.
After sunrise on June 20, we saw the Boxers arriving along all
the mountain roads and tracks. The mountain seemed to be
covered with them. The Christians took to flight in all directions
looking for places to hide.
A Christian named Souen and I were wondering where we
might find refuge. We decided to head off to a cave that we
knew. As we were going there another Christian joined us; but,
finding the cave not very safe from detection, he said:
– I prefer to perish on the mountain rather than in this hiding
place.
He headed off in a northerly direction. After catching sight of
him, the Boxers eventually caught up with him and struck him
on the neck. He fell to the ground dead.
Not far from the same spot, the Boxers came upon a blind
woman sixty years old. She was only a catechumen. Because
she was not yet a Christian, she believed that the Boxers would
spare her. One of the latter, however, said:
-This woman also follows the Europeans!
She was killed on the spot, as she went on saying repeatedly,
“Cheng Mou!” (Mother of God).
Then we saw the Boxers coming down the mountain. They had
commandeered a herd of cattle belonging to a Christian. For
our part, we returned to the cave where I knew there was water.
With me I had a rifle and a pistol. We were overcome with a
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deep sleep. When we awakened, we could not work out the
time because the cave was so dark. We made our way to the
entrance, but it had been sealed up with rocks. Through a tiny
opening we could catch a glimmer of sunlight. We dared not
leave because we thought non-believers would be around. In
fact, we soon heard some men speaking. One of them said:
– Two men are inside. One has a rifle and the other a spear. It’s
risky to think about going in there.
Another said:
– Yesterday I took (stole) a bag of beans from the home of Ts’aio
(a Christian).
– And I, said another, took only a bit of grain; I’d forgotten to
bring a bag with me.
The voice of an old man said,
– Me? I stole nothing. These Christians must be taking medi50 • The China Martyrs of 1900

cines from the Europeans. Except for the elderly women
named Wang who cried out, “Mother,” all the others appeared happy to die. (The Christian homes had been pillaged
and set on fire. In the course of pillaging the houses, all the
Christians’ flocks were taken along with the pigs.) I even
heard someone say:
– Let’s close the entrance to the cave with boulders so that they
will not be able to get out. That way those inside will die of
hunger.
Another man said:
– Let’s get out of here. In the valley no one is left. If two or three
Christians come near here, they might treat us harshly. By the
time we reach home the sun will have already set. And they
departed.
Afterwards we went to the cave entrance, removed some rocks
and got out through the narrow opening. We started walking to
the place where we had left the women and child-ren the day
before. We came upon one corpse, that of Tsiao-Yu, eighty years
old. At that point, Souen arrived close to the cave but was
unable to go on. I came up to the cave and from there I could
see the valley where blanched corpses were strewn about. Blood
was everywhere and I found it all over my feet when I moved
closer to the corpses.
From the midst of the bodies, I heard a groan. So I drew closer
and lifted a corpse from the spot from which the sound had
come; and below I found a woman whom I could not recognize
for the wounds and scars upon her countenance. I asked her:
– Who are you?
– I am Wang-Eul, a wife and mother.
– Which of the two Wang-Eul families do you belong to?
– I belong to the Tsiaos. But you. Who are you?
– I am one of your relatives. Now, tell me, how did they manage to get the cave open?
– I don’t know how they did it. I remember only that we were
suffocating in there because of the unbearable smoke. They
came down into the cave with lanterns and scimitars. They
forced us to get out and said to kneel down. When we were
all outside, they asked:
– Is anyone missing?
We replied:
– No one; we’re all here.
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Then they said:
– You Tsiao family members are not poor. Bring your jewelry
over here. We even gave them our earrings. After that, they
added:
– Your clothing as well.
We hesitated. But they repeated the command in a threatening
way. We gave them our outer garments.
The other clothes too!
We said:
– We prefer to be killed rather than do that.
They then began violently to tear away the garments and to kill
us.
I asked her whether any woman had been taken away. She said:
– Only my cousin Maria Tchang.
– Where has she gone?
– I do not know. I saw her heading off in a northerly direction.
Then she asked me to go and help her get away safely.
– How could I possibly do so? Or where could I possible take
you now? Just put your hand upon your stomach. Your entrails
are all spilled out. Rather pray to the Virgin Mary. We will
meet again in heaven. I cannot be sure that even I will get
away safely.
She said:
– I’m cold. Put something over me.
From one of the bodies I was able to remove a blood-stained
garment that I placed over her. I persuaded her not to entreat
me, but to entrust herself to the Virgin Mary and to be quiet.
With a gesture, she acceded to my request. Then I left; I have
never seen the woman again.
We waited till nightfall, and then myself and Souen, the other
Christian, fled all the way to Sang-Yii where we remained until
the troubles passed.
No Christians gave up their faith. Mothers used to encourage
their children to remain faithful:
– Are you ready to die?
– I am ready.
The adults encouraged one other in turn.
– Let none of us renounce the faith, and then we will find ourselves together again in heaven.”
The great majority of Christians were executed on June 20, 1910.
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10.

The Vincentian Fathers
10.1 - Father Jules Garrigues
1840 June 23: Jules Garrigues born in
Saint-Sernin de Gourgoy in the
diocese of Albi, in the Department of Tarn, France.
Seven children were born to the
Garrigues parents, but three died
as infants. Two girls and two
boys survived. Jules was the
youngest. Like him the three others entered religious life.
1866 October 6: Profession of vows in the Vincentians
1867 June 15: Ordination in Paris
1868 January 27: Departure for Beijing where he arrives
March 28, 1868: for many years, curate of the Tongt’ang church in Beijing
1900 June 14: Killed by the Boxers in a place close to his
church as it was burning down.
He was a China missionary for thirty-two of his sixty years of life.

Testimonials
The depositions left by those who were invited to the Beijing
Diocesan Tribunal largely suffice to demonstrate the missionary’s exceptional personality: an ascetic who was profoundly
human.
Thomas Yen-Sung-Chan
Witness Thomas Yen-Soung-Chan, sixty-two years of age,
from the Tong-t’ang parish (the western side of Beijing), a
merchant, who lost his entire family in the persecution, said
the following of Father Jules Garrigues:
«I too knew Father Jules Garrigues, a man of extraordinary
charity. His virtuous life was manifest to all.»
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Joseph Ning Cheou-Tch’en
Testimony of Joseph Ning Cheou-Tch’en from the same parish
as the preceding witness:
«Jules Garrigues was an outstanding priest. Of very upright
character, he was simple, a lover of silence, a man of few
words. His meals were plain. He practiced mortification and
would often go without meat... I understand that Father Jules
Garrigues was recognized by two youthful Boxers who shouted;
“There’s the old devil!” (Europeans were referred to as “devils”
and priests as “great devils.”) As they said the words, they killed
him. This priest was a very fine person. He certainly deserves
to be canonized».
Philomène Shu
Testimony given by Philomène Shu:
«Father P. Garrigues was an excellent person, gentle and humble.
In the confessional, he had the gift of encouraging Christians in
an extraordinary way. If someone was failing to attend Sunday
Mass, he forbade the individual from receiving Communion. In
this way he showed that he did not want Christians to be careless
about the Sunday observance. In the pulpit he encouraged the
Christians to draw near in greater number to the Communion
rail and to attend Mass. He always encouraged frequent Communion. When beginning his homilies he had the habit of addressing God with a prayer of thanksgiving or a prayer for peace.
You could not find a Christian who did not sing his praises. Of
his gentleness and patience I heard Father Ly Barthélémy speak
in glowing terms. Many Christians were wont to say that he was
filled with charity for all, especially the poorest. He practiced
mortification in what he wore and what he ate.»
Fr. Marie Nizier, marista
«As to Father Garrigues, I always held him in the highest regard, considering him a saint. Among us Brothers we referred
to him as the “Curé of Ars!” I can give a personal example.
When I was feeling blue, I would go to Tong-t’ang and would
come back home in much better spirits».
Fr. Mathias Yun
Matthias Yun, forty-nine years of age, pharmacist, was called
to the Diocesan Tribunal on February 5, 1914. When the
persecution broke out he was thirty-five. His first words con54 • The China Martyrs of 1900

cerned Father P. Garrigues.
«I knew Father Garrigues and often went to him for confession.
We used to speak about the catechumens. He loved to work
for the conversion of non-believers. He would often ask my father and me to bring catechumens to him, and, in fact, I did so.
Father Garrigues was a very devout priest. In dealing with the
faith-ful, he would demonstrate great kindness. He would never
appear inconvenienced when they came to see him. Every day
after Mass, we would go over to his rectory. He would greet us
cheerfully and offer us words of encouragement. After the
church burned down, the parishioners would go over to see
him and find encouragement when they were fearful. He would
usually say, “Why are you so fearful? In one minute all is over.
They can kill the body but not the soul.” Words like that were
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spoken to my wife when she went to confession. Indeed, many
Christians would repeat the same thing.
The Tong-t’ang church was burned down on June 15. Father
Garrigues got out through the north door and hid in a spot not
far from the church. On the night of June 17, he was seen
walking near the pagoda at Louong-fou-sze. The neighborhood
non-believers saw him and said, “There’s that great European
devil!” Others, however, said, “No, that’s the missionary who
teaches religion.” The non-believers who had their shops nearby
all came out. Then a man from Chantoung showed up with a
wooden instrument in his hands and dealt Father a sharp blow
to the head. Then others came armed with other devices in
order to finish off the priest. One arrived with an iron implement,
the type used to rekindle a fire, and struck the Father with it. In
all probability, the priest’s body was consigned to the flames».
Pierre Kao
Pierre Kao was a watchmaker, age forty-eight. The following
citation is from the deposition he gave to the Tribunal investigating Father Jules Garrigues.
«I knew Father Garrigues very well. He had no faults. None of
the other missionaries were able to carry out the penances
that he performed. On Friday, he ate only a bit of cheese. Several Chinese priests lived in the residence with him; they were
unable to match his mortifications. His charity was unequaled.
He ate practically nothing, and he gave his money to the poor.
He gave them even his own clothes. He was so poor that his
house contained nothing, no ornamentation. He heard confessions with great attention, asking questions on each commandment, and on respect for Church laws. Those who went
to confession without true contrition would be moved to such
contrition after hearing Father’s fervent appeals. The example
he gave was very striking. Everyone remembers it.»
Thérèse Heou
Thérèse Heou, was one of the employees of the Sisters of Saint
Joseph. She is the one who gave testimony on behalf of several
of the Sisters. In her deposition, she declares that one of the Sisters was crucified upon a wall, hands and feet fixed with nails.
Seeing her in such a condition, one of the Boxer pierced her side
with a lance and with that she died. When Thérèse Heou was
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called to the Tribunal on April 20, 1914, she was fifty-two years
of age. Of Father Guarrigues, she stated, «He had a very upright
character, patient, mild-mannered. The way I see it, he was without fault. He was a truly prayerful priest.»
Sister Paola Tchang
Sister Paula Tchang was a Saint Joseph Sister, fifty-eight years
old when she appeared at the Tribunal. To begin her deposition,
she sketched out a portrait of Father Jules Garrigues. «He was
our curate at Ta-K’eou. I became aware that he was very pious,
ever at prayer. He respected the rules and was constantly giving
alms. I’ve heard people say that he gave away even his clothing.
He had an assistant priest who should have been helping him
out, but the only activity that the assistant wanted to do was to
look after the Sisters of Saint Joseph. For the sake of peace, Father Garrigues let him have his way.»
Sister Louise Ducurty
Testimony given by Sister Louise Ducurty, seventy years of
age, Daughter of Charity.
«Father Garrigues was a saintly missionary. I recall how, at
one of his conferences, Bishop Delaplace presented Father
Garrigues as a model of humility. Father Garrigues could not
imagine that anyone would have the slightest esteem for him.
As to the Father’s charity, as soon as a Christian would ask him
for help, he would dispossess himself. If anyone brought him
a gift, he would immediately set it aside and begin conversing
about the catechumens who were in need of conversion.»
Joseph Ly
Here is how Father Garrigues was perceived by Joseph Ly, a
forty-nine year old watchmaker. Many members belonging to
Mr. Ly’s family had been executed. He belonged to the Shu
family, whose father and one of whose brothers were catechists
in the Tong-t’ang parish, that of Father Garrigues. “I knew
Father Jules Garrigues quite well. He was a man with a very
tender heart who was always most concerned for the poor, for
every-one. He never got angry. Instead he treated everyone in
a very gentle manner. I knew him well because I went to the
parish school. Although we used to make a ruckus, he always
remained very calm.”
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10.2 - Rev. Father Maurice
Charles Pascal Doré
PARISH PRIEST OF SI-T’ANG
WESTERN

CHURCH IN PEKING

Maurice Charles Pascal was born on
18 May 1862.
So he would have been 38 when he
was killed in Peking during the Boxer
persecutions.
In the dossier giving the names of the
martyrs of the Si-t’ang parish, we find the following information:
– he was a member of the Congregation of the Mission
(Lazarists)
– he was the priest in charge of this parish;
– he was the son of Pascal Doré and Elisabeth Thyriet.
– he died in the church of Si-t’ang, 18-19 of the Vth Moon,
14-15 June 1900.
– We will see below that 10 other Christians died in the
church on the same date.
– The church was set on fire on 14 June 1900.

Testimonials
Paul Souen
Witness of 24 February 1914. This testimony is the longest
and most detailed.
Paul Souen is a man of 29, a merchant by trade. Before the
tribunal he testifies that he knew Father Maurice Doré well:
«He was a man of irritable temperament, but he treated Christians well and was conscientious in performing his priestly
work. He liked to conduct the singing of the children in
church and he taught them to play the organ. I myself learned
to play the harmonium, thanks to the Father.» Paul Souen
told also how Father Doré came back from Pé-t’ang, where
he could have found a safe place, and how he locked away
all his weapons: gun, pistol, bayonet,… in a little room.
«When the church of Si-t’ang was burnt down, there was no
resistance on the part of the Christians... Father Doré told his
servant Yang Jean (brother-in-law of Paul Souen): ‘I am not
going to use my gun. We cannot escape from their hands
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and we would have no merit dying like that.’ Then he took
his gun, his pistol, a sword, and a knuckle-duster and locked
them in a little room and did not touch them again. There remained one gun which the servant Yang asked him for and
which he took home to his family. Two or three days before
the fire in the church of Si-t’ang, Father Doré had taken refuge
in Pé-t’ang. But he spent only one night there and returned,
because his bishop had told him: ‘Your place is among your
Christians to support and encourage them !’ He took that as
an order: ‘That is what my bishop wants and I obey him!’ So
he prepared for death, put the gun aside, took a pair of
scissors with him and a little mirror, in order to cut off his
beard so the Boxers could not take hold off it and pull him
by his beard. The night of 14 June I was not in the church, for
the Father had called me in the morning to serve Mass, but
at night I returned to spend the time with my family. That
night, around midnight, I heard loud cries in the street. When
I went outside to see what was happening, I saw the church
all in flames. I saw nothing else, but the pagans told me that
Father Doré had been taken, that he had had time to ring the
bell two or three times, which I had heard clearly, and then
he had been killed at the door to the bell-tower. After he was
killed, his body was thrown into the burning church… His
servant Yang Jean had suggested finding a coach for him to
seek safety in a legation. He replied: ‘Never! I am going to
stay here and may God’s will be done.’ »
Etienne Lou
A Christian of 64. He confirmed almost all the preceding testimony. He recalled how Father Maurice Doré had gone to
Pé-t’ang to take refuge there and how the bishop had reminded him that he should stay with his faithful and encourage and support them, particularly at such a difficult time.
And he obeyed immediately. The same witness reported how
the Christians had made the priest understand that any resistance was useless. The Father had replied that he thought
the same and that they should think about looking after their
own lives and not to be concerned with him. This witness
also said that the priest was in the bell-tower of the church
when the fire broke out.
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Giovanni Yu Hai
Testimony of 29 June 1914.
He was 48 when he gave his testimony. He had previously
been a soldier of the imperial household. This witness had
seen the burned and charred body of Father Maurice Doré,
under the ruins of the Si-t’ang church which had been burned
down. The witness could not recognize him, but the neighbours told him that it was a European.
Giuseppe Tsinn Tsienn
Testimony of 29 June 1914.
This winess was 44, the son of a Tartar mandarin. He recalled
that the church of Si-t’ang had been burned down on 14 June
1900. Of the priest he said: «I saw Father Doré’s body, the lower
part under the ruins of the bricks and timber of the collapsed
bell-tower. The legs could be seen blackened by the burning.»
Tchang Jui Tche
This witness was a merchant of 40. He remembered Father Doré
as a tall man, a prayerful man. «I saw the body of Father Doré
lying under the ruins of the bell-tower. I recognized him very
clearly. He still had part of his beard and hair which had not
been burnt. I recognized him because I had often seen him».
Jean Yang
This witness was 35. He was the brother-in-law of Paul Souen
(the first of these witnesses). Jean Yang was Father Doré’s servant. Of the priest he said that he was easily angered, but in
everything to do with his priestly work, he was a zealous
man. When he was called for extreme unction or confession,
he went immediately, without worrying about his meal. I noticed that he had a failing: before saying Mass, he habitually
smoked; but he said that he had the bishop’s permission and
that it was because of his health… At one time the Christians
and the priest had thought of defending the church, but afterwards the father changed his mind and said: « Even if I kill
some Boxers I would be killed. It is better if I leave it to the
will of God. ». Then he locked away all his weapons and did
not use them. The church at Si-t’ang was burned down two
days after the one at Tong-t’ang. It was between seven and
eight o’clock at night.
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Monsignor Favier
«On Thursday, 15 June, at 11.30, we observe the tower of Our
Lady of the Seven Sorrows in Si-t’ang, with its bricks reddened
by the fire… At 6 in the evening we learn that Fr Doré, parish
priest of Si-t’ang, has been murdered… Tuesday, 19 June,… a
servant from Si-t’ang, after wandering around the town for
several days, finally reaches us and tells us that Fr Doré was
burned to death in his room with about twenty Christians. He
did not want to use his weapons. Some days previously, this
good priest had asked me:
– Monseigneur, if I am attacked, may I use my gun?
I replied:
– Of course, it is allowed for legitimate self defence.
He added:
– But if it was only to defend myself, would it not be more
perfect not to use it?
Then I told him:
– Certainly, to be killed for the good God, without defending
oneself, is the true martyrdom.
Journal of Mgr A. Favier, Archbishop of Peking,
quoted in the Annales de la C.M. 1901, pp. 86-88

10.3 - Rev Father Pascal
Raphael D’Addosio
PARISH PRIEST OF NAN-T’ANG
SOUTHERN

CHURCH IN PEKING

Rev. Father Raphael D'Addosio Pascal
was born in Otranto (Italy). He was 68
years old during the events. He was
the parish priest of Nan-T'ang.

Testimonials

TRADURRE

Tchou Anna
Depone la sua testimonianza il 3 febbraio 1914. Questa teste
ha 64 anni quando si presenta in tribunale.
Il Padre D’Addosio cavalcava un asino e sulla strada era accompagnato da due cristiani. Quando i soldati l’hanno visto,
hanno fatto fuoco su di lui. I due cristiani si sono dati alla
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TRADURRE

fuga e la bestia, spaventata dalle deflagrazioni ha buttato a
terra il sacerdote. Da una bottega vicina, dove si vendeva farina, uscirono parecchi pagani che si misero a dare bastonate
al sacerdote. Un soldato lo trapassò di spada mentre chiedeva
pietà dicendo: “Sono una brava persona”. Ed offriva loro il
suo orologio dicendo: “Questo orologio è veramente d’oro.”
Spinti dalla voglia di ricevere una ricompensa (erano state
promesse 50 taelia), lo legarono mani e piedi e lo condussero
al palazzo Tchuang-Wang-Fu, nella parte nord della città. Da
allora si è rimasti senza notizie di lui.
Tommaso Tchao
Testimonianza data l’8 febbraio 1914.
Questo teste ha 40 anni. Ha visto il corpo del padre trascinato
dai piedi. La sua attenzione è prima stata attratta dagli stivali,
poi ha notato che il volto era girato verso terra; riconosceva
la sua barba bianca. Era ancora vivo. Era vestito d’abiti lunghi
(il talare?). È stato introdotto nel palazzo. L’ho visto entrare
in silenzio.
Luigi Che
Testimonianza dell’8 febbraio 1914.
Questo teste è un artigiano di 43 anni. Ha visto il padre mentre lo portavano nel palazzo Tchuang-Wang-Fu. Il teste entrato nel palazzo chiese dov’era stato abbandonato il corpo
del sacerdote. Gli risposero: “nel giardino, fra le erbe alte.”
Ma lui non ha trovato il corpo; invece ha trovato il fazzoletto
suo. È possibile che il corpo sia stato gettato in un pozzo.
Ly Anna
La testimonianza è del 4 marzo 1914
Il teste ha 24 anni. Anna ha conosciuto il padre D’Addosio.
Era molto buono con gli alunni. Nelle sue omelie dava l’impressione di essere terribile. Il teste dice di essersi confessata
a lui e gli aveva detto di prepararsi al martirio. Ha sentito dire
che il padre D’addosio era stato ucciso per strada.
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Tchao Giuseppe
Testimonianza del 8 marzo 1914
Il teste ha 21 anni. Si ricorda del fatto seguente : All’inizio
della messa, all’asperges me, il sacerdote ha visto una donna
con un fiore sui capelli. Era proibito alle donne cristiane.
Glielo ha strappato e bruciato.
Ma Maria
Testimonianza del 10 dicembre 1914
Il teste ha 52 anni. Non ha mai sentito parlare male del padre
D’Addosio. Era caritatevole con tutti. Quando predicava
aveva una voce potente.
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TRADURRE

Ma Tommaso
Testimonianza data il 10 dicembre 1914.
Questo teste è il fratello della precedente. Ha 54 anni e lavorava al ministero dell’astronomia. Afferma che il padre D’Addosio era un uomo giusto. Non voleva che i cristiani si
mettessero in pena per
fargli regali. Diceva
loro: “Andate in pace.
Non ho bisogno di
niente!” Aveva il difetto di essere impulsivo. Quando vedeva
una povera cristiana
che aveva messo in
pegno i suoi vestiti, le
pagava il prezzo del
pegno di modo che
potesse celebrare degnamente le feste di
Pasqua. Molti cristiani
che sono interpreti,
sono stati formati da
lui. Il padre D’Addosio metteva molta premura a formare i suoi
vicari.

11.

Marist Brothers
Martyrs
As we reflect upon the experiences which the Marist Brothers
had during the Boxer Rebellion, we must not forget that they
form only a part of a very much larger group of martyrs, about
nine hundred, all lay people: farmers, manual workers, smallbusiness owners, men, women, many children. Having no de-
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sire to single out the Brothers for special attention, we leave
them in the midst of their fellow martyrs - all worthy of great
admiration for the manner in which they lived and died during
the Boxer Persecution.
By date of execution, the Marist Brother martyrs are: Brother
Joseph Marie Adon, Chinese, and Chinese postulant, Paul Jen,
both killed in Cha-la-Eul on June 17, 1900, in the early days of
the rebellion.
On July 18, l900 Brother Joseph Félicité was killed in Jen s’et’ang when a land mine exploded. He was a member of first
group of Brothers numbering six, who arrived in China in 1891.
The last martyr would be Brother Jules André, Visitor, shot to
death on August 12, l900 while trying to get a woman out of
the debris created by the explosion of a land mine.

11.1 -Brother Jules-André
Bro. Jules André (Marie-Auguste
Brun) was born of a deeply Christian family on July 17, 1863 in
Saint-Vincent-de-Reins, Department of the Rhone.
The Principal of the local Marist
Brothers’ school remarked on the
boy’s clear-sighted judgment, serious and solid character, above-average intelligence and love of
study. His behavior made him a
model for his peers. He was about
thirteen years of age when he thought of entering the Brothers,
his heart already stirred by the desire of being a missionary. His
mother agreed with the idea at once, but his father was hesitant,
since he had but this one son and an only daughter.
Auguste entered the Saint-Genis-Laval novitiate on April 3, l877,
not yet fourteen years old. After the novitiate, he was sent to
various assignments: Sainte-Foy-l’Argentière, Saint-Symphoriensur-Coise, and Saint-Chef.
In April l883, he was recalled to the Generalate at Saint-GenisLaval where he was to spend ten years, either doing his own
studies or being teacher at the novitiate or scholasticate. In
whatever role he carried out, he lived as an exemplary religious.
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After carrying out his apostolic work in France for sixteen years,
Brother Jules André along with a group of Brothers, was named
for assignment to China, where eighteen months before, the
first Marist Brothers had arrived. He wrote to the Superior General in the following terms. «Hesitant about my own abilities, I
did not ask to be sent to the missions. But I will be happy, very
happy if the heavenly Father should select me to be one of the
soldiers in his advance guard, as his apostle, a favor I have
asked of him over many years. Above all, I desire to do God’s
will... So, if you decide that God is choosing me for China, I
will go to China, convinced that God’s grace and the protection
of the Blessed Virgin will be there to help me...»
After receiving the letter containing his official assignment,
Brother Jules André wrote, «I thank you, and I am grateful to the
Sacred Heart. I would not have dared to hope for such a favor
as has now been granted: to be Jesus’ missionary. Yes, I wish
very much to be a worthy missionary, a devoted one, zealous,
fervent, holy!»
Having spent a few months in London in order to polish up his
English, Brother Jules André left for China in July l893. On arriving, he immediately took up his teaching assignment at our
Shanghai secondary school. The following September 27, he
could write, «I am very happy to be in China and thank God
every day.» Every letter he wrote to France is full of expressions
of gratitude offered to God and to the Virgin Mary.
Humble and modest, Brother Jules André would have been
happy to spend his life overlooked, a regular teacher unnoticed
in the classroom, devoting himself in self-sacrifice, living in the
presence of God alone. But Divine Providence willed something
else for him. Brother Elie François, the District Visitor passed
away on May 7, 1896, just one year after the death of Brother
Marie Candide, the first District Visitor. As a result, Brother Jules
André was appointed Visitor. He wrote, «I rather dread the responsibility that is to come my way, but it is not for me to ask
whether I accept it or not. That would not be the way of a true
religious. You are telling me to go; I will go and do the best I
can. I trust that our Good Mother will extend a helping hand to
me.» He set himself to the work resolutely, and in every way
showed himself to be up to the task. In his dealings with the
civil authorities, with his confreres, with all sorts of people, he
gave outstanding proof of prudence, tact and foresight. A man
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of action and initiative, he did not limit his talents to administrating and organizing the works already at hand. Rather he
thought of the future; he undertook plans for multiplying the
number of Christians in China, for extending the Reign of Jesus
Christ in the vast Middle Kingdom.
Sadly, he was not to see his hopes fulfilled. Caught up in the
maelstrom of the Boxer Rebellion, he was killed on August 12,
l900 while trying to rescue a woman who was trapped in the
debris caused when a land mine went off.
A narrative of his death is found in a report written by the next
Brother Visitor who gave an account of the siege. «The night between August 11 and 12 was relatively peaceful. At the 5.30
morning Mass, we received Communion along with our beloved
Brother Visitor. Then we attended a second Mass as an act of
thanksgiving. All of a sudden, at the time of the Elevation, a
tremendous explosion shook the ground and everything collapsed
around us. All who were in attendance rushed towards the doors
in order to provide help to the victims whose pitiable screams could
be heard amidst the gun fire of
those who were attacking. The
bomb which had just exploded
made a hole seven meters deep
and four meters wide. The explosion collapsed several structures
and buried twenty-four people in
the debris: children, catechumens
and Italian soldiers.
Moved with compassion, Brother
Jules André went on ahead stirred on by charity and courage.
He crawled along to avoid the bullets. He wanted to help a
woman who was caught in the debris, but at the very moment
that he got up, a bullet struck him in the chest and exited by his
left armpit. It had pierced his lungs and perhaps grazed his
heart. We heard him immediately begin an act of contrition
aloud, but after he had uttered only five or six words, he voice
gave out. We carried him quickly to the chapel which he had
barely left... A priest arrived, but unfortunately, only to see that
our beloved Brother Jules André had passed away, a martyr to
charity and devotedness.»
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So it was that, at the age of thirty-seven, the valiant worker in
the Lord’s vineyard perished... His Brothers loved him, praised
him, wept over him. He merited the beautiful eulogy which
Bishop Favier of Beijing delivered: «He was a man of great
courage who, during the siege was altogether in a class by himself. H3 demonstrated astuteness, dedication and bravery.»
Many are the letters written by the Brothers in China revealing
how much he was loved. Here is a passage from one such letter.
«I want you to know that, in losing Brother Visitor, I have lost a
father, the best of fathers. He was so kind to me at all times that
I could not possibly forget him. His kindness, his personal
interest in me – as for all the Brothers – was marvelous when
we were ill. He used to spare nothing to provide relief to the
suffering. Eighteen months back while I was in Nan-t’ang, I fell
sick after a walk. Brother Visitor found out the news at six in the
evening. He was not able to come visit me that same day because he was in Cha-la-Eul, but the next day, at seven in the
morning, he was at my side, having made the journey on foot.
He was anxious to bring me medicine for typhus. Then he accompanied me to Chang-la-Eul so that I would be close by, in
case the illness became more serious.»

11.2 - Brother
Joseph Félicité
Joseph Planche (Brother Joseph
Félicité) was born in Etable in the
Savoie region of France on February 4, l872. He came from a
large family of seven boys and
three girls. His father was a carpenter, a man held in high regard
seeing that for a very long time
he was a city councilor. Brother
Joseph’s mother, Françoise Graffion, showed herself to be a
strong and deeply Christian mother as one may judge from
the upbringing and care which she gave to her children.
At the age of thirteen, Joseph went to the Saint-Genis-Laval
juniorate which was headed by Brother Marie Candide who
later, in l891, would become the first Visitor to the district of
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China. Brother Joseph Félicité and Brother Marie Candide
would become members of the first group of Marist Brothers
missioned to China.
Brother Joseph finished his novitiate at sixteen years of age and
was sent to Grandris, his first assignment, to take up a temporary
position. He began his teaching apostolate at his second assignment in Nantua. Of him, the Brother Principal of the school
would write, “Brother Joseph Félicité demonstrates an admirable
spirit of zeal and devotedness which should remain one of his
future traits. Fully committed to his work, he does not shrink
from any difficulty when it comes to the success and prayerfulness of his students. He is convinced that nothing is more effective than good example and, therefore, makes every effort
to be a model for his students in all things...”
On May 8, l891, the first six Marists boarded their Chinabound ship in Marseille. Among them were Brother Marie
Candide and Brother Joseph Félicité. When the Six Brothers
arrived in Beijing, they took over the school at Nan-t’ang.
Then, in l893, additional Brothers arrived, and Brothers Marie
Candide and Joseph Félicité were released from their Nant’ang apostolate in order to assume, along with other Brothers,
the responsibility for an orphanage in suburban Cha-la-Eul.
In the orphanage were 125 orphans, ranging from seven to
twenty-five years of age and demanding all the care owed to
abandoned children. The orphanage was a place where both
physical and moral deficiencies were to be found.
Here is testimony coming from Brother Marie Candide, Visitor
and first director of the orphanage. «May 31, l893 - In three
weeks we will be at Cha-la-Eul. I am concerned about this
upcoming date, and find myself in the position of someone
who begins with no resources. I begin to regret having had
the presumptuousness to undertake this apostolate. Will it not
be beyond my possibilities? I fear it will. Dear God, what will
have to be done among this collection of abandoned children,
Christians, non-believers! They are all emaciated, with skin
ailments, weak lungs, scabs: the quintessence of our poor
human wretchedness. How are we going to be able to wash
them, groom them, remove the physical and moral stains. To
do so is a truly beautiful mission, one to satisfy the most burning zeal. How much are we going to need the protection of
Jesus, of Mary, and the help of the Guardian Angels!»
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February 14, l894 –
«...Three days ago a good
Christian woman brought
me a boy of eleven whom
she had found lost and
begging in the street in
nineteen degrees Fahrenheit. Since the Brothers
were absent on a long walk
with the community of
Nan T’ang, I wanted to get
a good idea for myself of
the newly arrived boy sent
by Providence. I will not say anything about his character.
You can form an idea on your own: non-believer, abandoned
by parents, brought up by itinerant troupe of actors or by
some teacher or other: and that over the past six years. I
found him covered with sores and crawling with lice. At such
a sad sight, my heart went out to him. I turned my thoughts
to Our Lord. I called upon faith.
All of a sudden, I beheld in this poor creature my dearest
Savior Jesus. Yes, then with what happiness, with what consolation, I helped him remove his old clothes. I washed him
from head to foot. It took me a long time to remove the thousands of lice. At this moment, the boy is clean, wearing warm
clothes and, because of the well-being he feels, I sense that I
can read in the depths of his eyes, I will not say thanksgiving,
but the awakening of intelligence.»
Such comments about the orphanage are also frequently
found in the letters of Brother Joseph Félicité who would
succeed Brother Marie Candide as director of Cha-la-Eul
when the latter died of typhoid fever in l895. Brother Marie
Candide fell ill after he had nursed four Brothers suffering
from the same fever. All four Brothers recovered from their
illness while he fell ill and died of the same disease. The
young Brothers of the community saw Brother Marie Candide’s generous act of service as a sacrifice such as the father
of a family makes to enable his children to survive.
Being only twenty-eight years of age, Brother Joseph Félicité
could look forward to many years of service in China. Suddenly, however, there broke out the persecution which was
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to take so many lives. As long as he possibly could, he poured
himself out in the care of the children for whom he was responsible. Seeing that the orphanage was ever more under
threat, he instituted the precautions that had been suggested
by Bishop Favier of Beijing to provide maximum security. He
sent about forty of his young charges to their parents or to
Christians who were willing to look after the children. Where,
however, to find a safe place for the remaining 120? The mission residence could not accept them for want of space. The
only thing was to leave them at the orphanage in the care of
Brother Joseph Marie Adon and the postulant Paul Jen. With
heavy heart he left the children on June 12, l900, and moved
to Pe-T’ang in accord with orders received.
On June 20, news reached Pe-T’ang that the Cha-la orphanage
had been burnt to the ground on June 17. Brother Joseph
Félicité writes, «Unfortunate children! After escaping the Boxers in Nan-t’ang [the place where the orphanage was first set
up] here they are once again exposed to the bandits’ cruelty.
Where can they get away? It’s impossible to go into the city
since the Boxers are stationed at the gates. In the countryside
no more Christians are to be found, and along all the roads
the Boxers are numerous. Only death, by the sword or by
famine. Dear God, how much I suffer for these children of
mine who must face such painful circumstances!»
Brother Joseph Félicité’s written report breaks off on June 21,
almost certainly because he had to head up the operation in
Pe-t’ang. Brother Jules André would be the one to finish the report in the following words, «Our courageous Brother Joseph
Félicité, so keen to offer his blood for his young charges out of
love for God, witnessed the fulfillment of his wishes on July
18, l900 at 5:00 in the evening. He was examining the construction of a bomb shelter, whereupon the enemy, aware of
what we were building, hurried to finish theirs. At 5:00, a massive explosion was heard. Brother Joseph Félicité was thrown
forward fifteen meters. He fell forward into a ditch where he
was simultaneously covered with debris up to his knees. His
body was found only a half hour later. Although he had only
light wounds, the explosion had killed him. After the body had
been cleaned, people commented once again upon the kindness that one could still see imprinted upon his countenance,
the kindly smile by which he had won all hearts to himself.»
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Another Brother wrote, «What a saintly religious! Like Brother
Visitor, he aspired to perfection... Taking no heed of his natural
inclinations, he gave of himself unstintingly for the glory of
God and the benefit of others, always full of joy. His good example drew his Brothers to carry out their apostolic works effectively. How many human miseries to be mitigated were in
that orphanage, so many children suffering from natural afflictions: the blind, the deaf-mutes! Those poor abandoned creatures received from our kindly confrere, not only attentive care
to their corporal needs, but still more the manifestation of a
delicate affection and most fatherly support in doing good.»

11.3 - Brother
Joseph-Marie-Adon
(Joseph Fan)
Joseph Fan was born in Beijing in
l874 of a family that, originally
from Chan-si, had established itself over four generations in Beijing, distinguishing itself in the
Catholic faith and piety. During
the disturbances of l860 some
family members had hidden in
their home the only priest who remained in Beijing, a priest with a price on his head.
Brother Joseph Marie Adon’s father, a watchmaker, was highly
esteemed in the Nan-t’ang parish. His mother was a fervent
Christian who raised her children with the greatest care. Two
elder brothers were living in Beijing. One worked for the post
office; the other, in the Embassy of England. A third brother
was in minor orders at the Beijing major seminary. Joseph, the
fourth brother of the family, was baptized four days after his
birth. His godfather was Auguste Ly, catechist of the Nan-t’ang
parish and brother of the ambas-sador of China in Paris, LyKin-tc’ang. The catechist, prayerful and zealous, entered paradise two days before his godson, having been killed in the rectory garden at Nant’ang at the foot of the statue of Our Lady of
Lourdes, on June 14, l900. On the same day the church at
Nan-t’ang and its adjoining buildings were set on fire.
As a boy, Joseph was notable for his upright behavior, his easy
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going manner and his frankness. From the age of eight he attended the Nan-t’ang school. His teacher, Xavier Tchao, a member of the imperial family, had been rather close to the Marist
Brothers since their arrival in Beijing in May l891. He got separated from them only during the persecution of l900, during
which he too gained the martyr’s palm, dying in the Si-t-ang
parish.
Joseph Fan was seventeen years of age when six Marist Brothers
arrived in Beijing to take over the direction of the Nan-t’ang
secondary school where he was a student. His prayerful manner
and good behavior drew the attention of his teachers. In fact,
Brother Marie Candide wrote of the student, “Here is an outstanding young man, of a courteous and sensitive nature, prayerful and intelligent. A boarder over four years at our Nan-t’ang
secondary school, he speaks French well. His family is among
those who are most Christian, and his mother, fifteen years a
widow, has brought up her children in exceptional fashion.”
On August 15, l893, around the time when the Brothers took
over the direction of the orphange at Cha-la-Eul, Joseph Fan
was received as a postulant.
The Cha-la-Eul residence did not provide the comforts that one
might naturally wish to have. Nevertheless, the devoted young
man entered into postulant life generously and joyously. He
was in the company of three or four other postulants and they
lived the same poor, hard-working life as the Brothers and the
orphans. He was making his second novitiate year in spring
l895 when there was a serious outbreak of typhoid fever at the
orphanage. The illness carried off several victims, one being
Brother Marie Candide, who was both director of the orphanage
and novice master. Joseph Fan himself fell ill with the fever,
suffering the effects over fifteen days.
On August 14, l895, Joseph Fan had the privilege of receiving
the holy habit from the hands of Bishop Sarthou along with
three other postulants. He took the name Joseph Marie Adon.
After a period of study, he was put in charge of the sacristy and
one of the orphanage classes. He was pleased to be able to
teach catechism, prepared his classes with great care, and had
the knack of making them interesting and very enriching.
His dealings with his confreres were always marked by charity,
kindness and consideration. He was consistently ready to make
himself available for the service of others and to help them out.
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In the spring of l900, he took
over the teaching of French
at the Cha-la-Eul orphanage.
During his five years as a religious, Brother Joseph Marie
Adon fulfilled the hopes and
expectation which had arisen
in his regard, whether as a
student at Nan-t’ang, or postulant or novice. He always
held his vocation in the highest regard, and was as attached to the Institute as to his very
own family. In relating to his superiors, he was distinguished
for his filial spirit.
We come to May l900. A storm was approaching that was to
cause much blood to flow, and already the distant thunder
could be heard. The community of Cha-la-Eul lay outside the
Beijing city walls, and was therefore very alarmed at the thought
of a night-time onslaught on the part of the armed bands which
were already sowing fear in the area. Towards the end of May,
the rumors that were circulating became ever more troubling.
The Brothers began to keep night-watch to prevent an arson attack. When someone asked Brother Joseph Marie Adon what
he would do in face of Boxers armed with swords, he said that
he was determined to sacrifice his life. “I will not run away. I
will stay here with my young people many of who are mere
children, and I will prevent them from denying their faith.”
Finally, real dangers to the orphanage arose. Under orders from
Bishop Favier, the Brothers and their charges went to Nant’ang, a Beijing neighborhood where there was another orphanage, as well as a hospital, schools, residences and the
mission church. Brother Joseph Marie Adon was careful to take
to the new location the sacred objects removed from the sacristy
and church of the orphanage. Those, together with the sacred
objects of the Nan-t’ang church, he buried in the ground to
make sure that they would not be desecrated.
Hope existed that Nan-t’ang might be defensible with the aid
of European soldiers. Indeed, a squad was sent but not at all
sufficient to hold out against an attack. The troops even abandoned their post. The upshot was that several Marist Brothers
and their 120 orphans were exposed to the Boxers’ cruelty.
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Also present were six Vincentian priests, ten Daughters of Charity, twenty local Josephine Sisters, a number of sick people and
others. On the night of June 13, a dozen brave men went to
Nan-t’ang to collect the priests and the Sisters and accompany
them to the Legations. They told Brothers Marie Crescent that
they had orders to take him as well.
He repeatedly asked to stay with the Chinese Brothers (Brother
Joseph Marie Adon and Brother Joseph-Marie Candide) and the
young orphans so as to share their fate. Yet Brother Joseph Marie
Adon begged him to leave, “since, if you stay here you will not
be able to escape death, while the rest of us, being Chinese, will
have some chance of being spared or of slipping away. So, Brother,
get away now with the men, I beg you. If you insist on staying,
you will cause me real grief. Get away now while it is night. It
will be too late when the sun rises. Farewell, pray for us.” Then
the Brothers gave him a departing embrace... With an act of such
generosity and self-forgetfulness did our beloved Brother Joseph
Marie Adon begin his day.

Squadra di Boxer armati
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Around five in the morning, the Boxer army poured into the
neighborhood, followed by a band of fanatics, hungry for blood
and plunder. They screamed out the savage words, “Chao,
Chao!” That is, “Kill, burn!” The hospital, the Chinese Sisters’
convent, the Brothers’ school, the rectory, the church: all were
given over to pillage and fire. A number of Christians were executed in the different buildings.
As the moment of danger approached ever closer, Brother Joseph
Marie Adon and the orphans sought refuge on the sacristy terrace. From there they beheld the sad, heart-breaking sight before
their eyes: religious statues and sacred images defiled and profaned, the candelabra, Cross, altar furnishings, priestly vestments
dragged through the streets; and, in the end, the torching of all
the buildings as well as the church.
Brother Joseph Marie Adon and the children he was protecting
remained on the terrace from nine in the morning of June 14.
They were awaiting their death. Around three in the afternoon,
no longer able to tolerate the intense heat with which they were
surrounded, they descended from their place of safety. Several
of the fleeing children were cut down not far from the burning
church. Brother Joseph Marie Adon went through the hostile
crowd without a single person putting a hand on him. He went
in the direction of Pe-t’ang, but he found the city gate guarded
by soldiers. He decided to go back to Cha-la-Eul. On leaving
the city, a number of the children with him were seized and put
to death. On arriving at Cha-la-Eul, he wrote two letters which
were kept by Brother Jules André (escaped to Pe-t’ang) informing
him of the extreme danger of his position.

June 15
Dear Brother Visitor,
it. We stayed
Yesterday we had a very bad time of
for five or
ng)
up on the sacristy roof (at Nan-t’a
of the fire. I
six hours. I escaped from the midst
I beg you to
will not give you many details, but
with Bishop
come to our help. You can speak
’ang today.
Pe-t
Favier to find some way to get us to
am trembling
About fifteen children are here. I
greatly as I write...
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The second letter reports the same information narrated above.
Good will was certainly not in question with regard to going to
the aid of the Brother and his young charges. But, very sadly,
means were lacking. Even the orphanage buildings at Cha-laEul underwent the same fate as those of Nan-t’ang: plunder,
fire, killings. In fact, it was there that Brother Joseph Marie
Adon met his death on June 17, l900 in company of the postulant Paul Jen.

11.4 - Paul Jens
Paul Jen, a postulant at the time of
the persecution, was killed on June
17, 1900. Where Paul Jen was born,
in what year, who his parents were:
we do not know. All we know of
him is what is told us by Brother
Joseph Félicité, the director of Chala-Eul and Paul’s formator. The information is contained in three letters which have come down to us.
Letter of November 14, 1898
«Jen Paul makes a favorable impression as a postulant. He
would be capable of several functions at Cha-la, such as cook
or prefect.»
Letter of May 4, 1899
«The postulant, Jen Paul, is the watchmaker about whom I
spoke to you. He is quite receptive and seems capable of becoming a good Brother. His intel-lectual abilities are not very
developed, but he appears to me to be gifted with sound
judg-ment. He has good will, is inclined to manual work
and acquits himself well of the different jobs of which he is
in charge. At the present time, he is learning to cook under
the direction of Brother Crescent and the two get along very
well. I give him five conferences a week».
Letter of September 1899
«Postulant Jen Paul continues to make a favorable impresssion. He has just handled a special situation in a way that
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speaks well for him. Some time back, his brother came to
ask for him, insisting that Jen Paul accompany him - such
was the pretext - to a gathering which the whole family had
to attend. For the occasion, Brother Visitor permitted an absence of several weeks. When Jen Paul reached the family
residence, he realized that his elder brother had set a trap,
having no purpose other than to push the younger brother
into a marriage and thereby prevent his entrance into religious
life. Thank God, our postulant got through the unpleasant
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episode successfully. He returned to us with an even stronger
determination to become a religious. - As to the conferences,
I am giving him one each day, consisting of a commentary
on the Principles of Perfection. His daily task is to do the
cooking for which he has a student assistant. In his free moments, he studies the book, Christian Doctrine in Practice
and prepares his meditation theme. That is, he learns to read
Chinese by means of the meditation book, does some reading
in the Chinese edition of Rodriquez’ Religious Perfection,
and when possible, attends the French lesson along with his
young charges.
Jen Paul was prayerful, hard working, obedient, charitable,
devoted. His good qualities and his behavior gave the impression that he would be able to offer worthwhile service to
the Mission. He was around twenty-six years old, and was
getting ready to receive the religious habit in the near future.
Being well aware of the imminent threat which the Boxers
posed, he might have left us. Yet he did not entertain the
idea. Like Brother Joseph Marie Adon, he wished to remain
faithful to his assignment so as to encourage the youngest of
his charges and give them an example of faithfulness to Jesus
Christ.
Where did he undergo martyrdom? Nan-t’ang? Cha-la-Eul?
No one can tell us. What was the date? It had to be sometime
between June 15 and 18.
Brothers Jules André, Joseph Félicité, Joseph Marie Adon and
Paul Jen are four glorious martyrs who were to exercise a
powerful intercession before God on behalf of the Institute
of the Little Brothers of Mary and its benefactors. The priceless
example given by the four martyred Brothers would be a
great moral and spiritual support to the other Brothers in
China who suffered so greatly in seeing all that they had
worked for reduced to practically nothing by the persecution
of 1900.
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1.
A Document is Discovered
For many years no trace existed of the “Public Record,” the
diocesan study of the martyrs about whom the present article
deals: the Christians who were put to death by the Boxers in
the year 1900. In the course of his research in the Vatican
Archives, Father Giuseppe Guerra, Postulator General of the
Vincentians, came upon a document called the “Transumptum.” The document is a complete copy of the Proceedings
of the Beijing Diocesan Tribunal. The Proceedings were sent
to the Congregation of Rites which, in the 1930s, dealt with
the Causes of those proposed for canonization.
The Transumptum is identical with the Public Record. The
former was sent to the Vatican, the latter to the religious congregation charged with a given Cause, in the present instance,
the Vincentians.
The officials at the Vatican Archives made photographs of
the Transumptum comprising 1500 pages that were sent to
Father Guerra. He was kind enough to make a DVD of the
photos for the Marist Brothers. As a result we have in our
possession the Proceedings of the Beijing Diocesan Tribunal.
In l905 the bishop of Beijing requested Vatican permission to
open the process which was officially inaugurated in Beijing
on January 1, l914. Only on May 28, l936, however, were
the Transumptum and the Public Record completed and sent
to Rome. One observes that the Tribunal was active over a
period of twenty-three years.
The Transumptum, a document of 1500 pages handwritten
in Latin, is essentially the transcript of statements made by
the witnesses called to testify at the
Tribunal.
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2.

The Witnesses
The vast majority of the witnesses had lived through the events
they recounted.
1- Some were the martyrs’ close relatives who themselves had
escaped death: fathers, mothers, husbands, wives, sons,
daughters, cousins, neighbors. In the Beijing parish of Tongt’ang, Thomas Yen-Soung, a sixty-year old merchant, gave a
deposition concerning thirty-five individuals who had been
his customers. Before he gave his testimony, however, Mr.
Yen-Soung spoke about the members of his family: his wife,
his sons, his sister and her children, his brother-in-law, his
sister-in-law. He was himself targeted to perish when his
home was set on fire, but he escaped covered with a blanket.
2- Some witnesses had unique stories to tell, such as those who
were spared because they were of a traditional religion. After
the persecution they remained the sole surviving members
of families whose other members had been killed. The survivors had tried to persuade their relatives to offer incense to
idols, but the efforts were in vain. Once the persecution came
to an end, the surviving family members became important
witnesses to the martyrdom of their relatives.
3- Some Christians denied their faith when confronted with the
threat that their families would be put to death. Such is the
case with Yu Thérèse. She admitted that she had denied the
faith, but then accepted the penance imposed by the Church
as a condition for re-admission to the faith. Thérèse witnessed
the death of her grandfather, father, mother and sister; the last
of her brothers disappeared. Once the violent persecution
had passed, the Christians who denied the faith returned to
the Church and became the best eye-witnesses of the persecution.
4- Other witnesses were those of a traditional religion who had
sometimes concealed in their homes Christians who were
neighbors. Other witnesses were non-believers who later converted to the faith. One finds as well Muslims, Buddhists and
those who declared that they had no religion. Last of all, there
were the witnesses whom the Boxers employed as domestics.
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5- The four groups mentioned above are referred to as witnesses
« de visu » (i.e. “who have seen”). A smaller number is made
up of those who heard the facts told in their families or
amongst their friends, even sometimes told by former Boxers.
Such witnesses are called witnesses “ob audito,” that is, “who
have heard.”
Generally speaking, those referred to in the present text are
witnesses not of a single person, but of a group of martyrs. The
group is sometimes so numerous that the testimony supplied
for an individual martyr is rather brief. For example, when
Nicholas Tchou testified on February 25, l914, he was able to
name fifty-one martyrs of various towns in the Beijing suburbs.
Maurice Tchou, the witness who preceded him, was able to
name almost forty.
Another element comes to the fore consistently: even if they
often belonged to a family that was killed, the witnesses are
never overcome by emotion. No romantic burst of enthusiasm;
the witnesses generally prove to be highly self-controlled; never
does a desire for revenge come to the surface. All the witnesses
stated how greatly they desired to see the martyrs beatified,
something hoped for, in fact, by all the Christians of Beijing.
One hundred and thirty individuals gave their testimony in regard to a group of 896 martyrs, victims of the persecution
which broke out in China between June and August l900, a
period known as the Boxer Persecution.
From the historical point of view, the importance of the
“Transumptum” is undeniable.
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3.

The Martyrs
The Transumptum contains a list of 896 martyrs. Although the
number is significant, it remains limited in scope when one considers that thirty thousand Christians were killed by the Boxers
between June and August 1900.
By far the greater number of martyrs was comprised of simple
Christian believers: farmers and manual laborers. Their lives
were unremarkable, but their Christian faith was of the most
intense sort. The testimony given before the Diocesan Tribunal
allows us to enter into their everyday Christian lives. We are
taken aback in reading how intensely they lived out their
devotion to Christ. Often, entire families were put to death: not
only the parents, but their children and even their infants. In fact,
the relatives who miraculously escaped death are the ones who
provide first-hand testimony about those who were martyred.
The sketches painted by these simple believers present a singular
freshness. Expressed with much emotional restraint, the portraits
reveal a fullness of faith that is truly edifying. The ages of those
who were martyred cover a huge span: from eighty years of age
to those who were but a few days old. The group comprises as
many men as women and a large number of children.
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One must be attentive not to look upon the martyrs as stoic
types who were oblivious to danger. On the contrary, they were
badly shaken in face of the violence that was arising around
them. As far as possible, they tried to escape death. They
weighed out the horrors which were confronting them: their
goods pillaged, their homes and churches put to the torch, their
families threatened with extermination. In face of death, however,
fear gave way to courage and fidelity. At times, truly heroic
actions shine out. For example, Wang Yong Shing Gervais, a
farmer, was able to provide time for his family to flee. He did so
by appearing before the Boxers who were demanding money
and weapons prior to killing him. Yong Shing dragged out the
proceedings with the excuse that he did not have any weapons,
but, yes, he could lead them to a place where he kept a bit of
money. It was his wife who later appears before the Diocesan
Tribunal to relate the story.
In the document under consideration, the martyrs are organized
by parish into sixteen groups. One parish has 145 martyrs,
the largest number. The other parishes have 115, 103, 100,
78, 67, etc. The parishes with smaller numbers present lists of
12, 11, 8. Rather than naming individual martyrs, the lists
often indicate groups (sometimes entire families) which were
executed.
Of the four Marist Brother martyrs, two were Chinese: Brother
Adon and the postulant Paul Jen. Their names appear on the list
of those who were martyred in Chala, a place near Beijing. The
official list of the Chala martyrs comprises about one hundred
names. In fact, 350 bodies were removed from the common
grave, corpses having been randomly thrown into ditches.
The other two Marist Brothers, Jules André and Joseph Félicité,
were European. Their names appear on the list of martyrs from
Jen Ts’e-T’ang and Pe-t’ang.
For each martyr, the Tribunal list provides the following: baptismal
name, Chinese name, birthplace, age, civil status, family, place
of martyrdom. Sometimes too, details are added. The following
is an example. The Shun family counted eighty Christians
among its members. They came from various parts of the town
and sought refuge in one large house where they were put to
death. Many came from what might be called lower-middle
class status: farmers, manual laborers, a few physicians, pharmacists, an occasional teacher, merchants.
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Another feature of the list is that, far and away, the greater
number of martyrs is made up of ordinary believers, while
priests and female and male religious number about twenty:
three Vincentian priests, four Marist Brothers, a dozen Chinese,
female religious.
The target of the Boxers’ persecution was the Chinese Christians.
The Boxers were hoping to eliminate them either by a violent
death or by forcing them to give up their faith, the first element
of which was to deny Christ.
The martyrs being discussed here present a picture of an
exceptional part of God’s people. In addition, the members of
religious congregations ought to be both proud and humble.
They may be proud, on the one hand, because the religious
congregations gave birth to a Chinese Church so deeply attached
to Christ, with a generosity faithful unto death. The religious
congregations may be humble, on the other hand, because their
own martyrs (Vincentians, Marist Brothers, female religious) are
only a handful. The People of God were the ones who suffered
the brunt of the persecution and remained loyal to the faith.
Were there some who denied the faith? In some parishes, yes;
in other parishes, no. For mothers or fathers, the thought of
seeing their entire family threatened with extermination was intolerable. Almost all the Christians who did apostatize later
returned to the Church, accepting the penances imposed upon
them. Later, they would bear testimony on behalf of the martyrs.
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All Boxers were not cut from the same cloth. Some did not execute Christians who offered incense to idols. Other Boxers
put Christians to death piteously after humiliating them by extracting a forced denial of faith. Such Boxers felt certain that
only the killing of Christians would preclude the possibility of
a return to the Church when the period of persecution would
come to an end. The testimonies received at the Tribunal
allow us to see that no uniform behavior prevailed amongst
the persecuting parties. Some groups of Boxers would not put
infants to death. One group of non-believers favored the elimination of Christians, if only so that the Christian homes might
be ransacked. Another group helped save Christians by offering
a hiding place, and yet a third group made certain that the executed Christians received a proper burial.
Differing judgments also appear in the testimony of witnesses.
A fair number state that, before the persecution broke out, relations between Christians and non believers were satisfactory. Others speak of a certain, interior animosity; the good
relations were but superficial. Among themselves too, Christians
did not manifest a uniform behavior. The great majority did
not offer resistance. As farmers or manual laborers, they
possessed no arms; their only defense was flight. In the foreign
Legations and at Pe-t’ang where many Christians sought refuge,
this type of resistance went on for months, a passive resistance
rather than one of aggression, a resistance of the besieged
rather than of the besieger.
Once the persecution came to an end, the Church in Beijing
was caught up in providing a Christian burial for the bodies
which could be recovered. Of course, not all were recoverable because many had been burned. The token of respect
shown by providing a
proper burial was the first
indication of how important the act of martyrdom
is, demonstrating clearly
that the Church considered those killed in the
persecution as true martyrs, dying in fidelity to
the Lord.
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4.

Historical and Social Setting
Let us attempt to grasp the historical and social setting in
which the persecution broke out and in which Christians
were unexpectedly immersed and eventually caught up in
martyrdom.

4.1 - China
As the nineteenth century unfolded, Imperial China began to
lose its cohesiveness. Impor- tant colonial powers penetrated
coastal areas establishing their “Concessions” and their Legations upon Chinese soil.
The Quin-Manchu dynasty entered into a kind of decline,
while two contesting forces confronted each other within the
imperial realm. One was the Counter Reformists who wished

The Chinese Empire during
the Qing dynasty (1644-1911)
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to keep China and its ancient traditions free of external influences and protected from the presence of foreign armies and
foreign religions. The leading Counter Reformists were called
the Boxers. They desired to preserve China from becoming the
prey of nations which had dreams of dismembering the Chinese
Empire. The nations in question were: Great Britain, Germany,
France, Russia, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Italy, the United
States, Japan. The Counter Reformists were deeply nationalistic,
even (not without reason) xenophobic, ultra-traditional.
On the other hand, a group of intellectuals wanted to modernize China, to give the country a constitution, to reform the
economy, the educational system, the military. They were
deeply aware of how their country was behind the times, for
China had been defeated first in a war with Russia and later in
a war with Japan (1894-1895).
The Boxers and the intellectuals lived with real tensions. Having
to choose, the dowager queen, Cixi, selected the Counter Reformists, for she herself had lived through the humiliations to
which her country had been subjected. Such was the reason
why she tacitly supported the Boxer movement. All the same,
those who were seeking to modernize China eventually took
power in 1911. They put an end
to the empire and transformed
China into a republic.

4.2 - The Boxers
Over its millennial history, the
Chinese Empire has always experienced the presence of secret
societies. One such society was
the Boxers who came into existence around the year 1800
when they formed an opposition
group to the Empress Thu Hi. The Boxers were made up of
rather diverse groups, and at the start they counted among
their members farmers who had lost their lands. Because
they emphasized martial arts such as Kung Fu they eventually
came to be called “Boxers.”
The movement quickly took on a nationalist spirit, opposed
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to all forms of Western presence. The Boxers wanted a China
that would be strong and independent. Their struggle, at times
disorganized, became a truly national struggle which reached
its apogee from June to August 1900. At the beginning of the
uprising, however, the Boxers were not to be found everywhere and so few people were put to death. Thus, when the
Tong-t’ang church was burned down, the Sisters called
Daughters of Saint Joseph had to leave their convent. They
did have to wander in the streets of the city for three or four
days, but at least they were not executed.
With the same, often brutal violence, the Boxers opposed both
foreigners and the Chinese who converted to Christianity, whom
they called, «half Europeans,» in Chinese pronounced “EulMao-Tze,” a pejorative name. From the Boxers’ perception,
Christian Chinese had surrendered the integrity of the Chinese
soul. The Boxers were prepared to torch Christian churches and
Christian homes; to kill men, women, children; to disembowel
pregnant females; to throw the bodies into pits. When set on
fire, the houses were sometimes filled with occupants, and the
perpetrators would hear them praying in the midst of the flames.
Through the months of June, July and August 1900, about
30,000 Chinese Christians were killed, though only rarely
were Christians subjected to torture. Most often they were
simply seized and executed.
One might read the story of the Boxers in a way that presents
them as heroes of the nation. It is possible that they were unknowingly manipulated by the Empress and had little sense
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of liberty of conscience. At the same time, they were not free
of a fanatical and sadistic spirit.
Another fact to be borne in mind is that the Boxer persecution
was not an isolated occurrence. Rather it was but one instance
of a series of persecutions that began in the eighteenth century
and recurred over the intervening period. The Boxer Persecution, therefore, was not the first or only persecution, nor
should it be seen as an isolated phenomenon.
The reaction of Western nations began in August 1900 and
was extremely violent, causing the death of many common
people. In addition, the city of Beijing itself was sacked. The
victors imposed upon China the rule of “Might makes right”
and a truly humiliating peace treaty. The repression of the
Boxers was out of all due proportion. A desire existed to degrade China so severely that it would never rise again. Surely
the Great Powers are not without blame.

4.3 - The Chinese Christians
Before the Boxer persecution, relations were generally peaceful
between Christians and non-believers. The fact is emphasized
by many of the witnesses who appeared before the Diocesan
Tribunal. Other witnesses point out that tension did exist, but it
was a latent tension.
It is a fact that Christians were accused of abhorrent activities :
plucking out the eyes and hearts of those who were dying;
frying babies on the stove and eating them; preparing medicines
that were, in fact, harmful; poisoning wells. The gravest accusation, however, was that Christians were on the way to becoming “Eul-mao-tze,” that is,
half-Europeans. At the same
time, however, Christians were
the object of admiration because many non-Christians
had converted to the Christian
faith. In fact such conversions
continued even after the Boxer
persecution broke out.
For their part, Chinese Christians repeatedly refused to beThe Boxer Persecution • 15

come «half-Europeans». They
loved their country as did other
Chinese people and lived a simple life in the authentic Chinese
manner. They did not, for example, join the armies of the Western Powers as a means of getting
back at their persecutors. The
number of Christians who died
in the persecution is usually estimated at thirty thousand. Rather
than speaking of individual martyrs, the Tribunal witnesses more
often tell of whole families’ being
annihilated, of Christians burned to death in their homes. A
catechist from Si-t’ang relates that 200 or 250 Christians were
executed in one parish. In the course of the Boxer persecution
the Chinese Christians never countered violence with violence.
With their bare hands, farmers met Boxers armed with rifles,
swords, spears. Christians tried to flee, going underground in
Beijing City. Once captured by the Boxers, the overwhelming
majority preferred death to denying the faith. They chose to be
victims rather than murderous aggressors. Indeed, many signs
had appeared foretelling the likely persecution; the Christians
were not martyrs caught off guard.
Some of the Christians belonged to families that had been believers over several generations. Confronting their persecutors,
they forthrightly declared, “We have been Christians for a very
long time, and do you expect us to deny Christ?”
There’s the key word. Faith was what the Christians were being
repeatedly invited to renounce, not a European way of living
which, in fact, they had not adopted. Living the normal Chinese
life and far from being politically
connected, such Chinese had attained to a love of Christ, a commitment to the Lord that may surprise us. They had encountered
the One who gives meaning to
life; and for his sake they accepted death. Sometimes we are
taken aback by the fidelity that
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marks the moment of martyrdom of certain believers who have
not been fervent, who rarely go to church, who drink to excess.
In the face of making a once-for-all choice, they chose Christ.
Those who died in the persecution wished to remain faithful to
Jesus. Here we discover the raison d’etre of their martyrdom.
Their lives are given over exclusively to the Lord. To the nonbelievers who urge them to offer incense to idols so as to
escape death, the Christians say, “Impossible! We are willing
to die, but not to renounce our faith!” Political reasoning pales
before fidelity to the Lord. Certainly they were victims of political
circumstances, yet more so were they martyrs because they
would not deny Christ.

4.4 - The Beijing Church
It was above all the Church in Beijing
and its outskirts that will bear the brunt
of the persecution. During the three terrible months (June, July, August 1900)
when the Boxer Rebellion breaks out,
the farming villages around Beijing, occupied by defenseless farmers, will pay
Bishop Favier
the highest price.
Four large parishes were to be found in Beijing, named according to the points of the compass: Si-t’ang to the west; Nant’ang to the south; Tong-t’ang the eastern parish; Pe-t’ang the
northern one.
The church in Pe-t’ang was the cathedral church. There too
was the residence of Bishop Favier and his coadjutor, Bishop
Jarlin. The Vicentians had their main mission in the same place.
The parish contained several religious communities who administered schools. The major and minor seminaries were educating 111 young Chinese men for the priesthood.
Adjoining Pe-t’ang was Jen-Ts’e-t’ang, a neighborhood that
counted 1,800 Christian women and young children, 450 young
girls in schools or orphanages, thirty infants. The total number
of Chinese Christians in the two places was about 3,420.
The two neighborhoods were to hold up against a two-month
siege conducted by the Boxers. Many Christians came to find
refuge at the same locality. There too were Brothers Jules André
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and Joseph Félicité along
with others Brothers. Six
Brothers had sought refuge
in the Legations: the residences of those who diplomatically represented various nations present in China.
During the siege of Pe-t’ang
and Jen-ts’e-t’ang the Marist
Brothers on site are to offer
their wholehearted commitment to defend the two
places. The Brothers took
turns at being soldiers,
builders of barricades, night
watchmen, nurses. On all
sides, amidst bullets and
cannonballs, they offered every type of service imaginable.
Day and night, nothing but a barrage of cannons, gunfire, battles, fires, explosions, the dead, the wounded, the sick, the
dying: all the horrors of war; only to be followed in the end by
the horror of famine. Over a period of sixty-four days, the
Brothers witnessed the interment of the bodies of more than
four hundred poor refugees. The same locale witnessed the
death of Brother Joseph-Félicité on July 18, l900 and that of
Brother Jules-André, Visitor, on August 12, 1900.
Cha-la-Eul or Cha-la was located in a Beijing suburb where,
since May l893, the Brothers had been running an orphanage
for 125 children. The Boxers burned down the church, the Sisters’ school and the orphanage. Some orphans were scattered
or were sent back to their own families or the families of other
Christians; and of the roughly one hundred who remained on
the site, only twenty-five will survive. On June 17, 1900, two
Chinese Marists will also die there: Brother Joseph Marie Adon
and the postulant Paul Jen.
The Marist Brothers arrived in China on April 26, 1891. At the
time of the Boxer Rebellion, there were forty-eight Brothers
who conducted several apostolates: directing a school in Nant’ang, an orphanage in Cha-la, a school in Tien-Tsin and another
school in Shanghai. Another fifteen Brothers were to be found
in the Beijing neighborhoods of Nan-t’ang and Cha-la.
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5.

The Martyrs of
the Beijing’s Parishes
5.1 - The Parish of Si-t’ang
In a single family
«...My mother was baptized a few days before she died. Having
gone to see Father Maurice Doré to ask for baptism, she told him,
– If the Boxers kill me before I am baptized, I will not be
able to enter heaven.
– I will baptize you when you finish the four parts of the catechism. Even if the Boxers were to kill you before your
baptism, you will be dying because of your belief in God,
and therefore you will go to heaven.
Yet she was so insistent that Father Maurice Doré ended up
giving her baptism, and to my sister as well, who was to be
married in just a few days.
My father, however, and my paternal grandmother kept insisting that my mother deny her faith. My mother accepted
the reprimand because she was much frightened of my father.
On the other hand, my sister refused to offer incense.

On June 28 the Boxers arrived and set fire to the home of our
neighbors who were Christians. The house was filled with people
and those outside heard them praying in the midst of the flames.
Afterwards the Boxers broke into our home. One of my younger
brothers and one of my younger sisters were able to get out. My
mother, sister, sister-in-law and her daughter, Maria, along with
one of my younger brothers were tied up and lead outside. As
they made their way along, my mother and the other family
members prayed, saying repeatedly the Our Father and Hail
Mary. The people remarked with admiration,
– Even when they are walking along, they are at their
prayers!
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The Boxers took my little brother, threw him in the air and waited
for him with their bayonets in the air. Seeing such a thing, my
mother broke into tears. But the Boxers killed them all.
A less than devout Christian
Tchao Yung Joseph was a sinner. He was not so fervent. The
Boxers seized him and led him to the place where trials were
held. On the way, the captors said,
– At the trial you have only to say that you are not a Christian!
But he replied:
– That, never. My family has been Christian for several generations.
At the trial, the Boxers offered him the incense for idols. He
spoke in terms of contempt, saying,
– My family has been Christian for several generations. Take
all the time you need to put me to death!
Led away to the entrance of his native city, he told the Boxers,
– Here is my homeland; this is paradise.
He then called upon the Mother of God to come to help
him. He was executed on the spot.
A catechist
Pau Chan Augustin? I knew him as a
catechist. Before he was baptized, he
used to be a member of the Imperial
Guard. He gave up this work because it prevented him from observing God’s laws. He was a very fervent
Christian who encouraged others to
lead virtuous lives. He drew to the
Church many non-believers.
After the church fire in Beijing, he
sought refuge in Pe-T’ang where there
was a European Legation with military guards. Reflecting upon the situation, he said to himself,
– Here is a unique opportunity to give up my life for God. I
am going to return to the place I have come from. I am old;
what can happen to me?
To those who became fearful as they contemplated the possibility of martyrdom, he used to say,
– Where can you find a better chance?
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He was arrested with his family of whom six members were to
be killed. He said to the Boxers,
– Where are you leading me?
– It’s none of your business. Just follow us.
– As they passed along in front of the Si-t’ang church, he asked
them to stop for a moment. Then he fell upon his knees, made
a profound bow before the burnt down church, made a grand
sign of the Cross and said,
– This is my homeland.
And he continued his prayers. The Boxers were surprised that he
continued to pray, but they had decided to kill him in front of the
church which he kept referring to as his homeland. As they were
putting him to death, he continued to pray. The events occurred
on June 15 or 18, 1900. He body has never been found.

5.2 - The Nan-t’ang Parish
The following section presents the complete testimony given
by twenty-four year old, Ly Anna. It offers the chance to immerse ourselves in the days when terror stalked Christian
families. The testimony is rounded out by that given by her
brother, Tchoo Joseph, who was seven years old at the time
the events occurred, twenty-one years of age when he gave
his testimony. When he appeared before the Tribunal, he was
in the major seminary doing his philosophy. The testimony
focuses upon his mother, Agnes Wang, forty-one years of age
and his father, Tcheou Martin, aged thirty-eight.
The Boxers entered our home. Thereupon the sister-in-law a traditional religionist - of the Catechist Wang (a neighbor,
but their mother Agnes was one of the Wang family) arrived
at our home with incense so that we might burn some in
front of the Boxers as a sign of idol veneration. She told us,
– The Boxers are coming to your home!
– My father and mothers hid themselves in their bedroom.
Then about thirty Boxers came into the main room and
took places all around.
– My father encouraged us saying,
– Do not be concerned about anything! (Then my parents
realized that they would not be able to stay hidden much
longer and began to think about fleeing.)
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My father and brother who took my sister by the hand, escaped
by the north side of the house. Some Boxers chased after
them trying to strike them on the head. The blows, however,
made no contact and my relatives escaped. My father was
quite heavy; he stumbled over a rock in the street and fell
down. He was killed by two Boxers who had been in pursuit.
My sister was at my father’s side and said to the Boxers:
– I am also a Catholic; you can kill me too.
They glared at her and then went off.
My mother and I remained alone in the room and she kept
on saying to me, “Let’s get out of here, let’s get out of here!”
She did get away, and I followed holding on to her dress. But
as we reached the doorstep, the Boxers stopped us. Seeing
that there was no way to get away, my mother said,
– Let’s kneel down and let them kill us!”
Then she fell to her knees with me right behind her. We extended our heads forward and closed our eyes expecting to
be killed!
The Boxers struck us with their swords and spears, and we
collapsed on the ground half dead. Thinking us dead, the
Boxers departed.
Shortly after my mother asked me:
– Did they kill you?
– No!
– If they did not kill you, recite a Hail Mary, but softly! Invoke Mary. And let’s get back to the house.
– The house? But haven’t they burned it down?
Then, supporting my mother (I had been only lightly injured),
I helped her enter, and there we knelt down. Then as she sat
down, she told me,
– Remove the silver jewelry you’re wearing. If you die with
that on, you will go to purgatory.
My mother did the same and placed the items on the table.
Then I said to my mother:
– Let’s go back to the bedroom. If the Boxers pass by and
spot us, they will complete their plans and put us to death.
– Yes, let’s go, my mother said.
The two of us went in and lay down on the bed.
My mother asked me to get some water and I gave it to her.
But the water ran down the left side of her neck because of a
large wound she had received. My mother asked me:
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Next to the tomb of those who fell in Peking, the squad fires a volley as a final salute to
thr Martyrs.

– Do you know what has happened to your father?
– I don’t.
She added:
– My head wounds have left blood stains all over the bed.
What should I do?
– Take a handkerchief and press on the wound.
– A man of about thirty years of age came into the house.
He was a kindly disposed follower of the traditional religion. Staying outside the room, he asked us:
– Are you Catholics?
Supposing him to be a Boxer, my mother replied:
– We are Catholics!
– If you are Catholics get outside at once because European
soldiers are on their way to save you!
My mother said:
– I thought he was a Boxer. Maybe he’s not.
And she added:
– If European soldiers are coming to save us, take advantage
of the occasion.
I told her that I did not have the shoes needed to get away.
She told me to take my sister’s.
Just then, however, an old woman who was not a Christian,
came into the house brandishing a large knife. She said:
– Where are the valuables? If you do not hand them over, I
am going to kill you!
My mother answered:
– Take what you want, everything you find here. It means
nothing to us. Make off with what you like.
The old woman rummaged through everything and made off
with the things she wanted.
My mother had such a severe wound on her neck that her head
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was bent down over her breast. At that point I departed.
Someone later told me that my mother hung on for three more
days. The Boxers who afterwards returned to the house found
her there. They then brought her to the home of the Christian
Ly Ts’inn Tach’ang (the ambassador of China to France). The
Boxers then proceeded to burn down the house; my mother
perished in the fire.
As for myself, I saw many Christians gathered when I came onto
the street and along with them some European soldiers. At that
point, I came upon my brother, Joseph, and shortly afterwards
my sister, Maria. She told me that the Boxers had killed our
father by striking him on the head with a heavy sword. Afterwards,
they stripped off his clothes and kept the clothes for themselves.
My mother died for two reasons. The first is that she was pregnant
and was unable to walk easily. The second was that the wound
she received on her neck was so deep that she had no chance to
reach one of the Legations.
A few days before she died, the same time when the church at
Nan-t’ang was burned down, she had told us:
– If the Boxers come and say: If you deny your faith, you will
be safe; if you do not deny the faith, we will kill you, tell them:
We are Christians. You can certainly kill us, but whatever may
happen, do not say that we were not Christians!
Then, lifting up her son
Joseph, she gave him a picture
of the Virgin Mary and said:
– Look at how beautiful the
holy Mother of God is. She
will come to your aid.
At the Diocesan Tribunal,
Joseph testified that his
mother went often to confession, that on Saturdays
and Sundays she attended
Mass, very early so as not to
awaken him. Every day she
said morning and the
evening prayers and recited
the rosary. She was a very
pious woman. She taught us
Christian Chinese refugees
how to pray.
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5.3 The Tong-t’ang Parish
The following testimony was given by Joseph Ning Cheoutch’en, a sixty-seven year old farmer, who spoke of the martyrs
within his immediate family and among his relatives.
I knew the Tchang family: François Xavier Tyii, his son Jean
Baptiste, Thérèse Tchang, my sister, wife of Jean Baptiste,
Joseph, Jean, Pierre, Rose, Marie and Ann, children of Thérèse
and Jean Baptiste, the widow Maria Tchang, Thérèse Ouang,
née Tchang, Joséphine Tchang, Gabrièle Tchang, Marie Tchang,
Pauline and Lucie, Paul’s wife, Pierre, his elder son and his sisters, Philomène and Agnes. Along with this numerous group,
the following people also died: Madeleine Ning, née Liou, my
mother; and Lucie Jen, Pierre Jen, Paul Jen, Philippe Jen, Marie
Jen, Marie Liou, Melchior, my grandfather.
The entire Tchang family were very honorable people, especially Francis Xavier: he attended Mass every day. In my opinion, he deserves to be canonized.
The Tchangs did nothing to defend themselves. They were
far from appreciating the Boxers’ intentions, unable to imagine being put to death. Had the Tchangs, in fact, understood
better the situation, they would have gotten away. When
the Boxers surrounded the house, the Christians inside could
do nothing except pray and then escape through a hidden
door.
Francis Saverio Tchang
Francis Xavier Tchang, a venerable old man aged seventythree, a real patriarch from the old days, was very honest in
business, charitable towards the poor and towards children,
self demeaning, thinking himself the least of all. His faith
and piety could be perceived from the respectful manner in
which he comported himself in church, something that everyone admired. Despite his advanced age, he used to go to
Mass every day, while in the evening he made an hour of
adoration whatever the weather, whatever the season.
The same Tchang was greatly attracted to the service of God.
In his free time he would read to his assembled family from
religious texts, and then he would tell us of honorable things,
exhorting us to behave virtuously, not to set ourselves above
others, never to harm anyone. “The heavenly Father will bless
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us,” he would always remark. As head of the family, he used
to give to the poor a bowl of rice and the leftovers from the
restaurant. At New Year he would add a “sapech,” - that is,
some coins - and a sweet.
He would often rummage around the house in order to find
clothing to give to them. He sent blankets and money to families he knew were in need and to the hospital as well. Going
to church one day, he came upon a woman very poorly
clothed. At once he sent his daughter-in-law to bring something
for the woman to wear. On another occasion he found a
woman who was on the verge of giving birth without any shelter for her or her newborn. He went to look for a shelter, found
her a small room and had his two daughters-in-law look after
the woman. Then, when a month has passed, he saw her off,
making sure that she had clothes for herself and her baby and
sufficient money to look after her initial needs.
I could never recount all the charitable actions he performed;
only God can do that. Mr. Tchang’s happiness consisted in
looking after the needs of the parish of Tong-t’ang which he
loved so well. The respected and saintly Father Garrigues has
carried the secret with him to heaven.
Maria Tchang
Mr. Tchang’s daughter-in-law, widow Maria Tchang, was the
daughter of a Tartar by the name of Yang, a former Christian.
Maria’s father had died at a very young age. Since her mother
was poor, Maria Tchang was confided to the Daughters of
Charity in Beijing. She stayed with the Sisters for three years,
ever after holding them in the highest regard. Truly Maria
was a widow who might be held out to Christians as a worthy
model of an exceptionally edifying life.
While still quite a young widow, she gave herself wholeheartedly over to God. Divine Providence provided her with
the possibility of responding to the desires of her soul which
was eager for justice. In the saintly Father Kho, Maria found
a wise and prudent guide who directed, supported and consoled her. He offered her advice, suggesting to her a program
for living out her day to day life. Thus she became an exemplary woman: strong in virtue, courageous in trial, patient in
difficulties, generous in making sacrifices, above all and at
the core, a woman of prayer.
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Maria Tchang awakened
very early every morning
around 4:00. She began her
day with prayer and meditation while she thought we
were sleeping. I used to spy
on her, looking out from under the covers, and I would
often see her weeping copiously, so intensely did she
taste the sweetness of her encounter with God.
When she concluded her
morning prayers, she would
immediately start to do her
housework, in order to leave everything in proper order
before heading off to Mass. On Sundays and feast days, she
would attend the first Mass, leaving to others the time and
consolation of attending the more solemn services. To that
end, she assisted and replaced the domestic help. She was in
charge of providing for all the needs of this house which was
very large and very busy. She did so with great simplicity
and scrupulous attention. To put it briefly, the saintly widow
ate her bread by the sweat of her brow, never lazy, always
seeking the best for others, the least for herself.
Maria Tchang dressed plainly and modestly, practiced mortification in what she ate, was friendly to all, and in her exterior
behavior showed both a modesty and dignity which caused
everyone to respect her.
During a troubled time in Beijing when rumors were circulating, she was arrested at a meeting in which people were
expressing the old falsehoods against Christians and the Sisters, who – so they would claim – tore out the eyes and
hearts of the children. With no appearance of being troubled,
Maria Tchang calmly remarked:
– Look at me carefully: I have my eyes and my heart, and,
yes, I was brought up by the Sisters.
The hostile crowd was stunned by such a courageous action.
By such a holy life and by her daily sacrifices Maria Tchang
prepared herself for the supreme sacrifice.
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The Martyrdom of Maria Tchang
While the Boxers were ransacking and burning down the
restaurant and home, widow Maria Tchang managed to get
away through the door on the north side. She led away too
her daughter-in-law, Petronilla, married two months earlier,
for whom Maria wanted to find a secure place. The two
women came to a very modest home where several Tchang
family members lived.
There the two women spent four days in great anxiety and
fear, an agony worse than death, because they did not know
what had become of their family. One of the servants named
Tou Chan, found their hiding place. (Since he was a still nonbeliever he could move about freely.) Maria asked him where
were her grandfather, her father and his relatives; where was
her brother Joseph for whom she had most tender concern.
(He was the only one who was able to escape and survive.)
Tou Chan told her that it was all over, nothing was left, no
one remained. Who could possibly understand the sentiments
that then came upon Maria’s soul? She kept a somber silence
before breaking out in a stream of tears.
During the days of anxiety and fear which preceded her
death, the devoted widow Maria got ready to confront the
loss of her entire family, encouraging them to remain solid in
their faith. She said repeatedly:
– Soon we shall be in heaven!
After four days of indescribable suffering, the hiding place of
the pious widow Maria and the Tchang family members was
discovered by the Boxers. The Boxers of Mandarin class
wanted to make off with Petronilla, a very beautiful, winsome
young lady. But she was tenacious, wishing to die rather than
give in to their proposals. While such events were transpiring,
the courageous mother-in-law embraced her, saying to the
Boxers harshly , “Kill her before my eyes. I will die also, but
you will never take her away.” The young woman was killed
in the very arms of Maria. Right before the eyes of the same
heroic Christian woman, all the members of the Tchang family
were put to death. At the last moment she said:
– Heaven! Soon we will all be there!
Maria received the final blow which opened up the heavenly
kingdom to her.
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6.

The Martyrs of some villages
around Beijing
6.1 - The villages of Koan-t’eu,
Ts’ai-Hu-Yng and Wa-Ts’iuen-Sze
From the three villages in question, the Diocesan Tribunal
brought to light a group of sixty-seven farmers who were all
killed because of their faith in Christ.
First the non-believers used to invite Christians to renounce the
faith. Sometimes the non-believers would announce to people
that the believers were only supposed to be Christians, whereas
they were really non-believers. But many Christians did not
accept such an indirect manner of renouncing the faith:
– What are you talking about? We have been Christians over
several generations. Never will we renounce our faith.
At times, someone who was giving testimony at the Diocesan
Tribunal would pause for a rather long time in describing a
particular martyr. Such was the case with Marc Ly who testified
to the death of his father, Paul, and his mother, Anne Ly. The
lengthy testimony given on behalf of his father and mother prevented Marc Ly from speaking of other relatives who had been
killed: his brother, several nephews and other relatives too.
When the Boxers seized Marc Ly’s village, his parents attempted
to flee, each taking a different direction. First the Boxers seized
the mother, wounding her with three blows of a spear. She fell
to the ground. Seeing that she was still breathing, the Boxers
killed her with a fourth blow. The father was also seized, led
back and killed inside his home. Then the house was ransacked
and burned. The events occurred on June 8, 1900.
Marc Ly’s testimony continues, as he tells the story of his sister
Philomène. In order to escape the persecution, she rented a muledrawn wagon for herself and her two infants. Making her escape,
she met up with Boxers who asked whether she were a Christian.
– Yes I am, she said boldly. And I ask you to put my two infant children to death first, and them myself, right here
where we are. The wagon driver, however, is a non-believer;
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and I was the one who asked him to conduct us away. So then, let him go free!
The Boxers then killed the two infants
and afterwards their mother, not sparing the wagon driver because they
wanted to take the wagon and mule
for themselves.
Joseph Su-Koang-Joei reported a family
experience he had had. Confronting
the risk that his brother’s entire family
might be wiped out, his father, a non-believer, said:
– You are to leave your youngest child with us so that the
family name will continue.
But my brother said in reply:
– If we die and if our son goes to live with you, he will become
like you a non-believer. Better he die with us than live with you.
And that is what happened: the whole family was killed.
In the face of such behavior, the non-believers were surprised.
They claimed that the Christians were hard headed and that
they were taking drugs in order to bear up.
In the course of the same testimony, Mark Ly sketched out portraits
of those involved, rapidly done but interesting nonetheless.
Maria Tchang was only a new Christian, but her rosary beads
were already worn to a brilliance, so often did she use them for
prayer. Her home was six leagues from the village, but she
walked the great distance in order to attend Mass every Sunday.
Liou Tchang-An was not so fervent. When the persecution
first broke out, a non-believer told him:
– Go to where the Boxers have their meetings. Offer incense
and, as a penance, leave some money.
– Such actions mean that I have to deny the faith? I am not
a very devoted believer, but I prefer to die rather than to
make such a denial.

6.2 - The Village of Yen-Tze-K’eou
From this village the Diocesan Tribunal preserves the record of
one hundred and fifteen Christians who were put to death for
the faith. In almost every instance, one finds that entire families
were executed, often enough patriarchal-type families with
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many members. The first witness called was François WangKoei-Chouen. He gave the names of ninety Christians who had
been killed. The total number was made up of just four or five
families: the Wangs, Tchoungs, Pengs, Yungs, Tchaos.
It is difficult to know whether one should be shocked by the
cruelty of the slaughter or filled with admiration at the readiness
of the Christians to march forward to their martyrdom. What
comes across constantly, however, is the way in which one witness after another speaks of the intensity of the martyrs’ prayers,
the seriousness with which they lived their Christian lives, their
respect for the Sunday, for the Church’s days of fast and abstinence. At times, they were at the door of the church even before
the church bells were rung. Though almost all illiterate, the
Christian farmers knew a great many prayers by heart, and
hymns as well. Daily they were faithful to their morning prayers,
evening prayers, the rosary
Not that all were perfect. Some of them liked their wine, and
when indulging did not know how to control their tongue.
Others liked to play cards, always seen by the Christians as a
moral failing. Some of them were in irregular marriages. On the
female side, skies were not always sunny between mothers-inlaw and daughters-in-law. Some had fiery tempers, men and
women alike. Notwithstanding such facts, however, all of them
preferred to die rather than to deny their faith.
Here are some touching snapshots of the martyrs.
André P’eng
Was arrested by the Boxers in the village of Tchao-Lyng. They
led him away to the palace of Prince Tuan in Beijing. On his
way there he met a friend of his who said:
– Why don’t you run away and hide?
– We’ll talk about your escape in the next world.
When he got to the palace, Prince Tuan asked:
– How old are you?
– Thirty-five.
– How long have you been a Christian?
– Thirty-six years.
– What! You’re only thirty-five years old and you’ve been a
Christian for thirty-six?
– That’s absolutely correct. I’ve been a Christian since I was
in my mother’s womb.
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– Angered by such an answer, the judge ordered André put
to death.
François Tchou
François Tchou and his brother were executed in front of the
western town gate called Th’ang-p’ing-tcheou. François was carrying his younger brother Jean Gabriel on his shoulders. Seeing
the handsome child and wishing to take him into his entourage,
the Boxer leader said, «He is a mere child, let us not kill him!»
The surrounding Boxers then tried to tear the child from
François, but he resisted with all his might.
– I am bearing my brother on my shoulders right up to the
time he is killed. He and I have arrived here together; together we will die.
In fact, with no way to separate the two brothers, they were
put to death together.
Mr. François Wang-Koei-Chouen
At the conclusion of his testimony, Mr. François Wang-KoeiChouen, added the following account.
– I’ve forgotten something. While Antoine and Catherine Yung
were led to the place of torture, Antoine, still a new believer,
spotted some of his non-believer friends. He begged them to
do something to help. Catherine, his wife, whose family had
been Christians for many years, reprimanded her husband.
– What sort of help can you expect from human beings? In
a little while, we shall be in heaven, and you are now
looking for assistance from them?
Her words gave fresh impetus to the husband, Antoine, who
then continued going forward, remarking,
– Heaven is the place to which I am going.
Husband and wife were executed together, apropos of which
another witness at the Diocesan Tribunal said: Catherine
asked the Boxers that her husband be put to death first so
that she could be certain that he had persevered; afterwards
she herself was executed.
A small canon
When the events started, we wanted to defend ourselves by
setting up a small canon. But the elders among us said:
– May the will of God be done. Let happen to us solely what
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God desires. If God’s will is that we perish, our fight will
be in vain. The non-believers have never hated us, but if
we kill anyone, surely then they will hate us. When the
Boxers reach our area, we will escape.
Such was the strategy adapted in previous periods of persecution: to get away to the mountains and leave the homes to
be pillaged.
Paul Tchao-An
Paul Tchao-An was a farmer, sixty years of age. His parents
were non-believers, and during the persecution he had denied
the faith. He was then taken back again into the community,
having made the public penance imposed by the Church. As a
consequence he was in a position to offer testimony regarding
all the Christians of his village who were killed by the Boxers.
In accounting for forty-nine of them, he often emphasized the
excellent way in which they had lived their Christian lives.
Pierre Tchou
Pierre Tchou, seventy-years of age, a farmer. The testimony
he gave at the Diocesan Tribunal began as follows:
– I knew all the Christians on the census roles of Yen-Tze-K’eou,
because they were either my brothers-in-law, or my relatives,
or my neighbors, etc. When he began naming the martyrs, he
spoke of his wife, their
four sons, his brother, his
nephews, etc. All together
he provided a list of thirtyone Christians who had
been killed. He himself escaped into the mountains
with his family so as to get
away from the Boxers.
Once the Boxers had encircled a village and pillaged the
homes, they would set everything on fire. Then, they
would head up into the
mountains to hunt out and
kill the Christians, many of
whom in fact, died on the Photo of a Boxer rebel
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mountains or in the valleys. Jean Baptiste Lou Tien-Houi estimates that around ten thousand Boxers went in search of
Christians. When the Christians realized that they were surrounded, they prayed and recited the rosary. The Boxers
would make fun of them, saying,
– Stop your disgraceful prayers; you are dead!
Petrus T’ang Chouen,
Petrus T’ang Chouen, a fifty-four year old farmer, leaves the
following portrait of his wife Anne:
– Anne Tchou, my wife, was a good Christian, much better
than I. She belonged to the Mount Carmel Confraternity,
as well as those of the Holy Rosary and the Scapular of
the Passion. Every day she prayed the rosary. She made
sure that her children were brought up well. Every day, she
went to Vespers with the Christian community. Never did
she speak an ill word about anyone.
Anne Tchou is an example of the type of Christians found in
this village. They were not only prayerful, but in their social relations they were honest, simple, responsible, compassionate,
worthy of trust, altogether given over to their farming tasks.
Grandmother, mother and wife
When he was asked to be a witness before the Diocesan Tribunal, André Tchang said that he knew all the Christians of
the village with the exception of the youngest children.
Among the martyrs, he lists his mother, wife and grandmother.
Thérèse Tchang, my mother, was inclined to anger. But she
made the spiritual exercises in Beijing and returned totally
changed. She drew into the practice of prayer the entire
family who would say each day in common their morning
prayers, night prayers and the rosary. In the months of May,
June and November, she would lead us in prayer for the souls
of the faithful departed. She belonged to the Mount Carmel
Confraternity and practiced their Wednesday abstinence.
Marie Tchang, my wife, was an outstanding Christian of very
good character. When grave problems arose in the home, I
never heard her utter a word of complaint. She observed all
the Church laws. She was a member of the Mount Carmel
Confraternity. Like my mother she practiced the Confraternity’s
Wednesday abstinence.
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Anne Lou was my maternal grandmother. She was a new Christian who did not know Catholic teaching well. All the same,
she observed all the Church laws very strictly. She used to pray
not only in the morning and evening, but even during the night
she would rise and kneel by her bed to pray the rosary.
Jean Baptiste Tien-Houi
Jean Baptiste Tien-Houi was twenty-seven years of age when
he was invited to the Diocesan Tribunal, January 1915. At the
time of the persecution, therefore, he was twelve years old.
After he saying that he knew almost all the Christians who had
been killed, he recalled the days during which the escape occurred. He and Jean Baptiste Tchao and Jean Baptiste Wang
werw everal days wandering as they made their way up the
mountain. Then they realized that they were surrounded by
the Boxers. As he was being led away he began to beg the
non-believers to spare him. His companion in flight turned
and said:
– You do not have the right to beg the non-believers!
The forceful manner in which his friend spoke was a comfort
to the boy. First the Boxers put Jean Baptiste Tchao to death.
Then they bound Jean Baptiste Wang and suggested that he
offer incense in order to save his life. He said in reply:
– I cannot renounce my faith.
Thereupon the Boxers told me to go away while they put
him to death. They then took away and burned the corpses
of the two boys.
Jean Tchao
They say that Jean Tchao, while still an infant was taken to a
pagoda. There they tried to teach him a Buddhist prayer and
have him repeat it. For his part, the boy would simply repeat the
Hail Mary. The Buddhists judged that he was rather useless and
they killed him.
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6.2 - The Villages of Heou-t’ouen,
Si-Siao-K’eo and Eul-pouo-Tze
The martyrs in question are presented in snapshot fashion.
One hopes that the portrayals are touching despite the brevity.
Vetula Sun
Vetula Sun was taken as a prisoner to Che Fouo Tze village.
Later she was lead away to the town of Tcheng-Fou-Sze.
When she got to the first gate of the village, the Boxers
wanted to put her to death. She resisted, saying:
– No, I ought not to be killed here. Let’s go on further.
They went on their way and reached a second city gate.
Once again, the Boxers wished to put her to death. She told
them once again:
– This also is not the place where I should be killed. Let us
go on ahead.
They did so and came upon a kind of garden. In fact, the
spot was the priests’ cemetery where a large stone cross
stood. Betula knelt down at the foot of the cross, saying,
– Here, yes. This is the place where you may put me to death.
There it was, in fact, that she was executed.
Madeleine Wang
Madeleine Wang, forty-nine years of age, appears at the Diocesan Tribunal on May 4, 1914. She is to testify regarding a group
of about thirty martyrs from the villages referred to above.
Among the martyrs are two of her sons, her sister, two brothers-in-law, a group of nephews, etc. One senses that the Tribunal
witnesses themselves have lived through a martyrdom in their
own flesh, in their families. Madeleine Wang said:
– I noted that the village non-believers said that they would
often hear Christians stating, “I am a Christian unto death.”
The non-believers used to express their admiration, saying,
“The Christians are truly courageous; nothing can shake
them!”
Pierre Souen-Ta-Chou-Eul
He was already an old man when arrested by the Boxers. He
was brought to the west city gate. His captors suggested that he
deny the faith, assuring him safety if he would do so. He coura36 • The China Martyrs of 1900

geously refused, however. A few days earlier, I myself had exhorted him not to deny the faith. He had said in reply, “Old
man that I am, am I going to deny my faith? Never!” Then I said
in turn, “At the moment when you pass away, do not forget to
call upon the Blessed Virgin Mary!” “I would never forget to do
so!” With such dispositions of spirit, he was put to death.
François Meng
He was forty-six years old when he offered his deposition at
the Diocesan Tribunal. He too was a farmer. Among the martyrs was his grandfather, one of his sisters and the sister’s five
children. Helping his listeners to understand his grandfather,
Pierre Souen, the witness said, “He was the head of the
family. When we fled, he stayed behind to protect the house.
When he was taken prisoner, he was invited to offer incense.
He said, “We are long-time Christians. Offer incense? You
might saw me in two, but never will I offer incense! I am
sixty-nine years of age. Do you think I can live another sixtynine years? If you wish, go ahead and kill me!” And that is
what the Boxers did.
Philippe Tchang
He focused his testimony on the case of Tchai-K’oan and his
son. Tchai-K’oan was arrested by the Boxers who already
knew him. They placed him with the other prisoners. They
invited him to burn incense as
a means of escaping death.
He, however, was a convinced
Christian who boldly responded to the offer in the following way:
– The quicker you kill me,
the quicker I go to heaven.
If you kill me later, I go to
heaven later. But as far as
that incense is concerned,
nothing doing! I’ll never
offer any such thing.
After hearing such words, the
Boxers tied him up, lead him
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tery and executed him there.
Along the way, he repeatedly
called upon Jesus and Mary.
His son, Tchai-Che-T’eou, was
in hiding. One day he went to
the town of Eul-Poue-Tze. A
non-believer named Sii invited
Tchai-Che-T’eou to his home,
offering him a meal and hospitality. The visitor was pleased
with his good fortune. The Boxers, however, had been put on
the alert by the host. They came
to seize the guest whom they then bound. With a spear, one
of the captors wounded Tchai-Che-T’eou in the stomach so
violently that his intestines spilled out. The captive was then
led to a pagoda to offer incense to the idols. He refused to
do so. Thereupon the Boxers took him to the cemetery where
his father had been killed. There it was - almost in the exact
spot - that the son was killed. As he had been led away to execution, he was saying repeatedly, “Jesus, have mercy on
me! Holy Mary, save me!” As if to make the event more
solemn, the non-believers had even asked that music accompany the execution.
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7.

Sister Philomène Tchang
The following account comes from the deposition of Louis Che,
forty-eight years of age, a professional tinsmith. His account
offers us a close-up view of a martyrdom that is filled with
strange twists. The report weaves together: mercy, love, faithfulness and martyrdom. Examining closely a single case permits
one to grasp aspects of the persecution that might normally be
missed.
In so far as my memory is reliable I may report information respecting the virgin Philomène Tchang, a Sister of Saint Joseph. I
remember that she was seized by the Boxers before daybreak.
She was struck on the head and neck by spear thrusts and blows
of the sword. The Boxers left her for dead in front of the burntout church of Tong-t’ang.
When the sun rose, the local people dragged the Sister’s body
inside the remains of the church. They removed her religious
habit and piled wood upon the body as preparation for burning.
Before setting the fire, however, they went away. Then the Sister
arose from the pile of wood and very painfully set herself on her
feet, concealing herself against the church wall for modesty’s
sake. When she was spotted, the people gathered around and
some of the bystanders began to make fun of her.
An elderly non-believer who lived near the church saw her in
her distress and said to all,
– If any of you had a sister or young daughter like this Sister,
would you allow people to behave towards them as you are
now behaving?
Thereupon they found things for her to wear. The elder found a
staff for her so that she could walk. Doing so was difficult
because of the wounds on her legs and feet.
That evening she was thirsty and went to the well for a drink.
The local non-believers, however, blocked her way. So only at
midnight, when no one was around, was the Sister able to get a
drink of water. Someone had given her prepared pickles to eat.
On the third day the people tied her feet and dragged her
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through the town, leaving her half dead on the main street of
Tong-t’ang.
The same day, as I was walking by the church, I heard some
people speaking of a woman who was lying in the street. Quickly
realizing that the woman was either Catholic or Protestant, I
went to see. Discreetly I asked her name, but no response came.
I asked whether she was Catholic or Protestant. No response.
Sizing up the situation, I tried to encourage her. I told her that
no Boxers were around and then I added, “I am a trustworthy
person; if you wish, I am willing to rescue you.”
She then told me that she was a Catholic and that her name was
Philomène Tchang. I found out that one of my neighbors was a
relative of hers. I waited with her until nightfall. I thought about
renting a wagon, but a that time of the night no wagons were to
be found. What else could we do but walk? She got up supported
by her walking stick and holding on to my arm we set out. We
ran into the night watchmen who asked me where I was going
at such an hour with the woman.
– I met this woman only today; I never knew before. I had pity
on her plight, not knowing even whether she is single or married. I wanted to rescue her. But if you judge that what I am
doing is not for the good, I will leave her here. If she dies, it
will not be my fault. I am in the military and I have urgent
matters to attend to.
The watchmen saw my military attire and believed that I was
acting honorably.
Thereupon I told her my real name. She had asked my name
earlier when we were with the other people on the street, but I
had not given my real name.
– My name is King, a Tartar name. Full name, King Che. Reverend Father Che, curate of the Nang-t’ang parish, is a member of my family. If you do not believe me, take a look at this
medal which I keep hidden in my tobacco pouch. Philomène
Tchang looked at the medal, one of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
She broke into tears.
Only then did Philomène give me her full trust. Previously, she
was treating me with a certain hesitation. At the start, in fact,
she would have preferred to die rather than walk in my company.
She then said,
– While I was lying in the street today, I entrusted myself to the
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one to save me. And save me she did.
– You are truly right in saying that the Virgin Mary was the one
who sent me. In fact, I had nothing to do with this matter,
and I do not know why I took the route I took nor why I decided to help you.
After a while we came to a main street. She asked for something
to drink. Nearby was a well with a wooden bucket and I gave
her water to drink. Then we went on, taking a narrow lane, but
after a few steps she stopped:
– I cannot go on any further.
-I will take you on my back. I know that you are young and I
too, but think of me as your brother, and I will think of you as
my sister.
She agreed, and I carried her to the entrance to my home. The
house was empty because everyone had gotten away. I placed
Sister in front of the door and jumped over the wall. Then from
inside I opened the door. Once she was inside, I gave her some
water and prepared something to eat. Since no women were at
home, I myself washed her face. Her ears were covered with
blood and mud. Her hair was rather caked because of the blood
that had congealed there. I found some suitable clothing for her.
Early the next morning, I went to my grandfather’s where my
mother was hiding out. I asked her to return home with me to
look after Philomène. Mother said she could not do it because
in two or three days time everyone around our house would be
executed. She had
heard that all Christian
Chinese who were
taking shelter in the
Legations were being
accepted. Then she inquired:
– Do you want to
come with us?
– Neither dead or
alive will I go to
any Legation!
Then my mother said:
“Take some money,
fruit, food. Go by the
pharmacy and buy
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some medicine. At all costs try to convince the Sister to seek
safety with us in the Legations.
When I was back with Philomène, I brought her up to date on
the news. But she refused to go to the Legations:
– Here we are left along. There with all the other people, there
will be a lot of commotion. How would I be able to recover?
And if the Boxers come, you get away, and don’t worry any
longer about me. I am ready to be martyred if it is God’s will.
If not, I will survive.
Then we prayed evening devotions together.
When I got back to my grandfather’s home, I found it empty.
Everyone had left for the Legations. That very night the war
started. You could hear very clearly the rifle shots and the firing
of canons.
On the second day that I was in the house with Philomène,
three men entered to demand money. I did not wish to give
them any.
Philomène, however, said to me:
–It’s better to give them what they are
asking for rather than they make a big
disturbance in the house and the Boxers
come to check up on what is going on.
So I gave them some money and they
departed by way of the garden wall.
The men to whom I’d given the money
came back with six or seven others of
the same type. They entered through the
garden. They asked me:
– What to you intend to do with the sick woman you have
here?
– Where do you think I could possibly take her?
– That’s not our business, but you should clear out of here as
soon as you can.
– Let me wait till nightfall, and then I’ll take her elsewhere.
– Out of the question.
-All right. Let me go and hire a wagon in the town square.
-No! We prefer that you get out of this house right away.
Since I could not get them to cooperate, I went into the room
where Philomène was staying.
– You heard everything. We cannot stay here, and I do not have
any other place to take you. Outside the gate, however, is a
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spot where the Europeans go in their free moments. For now,
I will accompany you there, and then I’ll look for another
place.
– Yes, do as you say.
I got a place ready under a tree and then I went back to collect
Philomène. When I got there, I found the house locked. The
men whom I had sent away now considered themselves in
charge of the house.
At that point, a Tartar wagon driver named Fong Tchang-Eul
who had helped me before to move Philomène, came into the
garden and said :
– Who is this woman?
– She is one of my distant relatives.
– Is that not the woman who was lying in the street for a couple
of days ?
– That’s right.
– All right then, listen. We’ve been friends a long time. Let me
give you a piece of advice that may save your life. If this individual were a man, you could easily find a home for him.
But a woman, covered with wounds, where can you conceal
her? Since you have no injuries yourself, you may become
suspicious to the Boxers. Get out of here!
I replied:
– I took this woman off the street and brought her here. I have
now been looking after her for eight days. Now you expect
me to abandon her? I could not possibly do so.
– I understand, but remember that you have no other way out.
Just because one person must die, does another have to die
as well? You – get away! This evening you can come back to
see her, bring her something to eat, and wait upon God’s will.
Since Philomène was very close by, she heard the conversation
and said :
– Now I understand that for me nothing remains but the martyr’s path. You need not worry any more about me. What
you’ve already done for me is more than you should have
done, and I am deeply grateful to you. Now, get away! Leave
me! We will meet once again in heaven! Leave now, and do
not deny your faith.
I left and wandered around the streets for hours. That night,
taking another direction, I went back to see Philomène. In the
moonlight I could make out a shadow, and thought, Philomène
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is still there.” Slowly and soundlessly, I drew closer and said to
here:
– It’s me. I’m back.
– With her head resting upon a cushion, she asked:
– Who are you?
– What? I have hardly left you and already you do not recognize my voice? I am your relative.
– After you left this morning, many men came by. They wanted
to throw me down the well. They threw stones at me and
now I have a serious wound on my head. I’ve lost much
blood. I am barely conscious, and can’t understand what is
going on.
– Do you need anything? Do you want
something to eat?
– I don’t want anything. I am not hungry,
but I am thirsty. But look at the kettle in
which you prepared my tea. It’s full of dirt.
I went to examine the kettle, and, yes, it
was filled with dirt. I went out to the night
watchman of the public thoroughfare and
asked him for some water. I went back and bathed Philomène’s
head. I spoke some words of consolation and promised to return
to accompany her somewhere else if possible.
I went to my brother’s home and asked if he would take
Philomène in. He refused, saying that the owner of the house, a
non-believer, would never receive a wounded woman in his
house. The next morning, I went to see the gentleman. He was
categoric :
– You? Yes, you I could take, but a woman with wounds, never!
I headed off once again to the place where Philomène was staying. Along the way, a neighbor, a non-believer too, stopped me:
– Where are you going? Your sister is dead. Don’t go back there,
because they are waiting for you. During the night, the Boxers came. They took your sister away and threw her into a
gutted European house. There they killed her. They threw her
clothes and mattress over her and set them on fire. Over her
remains they put stones and bricks.
The same version of what transpired was related in identical
terms by the night watchman who had given me the water. He
told me that her body was covered with earth and bricks so that
it would not be profaned.
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8.

The Yun Family
Matthias Yun, age forty-nine, was a pharmacist who was called
to the Diocesan Tribunal on February 5, l914. At the time of
the Boxer Rebellion he was thirty-five years old. His deposition includes what follows here.
«I should also relate what happened to my wife and two
daughters. On June 14, l900 my wife went to Father Garrigues
for the sacrament of Reconciliation. On the 15th, she attended
morning Mass and received Communion.
On the 16th, we left home to seek refuge in Beijing. The
Boxers, however, were keeping guard at the city gates. A
crowd of non-believers began to follow us, shouting:
– We are going to inform the Boxers!
But they did nothing. We came to a lake which was dried
out on account of a prolonged drought that year. On the
bank a woman was seated holding a small child in her arms.
I realized that she was Christian. We hid in the reeds. I said
to the woman:
– This spot is too small to conceal all of us effectively. Please
go to another place or, if you wish, we will do so.
She got up and without saying a word hid herself about
twenty paces further on.
We could see that the number of non-believers was increasing, and so we left our shelter and tried once again to go to
Beijing. We wandered about the entire day only to find the
city gates closed, guarded by Boxers. We had traveled without
ever stopping for rest so as not to raise suspicions. Finally we
went back to our hiding place in the reeds where we spent
the night. Our two daughters never shed a tear.
At about six in the morning of June 17, the Boxers arrived.
With them, they were leading along some Christians tied together two by two. The Boxers put some to death from time
to time, and eighteen were killed in all. All the Christians
who were interrogated were also executed. The Christians?
They said not a word. I saw a child of seven or eight who
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was weeping at the sight of those
who had been killed.
The Boxers made themselves out
to be sacred warriors. The nonbelievers who came to see the
executions were forced by the
Boxers to kneel down and to applaud the actions with cries of,
“Wonderful! Well done!”
After the Christians - almost all
women and children - had been
put to death, five Boxers set about checking in the reeds.
There they found other Christians. One of the Boxers shouted,
– Chief, there are Christians here!
From the accent, I knew that the speaker was from Ting-sinhsien. The Boxers also came to where we were staying. Fist
they went to the place where my wife was hiding with my
elder daughter in her arms. One of the Boxers struck my wife
on the head and cut off one of her hands. When they found
me, I was holding my younger daughter in my arms. I shouted
out to the elder daughter:
– Call upon Mary.
She, however, not hearing my words clearly, said:
– Mou (“Mother of God”).
Thereupon the Boxer struck both my daughter and me, and
we fell to the ground. I had been struck on the neck, but the
sword was not very sharp. Leaving us for dead, the Boxers
departed.
Then came a large crowd of non-believers who, thinking us
dead, jostled us with their feet, saying:
– Look at the children. They are dead, but they keep on smiling. See how they resemble Europeans.
Then they began to curse us:
– Truly you all deserved to die. If you had not been cut
down, you would have been ready for the uprising and revolt planned for the eighth moon. Truly, you should have
been put to death long ago. If you were upright people,
someone would have looked after you, but you are evil
and no one is interested in what becomes of you. You used
to say, “Jesus, save us!” Well, has he saved you? You are
Chinese, but you have fallen into evil European ways, and
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your children even look European (meaning to suggest that
they had, in fact, been fathered by Europeans).
That evening, when all had withdrawn, I asked my wife :
– How are you?
– Very bad.
– If you are suffering a lot, call upon the Blessed Virgin Mary.
– She began to pray, but her voice was very frail.
– I am going to go to the Teng-cheng-men gate to get a cart.
I cannot guarantee that I will return.
Finding nothing at the gate, in fact, I went back.
– I’m back. I found nothing. I am going to go on further, because it is not wise for us to stay here together.
Once again, I encouraged her to pray to the Virgin Mary. She
did so. She was a devout woman. I never heard her speak ill
of anyone.
Then I advanced a few meters further in the reeds. I fell to the
ground and slept the entire night right up to six in the morning.
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Around six, the Boxers came back. When they saw only three
corpses, they remarked,
– Look, one is missing. Either he has gotten away or Jesus
has saved him.
An immense crowd was also present and some soldiers with
them. One of the soldiers unsheathed his sword and began
to strike my wife upon the face. However, she did not die.
Another person said:
– Crush her with a large stone!
Several people then went to a small bridge, pulled out a
stone and dropped it on my wife’s legs.
– She’s dead,
they said and went away. In fact, she was not dead.
The men who stayed behind - the worst of them - remarked :
– One is still missing.
They then began to look in the reeds, but, not finding me,
they went off.
That night for the last time, I went over close to where my
wife lay. She was still alive, but her wounds were covered
with vermin. I asked her:
– How are you? Are you still alive ? Pray to the Blessed Virgin
Mary.
She nodded her head to show her agreement. Then I left her,
never to see my wife again. »
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9.

Slaughter of
the Defenseless
The martyrs treated below were from villages in the Beijing area:
Tsiao-Kia-P’ouo, Wang-Ts’ouen, T’ang-Ko-p’ouo, Ts’ao-KoTchouang, Pai-Ts’ao-Wa and Toung-Liou-Choei. Farmers with
no weapons, the martyrs encountered the Boxers’ violent outbreak unarmed.
When our neighbors who were non-believers saw us flee into
the mountains, they said :
– Come back. Why flee? You have caused harm to no one.
We replied by saying that living in the region was no longer
possible for us.
After sunrise on June 20, we saw the Boxers arriving along all
the mountain roads and tracks. The mountain seemed to be
covered with them. The Christians took to flight in all directions
looking for places to hide.
A Christian named Souen and I were wondering where we
might find refuge. We decided to head off to a cave that we
knew. As we were going there another Christian joined us; but,
finding the cave not very safe from detection, he said:
– I prefer to perish on the mountain rather than in this hiding
place.
He headed off in a northerly direction. After catching sight of
him, the Boxers eventually caught up with him and struck him
on the neck. He fell to the ground dead.
Not far from the same spot, the Boxers came upon a blind
woman sixty years old. She was only a catechumen. Because
she was not yet a Christian, she believed that the Boxers would
spare her. One of the latter, however, said:
-This woman also follows the Europeans!
She was killed on the spot, as she went on saying repeatedly,
“Cheng Mou!” (Mother of God).
Then we saw the Boxers coming down the mountain. They had
commandeered a herd of cattle belonging to a Christian. For
our part, we returned to the cave where I knew there was water.
With me I had a rifle and a pistol. We were overcome with a
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deep sleep. When we awakened, we could not work out the
time because the cave was so dark. We made our way to the
entrance, but it had been sealed up with rocks. Through a tiny
opening we could catch a glimmer of sunlight. We dared not
leave because we thought non-believers would be around. In
fact, we soon heard some men speaking. One of them said:
– Two men are inside. One has a rifle and the other a spear. It’s
risky to think about going in there.
Another said:
– Yesterday I took (stole) a bag of beans from the home of Ts’aio
(a Christian).
– And I, said another, took only a bit of grain; I’d forgotten to
bring a bag with me.
The voice of an old man said,
– Me? I stole nothing. These Christians must be taking medi50 • The China Martyrs of 1900

cines from the Europeans. Except for the elderly women
named Wang who cried out, “Mother,” all the others appeared happy to die. (The Christian homes had been pillaged
and set on fire. In the course of pillaging the houses, all the
Christians’ flocks were taken along with the pigs.) I even
heard someone say:
– Let’s close the entrance to the cave with boulders so that they
will not be able to get out. That way those inside will die of
hunger.
Another man said:
– Let’s get out of here. In the valley no one is left. If two or three
Christians come near here, they might treat us harshly. By the
time we reach home the sun will have already set. And they
departed.
Afterwards we went to the cave entrance, removed some rocks
and got out through the narrow opening. We started walking to
the place where we had left the women and children the day
before. We came upon one corpse, that of Tsiao-Yu, eighty years
old. At that point, Souen arrived close to the cave but was
unable to go on. I came up to the cave and from there I could
see the valley where blanched corpses were strewn about. Blood
was everywhere and I found it all over my feet when I moved
closer to the corpses.
From the midst of the bodies, I heard a groan. So I drew closer
and lifted a corpse from the spot from which the sound had
come; and below I found a woman whom I could not recognize
for the wounds and scars upon her countenance. I asked her:
– Who are you?
– I am Wang-Eul, a wife and mother.
– Which of the two Wang-Eul families do you belong to?
– I belong to the Tsiaos. But you. Who are you?
– I am one of your relatives. Now, tell me, how did they manage to get the cave open?
– I don’t know how they did it. I remember only that we were
suffocating in there because of the unbearable smoke. They
came down into the cave with lanterns and spears. They
forced us to get out and said to kneel down. When we were
all outside, they asked:
– Is anyone missing?
We replied:
– No one; we’re all here.
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Then they said:
– You Tsiao family members are not poor. Bring your jewelry
over here. We even gave them our earrings. After that, they
added:
– Your clothing as well.
We hesitated. But they repeated the command in a threatening
way. We gave them our outer garments.
The other clothes too!
We said:
– We prefer to be killed rather than do that.
They then began violently to tear away the garments and to kill
us.
I asked her whether any woman had been taken away. She said:
– Only my cousin Maria Tchang.
– Where has she gone?
– I do not know. I saw her heading off in a northerly direction.
Then she asked me to go and help her get away safely.
– How could I possibly do so? Or where could I possible take
you now? Just put your hand upon your stomach. Your entrails
are all spilled out. Rather pray to the Virgin Mary. We will
meet again in heaven. I cannot be sure that even I will get
away safely.
She said:
– I’m cold. Put something over me.
From one of the bodies I was able to remove a blood-stained
garment that I placed over her. I persuaded her not to entreat
me, but to entrust herself to the Virgin Mary and to be quiet.
With a gesture, she acceded to my request. Then I left; I have
never seen the woman again.
We waited till nightfall, and then myself and Souen, the other
Christian, fled all the way to Sang-Yii where we remained until
the troubles passed.
No Christians gave up their faith. Mothers used to encourage
their children to remain faithful:
– Are you ready to die?
– I am ready.
The adults encouraged one other in turn.
– Let none of us renounce the faith, and then we will find ourselves together again in heaven.”
The great majority of Christians were executed on June 20, 1910.
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10.

The Vincentian Fathers
10.1 - Father Jules Garrigues
1840 June 23: Jules Garrigues born in
Saint-Sernin de Gourgoy in the
diocese of Albi, in the Department of Tarn, France.
Seven children were born to the
Garrigues parents, but three died
as infants. Two girls and two
boys survived. Jules was the
youngest. Like him the three others entered religious life.
1866 October 6: Profession of vows in the Vincentians
1867 June 15: Ordination in Paris
1868 January 27: Departure for Beijing where he arrives
March 28, 1868: for many years, curate of the Tongt’ang church in Beijing
1900 June 14: Killed by the Boxers in a place close to his
church as it was burning down.
He was a China missionary for thirty-two of his sixty years of life.

Testimonials
The depositions left by those who were invited to the Beijing
Diocesan Tribunal largely suffice to demonstrate the missionary’s exceptional personality: an ascetic who was profoundly
human.
Thomas Yen-Sung-Chan
Witness Thomas Yen-Soung-Chan, sixty-two years of age,
from the Tong-t’ang parish (the western side of Beijing), a
merchant, who lost his entire family in the persecution, said
the following of Father Jules Garrigues:
«I too knew Father Jules Garrigues, a man of extraordinary
charity. His virtuous life was manifest to all.»
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Joseph Ning Cheou-Tch’en
Testimony of Joseph Ning Cheou-Tch’en from the same parish
as the preceding witness:
«Jules Garrigues was an outstanding priest. Of very upright
character, he was simple, a lover of silence, a man of few
words. His meals were plain. He practiced mortification and
would often go without meat... I understand that Father Jules
Garrigues was recognized by two youthful Boxers who shouted;
“There’s the old devil!” (Europeans were referred to as “devils”
and priests as “great devils.”) As they said the words, they killed
him. This priest was a very fine person. He certainly deserves
to be canonized».
Philomène Shu
Testimony given by Philomène Shu:
«Father P. Garrigues was an excellent person, gentle and humble.
In the confessional, he had the gift of encouraging Christians in
an extraordinary way. If someone was failing to attend Sunday
Mass, he forbade the individual from receiving Communion. In
this way he showed that he did not want Christians to be careless
about the Sunday observance. In the pulpit he encouraged the
Christians to draw near in greater number to the Communion
rail and to attend Mass. He always encouraged frequent Communion. When beginning his homilies he had the habit of addressing God with a prayer of thanksgiving or a prayer for peace.
You could not find a Christian who did not sing his praises. Of
his gentleness and patience I heard Father Ly Barthélémy speak
in glowing terms. Many Christians were wont to say that he was
filled with charity for all, especially the poorest. He practiced
mortification in what he wore and what he ate.»
Fr. Marie Nizier, Marist
«As to Father Garrigues, I always held him in the highest regard, considering him a saint. Among us Brothers we referred
to him as the “Curé of Ars!” I can give a personal example.
When I was feeling blue, I would go to Tong-t’ang and would
come back home in much better spirits».
Mathias Yun
Matthias Yun, forty-nine years of age, pharmacist, was called
to the Diocesan Tribunal on February 5, 1914. When the
persecution broke out he was thirty-five. His first words con54 • The China Martyrs of 1900

cerned Father P. Garrigues.
«I knew Father Garrigues and often went to him for confession.
We used to speak about the catechumens. He loved to work
for the conversion of non-believers. He would often ask my father and me to bring catechumens to him, and, in fact, I did so.
Father Garrigues was a very devout priest. In dealing with the
faithful, he would demonstrate great kindness. He would never
appear inconvenienced when they came to see him. Every day
after Mass, we would go over to his rectory. He would greet us
cheerfully and offer us words of encouragement. Before the
church burned down, the parishioners would go over to see
him and find encouragement when they were fearful. He would
usually say, “Why are you so fearful? In one minute all is over.
They can kill the body but not the soul.” Words like that were
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spoken to my wife when she went to confession. Indeed, many
Christians would repeat the same thing.
The Tong-t’ang church was burned down on June 15. Father
Garrigues got out through the north door and hid in a spot not
far from the church. On the night of June 17, he was seen
walking near the pagoda at Louong-fou-sze. The neighborhood
non-believers saw him and said, “There’s that great European
devil!” Others, however, said, “No, that’s the missionary who
teaches religion.” The non-believers who had their shops nearby
all came out. Then a man from Chantoung showed up with a
wooden instrument in his hands and dealt Father a sharp blow
to the head. Then others came armed with other devices in
order to finish off the priest. One arrived with an iron implement,
the type used to rekindle a fire, and struck the Father with it. In
all probability, the priest’s body was consigned to the flames».
Pierre Kao
Pierre Kao was a watchmaker, age forty-eight. The following
citation is from the deposition he gave to the Tribunal investigating Father Jules Garrigues.
«I knew Father Garrigues very well. He had no faults. None of
the other missionaries were able to carry out the penances
that he performed. On Friday, he ate only a bit of cheese. Several Chinese priests lived in the residence with him; they were
unable to match his mortifications. His charity was unequaled.
He ate practically nothing, and he gave his money to the poor.
He gave them even his own clothes. He was so poor that his
house contained nothing, no ornamentation. He heard confessions with great attention, asking questions on each commandment, and on respect for Church laws. Those who went
to confession without true contrition would be moved to such
contrition after hearing Father’s fervent appeals. The example
he gave was very striking. Everyone remembers it.»
Thérèse Heou
Thérèse Heou, was one of the employees of the Sisters of Saint
Joseph. She is the one who gave testimony on behalf of several
of the Sisters. In her deposition, she declares that one of the Sisters was crucified upon a wall, hands and feet fixed with nails.
Seeing her in such a condition, one of the Boxer pierced her side
with a lance and with that she died. When Thérèse Heou was
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called to the Tribunal on April 20, 1914, she was fifty-two years
of age. Of Father Guarrigues, she stated, «He had a very upright
character, patient, mild-mannered. The way I see it, he was without fault. He was a truly prayerful priest.»
Sister Paola Tchang
Sister Paula Tchang was a Saint Joseph Sister, fifty-eight years
old when she appeared at the Tribunal. To begin her deposition,
she sketched out a portrait of Father Jules Garrigues. «He was
our curate at Ta-K’eou. I became aware that he was very pious,
ever at prayer. He respected the rules and was constantly giving
alms. I’ve heard people say that he gave away even his clothing.
He had an assistant priest who should have been helping him
out, but the only activity that the assistant wanted to do was to
look after the Sisters of Saint Joseph. For the sake of peace, Father Garrigues let him have his way.»
Sister Louise Ducurty
Testimony given by Sister Louise Ducurty, seventy years of
age, Daughter of Charity.
«Father Garrigues was a saintly missionary. I recall how, at
one of his conferences, Bishop Delaplace presented Father
Garrigues as a model of humility. Father Garrigues could not
imagine that anyone would have the slightest esteem for him.
As to the Father’s charity, as soon as a Christian would ask him
for help, he would dispossess himself. If anyone brought him
a gift, he would immediately set it aside and begin conversing
about the catechumens who were in need of conversion.»
Joseph Ly
Here is how Father Garrigues was perceived by Joseph Ly, a
forty-nine year old watchmaker. Many members belonging to
Mr. Ly’s family had been executed. He belonged to the Shu
family, whose father and one of whose brothers were catechists
in the Tong-t’ang parish, that of Father Garrigues. “I knew
Father Jules Garrigues quite well. He was a man with a very
tender heart who was always most concerned for the poor, for
every-one. He never got angry. Instead he treated everyone in
a very gentle manner. I knew him well because I went to the
parish school. Although we used to make a ruckus, he always
remained very calm.”
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10.2 - Rev. Father Maurice
Charles Pascal Doré
PARISH PRIEST OF SI-T’ANG
WESTERN

CHURCH IN PEKING

Maurice Charles Pascal was born on
18 May 1862.
So he would have been 38 when he
was killed in Peking during the Boxer
persecutions.
In the dossier giving the names of the
martyrs of the Si-t’ang parish, we find the following information:
– he was a member of the Congregation of the Mission
(Lazarists)
– he was the priest in charge of this parish;
– he was the son of Pascal Doré and Elisabeth Thyriet.
– he died in the church of Si-t’ang, 18-19 of the Vth Moon,
14-15 June 1900.
– We will see below that 10 other Christians died in the
church on the same date.
– The church was set on fire on 14 June 1900.

Testimonials
Paul Souen
Witness of 24 February 1914. This testimony is the longest
and most detailed.
Paul Souen is a man of 29, a merchant by trade. Before the
tribunal he testifies that he knew Father Maurice Doré well:
«He was a man of irritable temperament, but he treated Christians well and was conscientious in performing his priestly
work. He liked to conduct the singing of the children in
church and he taught them to play the organ. I myself learned
to play the harmonium, thanks to the Father.» Paul Souen
told also how Father Doré came back from Pé-t’ang, where
he could have found a safe place, and how he locked away
all his weapons: gun, pistol, bayonet,… in a little room.
«When the church of Si-t’ang was burnt down, there was no
resistance on the part of the Christians... Father Doré told his
servant Yang Jean (brother-in-law of Paul Souen): ‘I am not
going to use my gun. We cannot escape from their hands
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and we would have no merit dying like that.’ Then he took
his gun, his pistol, a sword, and a knuckle-duster and locked
them in a little room and did not touch them again. There remained one gun which the servant Yang asked him for and
which he took home to his family. Two or three days before
the fire in the church of Si-t’ang, Father Doré had taken refuge
in Pé-t’ang. But he spent only one night there and returned,
because his bishop had told him: ‘Your place is among your
Christians to support and encourage them !’ He took that as
an order: ‘That is what my bishop wants and I obey him!’ So
he prepared for death, put the gun aside, took a pair of
scissors with him and a little mirror, in order to cut off his
beard so the Boxers could not take hold off it and pull him
by his beard. The night of 14 June I was not in the church, for
the Father had called me in the morning to serve Mass, but
at night I returned to spend the time with my family. That
night, around midnight, I heard loud cries in the street. When
I went outside to see what was happening, I saw the church
all in flames. I saw nothing else, but the pagans told me that
Father Doré had been taken, that he had had time to ring the
bell two or three times, which I had heard clearly, and then
he had been killed at the door to the bell-tower. After he was
killed, his body was thrown into the burning church… His
servant Yang Jean had suggested finding a coach for him to
seek safety in a legation. He replied: ‘Never! I am going to
stay here and may God’s will be done.’ »
Stephen Lou
A Christian of 64. He confirmed almost all the preceding testimony. He recalled how Father Maurice Doré had gone to
Pé-t’ang to take refuge there and how the bishop had reminded him that he should stay with his faithful and encourage and support them, particularly at such a difficult time.
And he obeyed immediately. The same witness reported how
the Christians had made the priest understand that any resistance was useless. The Father had replied that he thought
the same and that they should think about looking after their
own lives and not to be concerned with him. This witness
also said that the priest was in the bell-tower of the church
when the fire broke out.
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John Yu Hai
Testimony of 29 June 1914.
He was 48 when he gave his testimony. He had previously
been a soldier of the imperial household. This witness had
seen the burned and charred body of Father Maurice Doré,
under the ruins of the Si-t’ang church which had been burned
down. The witness could not recognize him, but the neighbours told him that it was a European.
Joseph Tsinn Tsienn
Testimony of 29 June 1914.
This winess was 44, the son of a Tartar mandarin. He recalled
that the church of Si-t’ang had been burned down on 14 June
1900. Of the priest he said: «I saw Father Doré’s body, the lower
part under the ruins of the bricks and timber of the collapsed
bell-tower. The legs could be seen blackened by the burning.»
Tchang Jui Tche
This witness was a merchant of 40. He remembered Father Doré
as a tall man, a prayerful man. «I saw the body of Father Doré
lying under the ruins of the bell-tower. I recognized him very
clearly. He still had part of his beard and hair which had not
been burnt. I recognized him because I had often seen him».
John Yang
This witness was 35. He was the brother-in-law of Paul Souen
(the first of these witnesses). Jean Yang was Father Doré’s servant. Of the priest he said that he was easily angered, but in
everything to do with his priestly work, he was a zealous
man. When he was called for extreme unction or confession,
he went immediately, without worrying about his meal. I noticed that he had a failing: before saying Mass, he habitually
smoked; but he said that he had the bishop’s permission and
that it was because of his health… At one time the Christians
and the priest had thought of defending the church, but afterwards the father changed his mind and said: « Even if I kill
some Boxers I would be killed. It is better if I leave it to the
will of God. ». Then he locked away all his weapons and did
not use them. The church at Si-t’ang was burned down two
days after the one at Tong-t’ang. It was between seven and
eight o’clock at night.
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Bishop Favier
«On Thursday, 15 June, at 11.30, we observe the tower of Our
Lady of the Seven Sorrows in Si-t’ang, with its bricks reddened
by the fire… At 6 in the evening we learn that Fr Doré, parish
priest of Si-t’ang, has been murdered… Tuesday, 19 June,… a
servant from Si-t’ang, after wandering around the town for
several days, finally reaches us and tells us that Fr Doré was
burned to death in his room with about twenty Christians. He
did not want to use his weapons. Some days previously, this
good priest had asked me:
– Monseigneur, if I am attacked, may I use my gun?
I replied:
– Of course, it is allowed for legitimate self defence.
He added:
– But if it was only to defend myself, would it not be more
perfect not to use it?
Then I told him:
– Certainly, to be killed for the good God, without defending
oneself, is the true martyrdom.
Journal of Mgr A. Favier, Archbishop of Peking,
quoted in the Annales de la C.M. 1901, pp. 86-88

10.3 - Rev Father Pascal
Raphael D’Addosio
PARISH PRIEST OF NAN-T’ANG
SOUTHERN PARISH OF

PEKING

Father Pascal Raphaël D’Addosio was
born in Otranto, Italy. He was 68 at the
time and parish priest of Nan-t’ang.

Series of witnesses
Tchou Anna
Testimony of 3 February 1914.
The witness was 64 when she gave her testimony. She gave
testimony to what she had heard.
Father D’Addosio was riding on a donkey and accompanied
on the road by two Christians. When the soldiers saw him,
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they fired at him with their guns. The two Christians took
flight and the donkey, frightened by the shots, threw the priest
to the ground. From a nearby shop where flour was sold,
some pagans emerged and began beating the Father with
sticks. A soldier pierced him with a bayonet while he was
begging for mercy with the words: « I am a good person »
And he offered his watch saying: « This watch is real gold! »
- In the hope of receiving a reward (50 taelia was promised),
they bound him hand and feet and took him to the TchouangWang-Fou palace (northern part of the imperial city). There
has been no news of him since.
Thomas Tchao
Testimony of 8 February 1914.
This witness was 40 years old. He saw the Father’s body being
dragged by the feet. He saw the boots first, then he observed
that the face was turned to the ground, and he recognized his
white beard. He was still alive. He was dressed in long
clothes (soutane ?). He was led into the palace. « I saw him
go in in silence! »
Louis Che
Testimony of 8 February 1914
This witness was an artisan of 43. He saw the Father being
carried into the Tchouang-Wang-Fou palace. Having entered
the palace, he asked the soldiers where the father’s body had
been left. He was told « in the garden in the long grass ». But
he did not find the body; on the other hand, he did find the
Father’s handkerchief. It is possible that the body was thrown
into a well.
Ly Anna
The testimony is from 4 March 1914.
The witness was 24. She had known Father D’Addosio. He
was very good with the students. In his sermons he gave the
impression of being terrible. The witness said she had gone
to him for confession and he had told her to get ready for
martyrdom. She had heard it said that Fr D’Addosio would
have been killed en route.
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Tchao Joseph
Testimony of 8 March 1914.
This witness was 21. He recalled the following fact: At the
start of Mass, the l’asperges me, Father saw a woman with a
flower in her hair. This was forbidden for Christian women.
He took the flower from her and burnt it in the church in front
of everyone.
Ma Marie
Testimony of 10 December 1914.
This witness was 52. She had never heard anyone say evil of
Father D’Addosio. He was charitable towards everyone.
When he preached, he had a strong voice.
Ma Thomas
Testimony of 10 December 1914
This witness was the brother of the preceding. He was 54 and
worked in the Ministry of Astronomy. He recognized Father
D’Addosio as a just
man. He did not want
the Christians to take
trouble to give him gifts.
He would say to them:
« Go, be at peace! I
don’t need anything. »
He had the fault of being
impulsive. If he saw a
poor Christian woman
who had pawned her
clothes, he paid the
amount for her so she
could celebrate the
Easter feasts worthily.
Many Christians were
interpreters and they had
been trained by Father
D’Addosio. He took
great care to form his curates.
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11.

Marist Brothers
Martyrs
As we reflect upon the experiences which the Marist Brothers
had during the Boxer Rebellion, we must not forget that they
form only a part of a very much larger group of martyrs, about
nine hundred, all lay people: farmers, manual workers, smallbusiness owners, men, women, many children. Having no de-
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sire to single out the Brothers for special attention, we leave
them in the midst of their fellow martyrs - all worthy of great
admiration for the manner in which they lived and died during
the Boxer Persecution.
By date of execution, the Marist Brothers martyrs are: Brother
Joseph Marie Adon, Chinese, and Chinese postulant, Paul Jen,
both killed in Cha-la-Eul on June 17, 1900, in the early days of
the rebellion.
On July 18, l900 Brother Joseph Félicité was killed in Jen s’et’ang when a land mine exploded. He was a member of first
group of Brothers numbering six, who arrived in China in 1891.
The last martyr would be Brother Jules André, Visitor, shot to
death on August 12, l900 while trying to get a woman out of
the debris created by the explosion of a land mine.

11.1 -Brother Jules-André
Bro. Jules André (Marie-Auguste
Brun) was born of a deeply Christian family on July 17, 1863 in
Saint-Vincent-de-Reins, Department of the Rhone.
The Principal of the local Marist
Brothers’ school remarked on the
boy’s clear-sighted judgment, serious and solid character, above-average intelligence and love of
study. His behavior made him a
model for his peers. He was about
thirteen years of age when he thought of entering the Brothers,
his heart already stirred by the desire of being a missionary. His
mother agreed with the idea at once, but his father was hesitant,
since he had but this one son and an only daughter.
Auguste entered the Saint-Genis-Laval novitiate on April 3, l877,
not yet fourteen years old. After the novitiate, he was sent to
various assignments: Sainte-Foy-l’Argentière, Saint-Symphoriensur-Coise, and Saint-Chef.
In April l883, he was recalled to the Generalate at Saint-GenisLaval where he was to spend ten years, either doing his own
studies or being teacher at the novitiate or scholasticate. In
whatever role he carried out, he lived as an exemplary religious.
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After carrying out his apostolic work in France for sixteen years,
Brother Jules André along with a group of Brothers, was named
for assignment to China, where eighteen months before, the
first Marist Brothers had arrived. He wrote to the Superior General in the following terms. «Hesitant about my own abilities, I
did not ask to be sent to the missions. But I will be happy, very
happy if the heavenly Father should select me to be one of the
soldiers in his advance guard, as his apostle, a favor I have
asked of him over many years. Above all, I desire to do God’s
will... So, if you decide that God is choosing me for China, I
will go to China, convinced that God’s grace and the protection
of the Blessed Virgin will be there to help me...»
After receiving the letter containing his official assignment,
Brother Jules André wrote, «I thank you, and I am grateful to the
Sacred Heart. I would not have dared to hope for such a favor
as has now been granted: to be Jesus’ missionary. Yes, I wish
very much to be a worthy missionary, a devoted one, zealous,
fervent, holy!»
Having spent a few months in London in order to polish up his
English, Brother Jules André left for China in July l893. On arriving, he immediately took up his teaching assignment at our
Shanghai secondary school. The following September 27, he
could write, «I am very happy to be in China and thank God
every day.» Every letter he wrote to France is full of expressions
of gratitude offered to God and to the Virgin Mary.
Humble and modest, Brother Jules André would have been
happy to spend his life overlooked, a regular teacher unnoticed
in the classroom, devoting himself in self-sacrifice, living in the
presence of God alone. But Divine Providence willed something
else for him. Brother Elie François, the District Visitor passed
away on May 7, 1896, just one year after the death of Brother
Marie Candide, the first District Visitor. As a result, Brother Jules
André was appointed Visitor. He wrote, «I rather dread the responsibility that is to come my way, but it is not for me to ask
whether I accept it or not. That would not be the way of a true
religious. You are telling me to go; I will go and do the best I
can. I trust that our Good Mother will extend a helping hand to
me.» He set himself to the work resolutely, and in every way
showed himself to be up to the task. In his dealings with the
civil authorities, with his confreres, with all sorts of people, he
gave outstanding proof of prudence, tact and foresight. A man
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of action and initiative, he did not limit his talents to administrating and organizing the works already at hand. Rather he
thought of the future; he undertook plans for multiplying the
number of Christians in China, for extending the Reign of Jesus
Christ in the vast Middle Kingdom.
Sadly, he was not to see his hopes fulfilled. Caught up in the
maelstrom of the Boxer Rebellion, he was killed on August 12,
l900 while trying to rescue a woman who was trapped in the
debris caused when a land mine went off.
A narrative of his death is found in a report written by the next
Brother Visitor who gave an account of the siege. «The night between August 11 and 12 was relatively peaceful. At the 5.30
morning Mass, we received Communion along with our beloved
Brother Visitor. Then we attended a second Mass as an act of
thanksgiving. All of a sudden, at the time of the Elevation, a
tremendous explosion shook the ground and everything collapsed
around us. All who were in attendance rushed towards the doors
in order to provide help to the victims whose pitiable screams could
be heard amidst the gun fire of
those who were attacking. The
bomb which had just exploded
made a hole seven meters deep
and four meters wide. The explosion collapsed several structures
and buried heighty people in the
debris: children, catechumens
and Italian soldiers.
Moved with compassion, Brother
Jules André went on ahead stirred on by charity and courage.
He crawled along to avoid the bullets. He wanted to help a
woman who was caught in the debris, but at the very moment
that he got up, a bullet struck him in the chest and exited by his
left armpit. It had pierced his lungs and perhaps grazed his
heart. We heard him immediately begin an act of contrition
aloud, but after he had uttered only five or six words, he voice
gave out. We carried him quickly to the chapel which he had
barely left... A priest arrived, but unfortunately, only to see that
our beloved Brother Jules André had passed away, a martyr to
charity and devotedness.»
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So it was that, at the age of thirty-seven, the valiant worker in
the Lord’s vineyard perished... His Brothers loved him, praised
him, wept over him. He merited the beautiful eulogy which
Bishop Favier of Beijing delivered: «He was a man of great
courage who, during the siege was altogether in a class by himself. He demonstrated astuteness, dedication and bravery.»
Many are the letters written by the Brothers in China revealing
how much he was loved. Here is a passage from one such letter.
«I want you to know that, in losing Brother Visitor, I have lost a
father, the best of fathers. He was so kind to me at all times that
I could not possibly forget him. His kindness, his personal
interest in me – as for all the Brothers – was marvelous when
we were ill. He used to spare nothing to provide relief to the
suffering. Eighteen months back while I was in Nan-t’ang, I fell
sick after a walk. Brother Visitor found out the news at six in the
evening. He was not able to come visit me that same day because he was in Cha-la-Eul, but the next day, at seven in the
morning, he was at my side, having made the journey on foot.
He was anxious to bring me medicine for typhus. Then he accompanied me to Cha-la-Eul so that I would be close by, in
case the illness became more serious.»

11.2 - Brother
Joseph Félicité
Joseph Planche (Brother Joseph
Félicité) was born in Etable in the
Savoie, region of France, on February 4, 1872. He came from a
large family of seven boys and
three girls. His father was a carpenter, a man held in high regard
seeing that for a very long time
he was a city councilor. Brother
Joseph’s mother, Françoise Graffion, showed herself to be a
strong and deeply Christian mother as one may judge from
the upbringing and care which she gave to her children.
At the age of thirteen, Joseph went to the Saint-Genis-Laval
juniorate which was headed by Brother Marie Candide who
later, in l891, would become the first Visitor to the district of
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China. Brother Joseph Félicité and Brother Marie Candide
would become members of the first group of Marist Brothers
missioned to China.
Brother Joseph finished his novitiate at sixteen years of age and
was sent to Grandris, his first assignment, to take up a temporary
position. He began his teaching apostolate at his second assignment in Nantua. Of him, the Brother Principal of the school
would write, “Brother Joseph Félicité demonstrates an admirable
spirit of zeal and devotedness which should remain one of his
future traits. Fully committed to his work, he does not shrink
from any difficulty when it comes to the success and prayerfulness of his students. He is convinced that nothing is more effective than good example and, therefore, makes every effort
to be a model for his students in all things...”
On March 8, 1891, the first six Marists boarded their Chinabound ship in Marseille. Among them were Brother Marie
Candide and Brother Joseph Félicité. When the Six Brothers
arrived in Beijing, they took over the school at Nan-t’ang.
Then, in 1893, additional Brothers arrived, and Brothers Marie
Candide and Joseph Félicité were released from their Nant’ang apostolate in order to assume, along with other Brothers,
the responsibility for an orphanage in suburban Cha-la-Eul.
In the orphanage were 125 orphans, ranging from seven to
twenty-five years of age and demanding all the care owed to
abandoned children. The orphanage was a place where both
physical and moral deficiencies were to be found.
Here is testimony coming from Brother Marie Candide, Visitor
and first director of the orphanage. «May 31, 1893 - In three
weeks we will be at Cha-la-Eul. I am concerned about this
upcoming date, and find myself in the position of someone
who begins with no resources. I begin to regret having had
the presumptuousness to undertake this apostolate. Will it not
be beyond my possibilities? I fear it will. Dear God, what will
have to be done among this collection of abandoned children,
Christians, non-believers! They are all emaciated, with skin
ailments, weak lungs, scabs: the quintessence of our poor
human wretchedness. How are we going to be able to wash
them, groom them, remove the physical and moral stains. To
do so is a truly beautiful mission, one to satisfy the most burning zeal. How much are we going to need the protection of
Jesus, of Mary, and the help of the Guardian Angels!»
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February 14, l894 –
«...Three days ago a good
Christian woman brought
me a boy of eleven whom
she had found lost and
begging in the street in
nineteen degrees celcius
below zero. Since the
Brothers were absent on a
long walk with the community of Nan T’ang, I
wanted to get a good idea
for myself of the newly arrived boy sent by Providence. I will not say anything about
his character. You can form an idea on your own: non-believer, abandoned by parents, brought up by itinerant troupe
of actors or by some teacher or other: and that over the past
six years. I found him covered with sores and crawling with
lice. At such a sad sight, my heart went out to him. I turned
my thoughts to Our Lord. I called upon faith.
All of a sudden, I beheld in this poor creature my dearest
Savior Jesus. Yes, then with what happiness, with what consolation, I helped him remove his old clothes. I washed him
from head to foot. It took me a long time to remove the thousands of lice. At this moment, the boy is clean, wearing warm
clothes and, because of the well-being he feels, I sense that I
can read in the depths of his eyes, I will not say thanksgiving,
but the awakening of intelligence.»
Such comments about the orphanage are also frequently
found in the letters of Brother Joseph Félicité who would
succeed Brother Marie Candide as director of Cha-la-Eul
when the latter died of typhoid fever in l895. Brother Marie
Candide fell ill after he had nursed four Brothers suffering
from the same fever. All four Brothers recovered from their
illness while he fell ill and died of the same disease. The
young Brothers of the community saw Brother Marie Candide’s generous act of service as a sacrifice such as the father
of a family makes to enable his children to survive.
Being only twenty-eight years of age, Brother Joseph Félicité
could look forward to many years of service in China. Suddenly, however, there broke out the persecution which was
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to take so many lives. As long as he possibly could, he poured
himself out in the care of the children for whom he was responsible. Seeing that the orphanage was ever more under
threat, he instituted the precautions that had been suggested
by Bishop Favier of Beijing to provide maximum security. He
sent about forty of his young charges to their parents or to
Christians who were willing to look after the children. Where,
however, to find a safe place for the remaining 120? The mission residence could not accept them for want of space. The
only thing was to leave them at the orphanage in the care of
Brother Joseph Marie Adon and the postulant Paul Jen. With
heavy heart he left the children on June 12, l900, and moved
to Pe-T’ang in accord with orders received.
On June 20, news reached Pe-T’ang that the Cha-la orphanage
had been burnt to the ground on June 17. Brother Joseph
Félicité writes, «Unfortunate children! After escaping the Boxers in Nan-t’ang [the place where the orphanage was first set
up] here they are once again exposed to the bandits’ cruelty.
Where can they get away? It’s impossible to go into the city
since the Boxers are stationed at the gates. In the countryside
no more Christians are to be found, and along all the roads
the Boxers are numerous. Only death, by the sword or by
famine. Dear God, how much I suffer for these children of
mine who must face such painful circumstances!»
Brother Joseph Félicité’s written report breaks off on June 21,
almost certainly because he had to head up the operation in
Pe-t’ang. Brother Jules André would be the one to finish the report in the following words, «Our courageous Brother Joseph
Félicité, so keen to offer his blood for his young charges out of
love for God, witnessed the fulfillment of his wishes on July
18, l900 at 5:00 in the evening. He was examining the construction of a bomb shelter, whereupon the enemy, aware of
what we were building, hurried to finish theirs. At 5:00, a massive explosion was heard. Brother Joseph Félicité was thrown
forward fifteen meters. He fell forward into a ditch where he
was simultaneously covered with debris up to his knees. His
body was found only a half hour later. Although he had only
light wounds, the explosion had killed him. After the body had
been cleaned, people commented once again upon the kindness that one could still see imprinted upon his countenance,
the kindly smile by which he had won all hearts to himself.»
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Another Brother wrote, «What a saintly religious! Like Brother
Visitor, he aspired to perfection... Taking no heed of his natural
inclinations, he gave of himself unstintingly for the glory of
God and the benefit of others, always full of joy. His good example drew his Brothers to carry out their apostolic works effectively. How many human miseries to be mitigated were in
that orphanage, so many children suffering from natural afflictions: the blind, the deaf-mutes! Those poor abandoned creatures received from our kindly confrere, not only attentive care
to their corporal needs, but still more the manifestation of a
delicate affection and most fatherly support in doing good.»

11.3 - Brother
Joseph-Marie-Adon
(Joseph Fan)
Joseph Fan was born in Beijing in
l874 of a family that, originally
from Chan-si, had established itself over four generations in Beijing, distinguishing itself in the
Catholic faith and piety. During
the disturbances of l860 some
family members had hidden in
their home the only priest who remained in Beijing, a priest with a price on his head.
Brother Joseph Marie Adon’s father, a watchmaker, was highly
esteemed in the Nan-t’ang parish. His mother was a fervent
Christian who raised her children with the greatest care. Two
elder brothers were living in Beijing. One worked for the post
office; the other, in the Embassy of England. A third brother
was in minor orders at the Beijing major seminary. Joseph, the
fourth brother of the family, was baptized four days after his
birth. His godfather was Auguste Ly, catechist of the Nan-t’ang
parish and brother of the ambassador of China in Paris, Ly-Kintc’ang. The catechist, prayerful and zealous, entered paradise
two days before his godson, having been killed in the rectory
garden at Nant’ang at the foot of the statue of Our Lady of
Lourdes, on June 14, l900. On the same day the church at
Nan-t’ang and its adjoining buildings were set on fire.
As a boy, Joseph was notable for his upright behavior, his easy
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going manner and his frankness. From the age of eight he attended the Nan-t’ang school. His teacher, Xavier Tchao, a member of the imperial family, had been rather close to the Marist
Brothers since their arrival in Beijing in May l891. He got separated from them only during the persecution of l900, during
which he too gained the martyr’s palm, dying in the Si-t-ang
parish.
Joseph Fan was seventeen years of age when six Marist Brothers
arrived in Beijing to take over the direction of the Nan-t’ang
secondary school where he was a student. His prayerful manner
and good behavior drew the attention of his teachers. In fact,
Brother Marie Candide wrote of the student, “Here is an outstanding young man, of a courteous and sensitive nature, prayerful and intelligent. A boarder over four years at our Nan-t’ang
secondary school, he speaks French well. His family is among
those who are most Christian, and his mother, fifteen years a
widow, has brought up her children in exceptional fashion.”
On August 15, l893, around the time when the Brothers took
over the direction of the orphange at Cha-la-Eul, Joseph Fan
was received as a postulant.
The Cha-la-Eul residence did not provide the comforts that one
might naturally wish to have. Nevertheless, the devoted young
man entered into postulant life generously and joyously. He
was in the company of three or four other postulants and they
lived the same poor, hard-working life as the Brothers and the
orphans. He was making his second novitiate year in spring
l895 when there was a serious outbreak of typhoid fever at the
orphanage. The illness carried off several victims, one being
Brother Marie Candide, who was both director of the orphanage
and novice master. Joseph Fan himself fell ill with the fever,
suffering the effects over fifteen days.
On August 14, l895, Joseph Fan had the privilege of receiving
the holy habit from the hands of Bishop Sarthou along with
three other postulants. He took the name Joseph Marie Adon.
After a period of study, he was put in charge of the sacristy and
one of the orphanage classes. He was pleased to be able to
teach catechism, prepared his classes with great care, and had
the knack of making them interesting and very enriching.
His dealings with his confreres were always marked by charity,
kindness and consideration. He was consistently ready to make
himself available for the service of others and to help them out.
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In the spring of l900, he took
over the teaching of French
at the Cha-la-Eul orphanage.
During his five years as a religious, Brother Joseph Marie
Adon fulfilled the hopes and
expectation which had arisen
in his regard, whether as a
student at Nan-t’ang, or postulant or novice. He always
held his vocation in the highest regard, and was as attached to the Institute as to his very
own family. In relating to his superiors, he was distinguished
for his filial spirit.
We come to May l900. A storm was approaching that was to
cause much blood to flow, and already the distant thunder
could be heard. The community of Cha-la-Eul lay outside the
Beijing city walls, and was therefore very alarmed at the thought
of a night-time onslaught on the part of the armed bands which
were already sowing fear in the area. Towards the end of May,
the rumors that were circulating became ever more troubling.
The Brothers began to keep night-watch to prevent an arson attack. When someone asked Brother Joseph Marie Adon what
he would do in face of Boxers armed with swords, he said that
he was determined to sacrifice his life. “I will not run away. I
will stay here with my young people many of who are mere
children, and I will prevent them from denying their faith.”
Finally, real dangers to the orphanage arose. Under orders from
Bishop Favier, the Brothers and their charges went to Nant’ang, a Beijing neighborhood where there was another orphanage, as well as a hospital, schools, residences and the
mission church. Brother Joseph Marie Adon was careful to take
to the new location the sacred objects removed from the sacristy
and church of the orphanage. Those, together with the sacred
objects of the Nan-t’ang church, he buried in the ground to
make sure that they would not be desecrated.
Hope existed that Nan-t’ang might be defensible with the aid
of European soldiers. Indeed, a squad was sent but not at all
sufficient to hold out against an attack. The troops even abandoned their post. The upshot was that several Marist Brothers
and their 120 orphans were exposed to the Boxers’ cruelty.
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Also present were six Vincentian priests, ten Daughters of Charity, twenty local Josephine Sisters, a number of sick people and
others. On the night of June 13, a dozen brave men went to
Nan-t’ang to collect the priests and the Sisters and accompany
them to the Legations. They told Brothers Marie Crescent that
they had orders to take him as well.
He repeatedly asked to stay with the Chinese Brothers (Brother
Joseph Marie Adon and Brother Joseph-Marie Candide) and the
young orphans so as to share their fate. Yet Brother Joseph Marie
Adon begged him to leave, “since, if you stay here you will not
be able to escape death, while the rest of us, being Chinese, will
have some chance of being spared or of slipping away. So, Brother,
get away now with the men, I beg you. If you insist on staying,
you will cause me real grief. Get away now while it is night. It
will be too late when the sun rises. Farewell, pray for us.” Then
the Brothers gave him a departing embrace... With an act of such
generosity and self-forgetfulness did our beloved Brother Joseph
Marie Adon begin his day.

Squadra of armed Boxers
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Around five in the morning, the Boxer army poured into the
neighborhood, followed by a band of fanatics, hungry for blood
and plunder. They screamed out the savage words, “Chao,
Chao!” That is, “Kill, burn!” The hospital, the Chinese Sisters’
convent, the Brothers’ school, the rectory, the church: all were
given over to pillage and fire. A number of Christians were executed in the different buildings.
As the moment of danger approached ever closer, Brother Joseph
Marie Adon and the orphans sought refuge on the sacristy terrace. From there they beheld the sad, heart-breaking sight before
their eyes: religious statues and sacred images defiled and profaned, the candelabra, Cross, altar furnishings, priestly vestments
dragged through the streets; and, in the end, the torching of all
the buildings as well as the church.
Brother Joseph Marie Adon and the children he was protecting
remained on the terrace from nine in the morning of June 14.
They were awaiting their death. Around three in the afternoon,
no longer able to tolerate the intense heat with which they were
surrounded, they descended from their place of safety. Several
of the fleeing children were cut down not far from the burning
church. Brother Joseph Marie Adon went through the hostile
crowd without a single person putting a hand on him. He went
in the direction of Pe-t’ang, but he found the city gate guarded
by soldiers. He decided to go back to Cha-la-Eul. On leaving
the city, a number of the children with him were seized and put
to death. On arriving at Cha-la-Eul, he wrote two letters which
were kept by Brother Jules André (escaped to Pe-t’ang) informing
him of the extreme danger of his position.

June 15
Dear Brother Visitor,
it. We stayed
Yesterday we had a very bad time of
for five or
ng)
up on the sacristy roof (at Nan-t’a
of the fire. I
six hours. I escaped from the midst
I beg you to
will not give you many details, but
with Bishop
come to our help. You can speak
’ang today.
Pe-t
Favier to find some way to get us to
am trembling
About fifteen children are here. I
greatly as I write...
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The second letter reports the same information narrated above.
Good will was certainly not in question with regard to going to
the aid of the Brother and his young charges. But, very sadly,
means were lacking. Even the orphanage buildings at Cha-laEul underwent the same fate as those of Nan-t’ang: plunder,
fire, killings. In fact, it was there that Brother Joseph Marie
Adon met his death on June 17, l900 in company of the postulant Paul Jen.

11.4 - Paul Jen
Paul Jen, a postulant at the time of
the persecution, was killed on June
17, 1900. Where Paul Jen was born,
in what year, who his parents were:
we do not know. All we know of
him is what is told us by Brother
Joseph Félicité, the director of Chala-Eul and Paul’s formator. The information is contained in three letters which have come down to us.
Letter of November 14, 1898
«Jen Paul makes a favorable impression as a postulant. He
would be capable of several functions at Cha-la, such as cook
or prefect.»
Letter of May 4, 1899
«The postulant, Jen Paul, is the watchmaker about whom I
spoke to you. He is quite receptive and seems capable of becoming a good Brother. His intellectual abilities are not very
developed, but he appears to me to be gifted with sound
judgment. He has good will, is inclined to manual work and
acquits himself well of the different jobs of which he is in
charge. At the present time, he is learning to cook under the
direction of Brother Crescent and the two get along very
well. I give him five conferences a week».
Letter of September 1899
«Postulant Jen Paul continues to make a favorable impresssion. He has just handled a special situation in a way that
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speaks well for him. Some time back, his brother came to
ask for him, insisting that Jen Paul accompany him - such
was the pretext - to a gathering which the whole family had
to attend. For the occasion, Brother Visitor permitted an absence of several weeks. When Jen Paul reached the family
residence, he realized that his elder brother had set a trap,
having no purpose other than to push the younger brother
into a marriage and thereby prevent his entrance into religious
life. Thank God, our postulant got through the unpleasant
episode successfully. He returned to us with an even stronger
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determination to become a religious. - As to the conferences,
I am giving him one each day, consisting of a commentary
on the Principles of Perfection. His daily task is to do the
cooking for which he has a student assistant. In his free moments, he studies the book, Christian Doctrine in Practice
and prepares his meditation theme. That is, he learns to read
Chinese by means of the meditation book, does some reading
in the Chinese edition of Rodriquez’ Religious Perfection,
and when possible, attends the French lesson along with his
young charges.
Jen Paul was prayerful, hard working, obedient, charitable,
devoted. His good qualities and his behavior gave the impression that he would be able to offer worthwhile service to
the Mission. He was around twenty-six years old, and was
getting ready to receive the religious habit in the near future.
Being well aware of the imminent threat which the Boxers
posed, he might have left us. Yet he did not entertain the
idea. Like Brother Joseph Marie Adon, he wished to remain
faithful to his assignment so as to encourage the youngest of
his charges and give them an example of faithfulness to Jesus
Christ.
Where did he undergo martyrdom? Nan-t’ang? Cha-la-Eul?
No one can tell us. What was the date? It had to be sometime
between June 15 and 18.

Brothers Jules André, Joseph Félicité, Joseph Marie Adon and
Paul Jen are four glorious martyrs who were to exercise a
powerful intercession before God on behalf of the Institute
of the Little Brothers of Mary and its benefactors. The priceless
example given by the four martyred Brothers would be a
great moral and spiritual support to the other Brothers in
China who suffered so greatly in seeing all that they had
worked for reduced to practically nothing by the persecution
of 1900.
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